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all my tears be washed away

W

E PAID OUR RESPECTS THIS MORNING. FITTINGLY

for the Lutheran churchman he was, Bach was
there with us in the pre-service music ("Before
Thy Throne I Now Appear") and, later, in Cantata 51
lovingly and beautifully played and sung by two of his
grandchildren.
We remembered him as a writer, and a writer he
certainly was, even long after he last put pen to paper for
this journal. He did not find the writing easy, or so he told
his readers, but he wrote with grace and keen insight and, as
was his way, with humility. I have taken for myself advice he
offered a predecessor who for years as editor wisely and
skillfully wrote this same column:
To write "In Luce Tua" is not ... to claim any kind of
intellectual inerrancy, but to offer to the reader
ideas and conclusions which were first offered up
to God, Who will forgive us any mistake except
that of not caring about those whom it is our duty
and our privilege to serve.
His was a life well lived and well appreciated. "What
greater use could anyone make of one lifetime than to
spend it trying to 'remove obstacles, direct thought, and
fashion custom and habit' for a readership which he considered "adult and Christian"? He wrote that, echoing 0. P.
Kretzmann's original charter for The Cresset, in 1987, for
the fiftieth anniversary of the journal. This captures the
man-John Henry Strietelmeier-well: the ready expression of gratitude, the understanding of his life as a gift, his
love for the church, and an appreciation of his vocation to
serve others, and to serve them principally by stimulating
more careful and critical Christian thought and practice.
As he told it, he, an "instructor in geography and
geology, possessor of a shiny Northwestern M.A., father of
a fifteen-month-old son, and occasional book reviewer for
The Cresset, was summoned into the presence of the editor,
President of Valparaiso University 0. P. Kretzmann, late in
1948. Kretzmann asked him to take over the day-to-day
operations of the journal, then published eleven times a
year, from Jary Qaroslav) Pelikan, who was leaving the
university for Concordia Seminary in St. Louis.
With his typical modesty, John maintained that his
qualifications for the job consisted solely of his work as
editor of high school and college newspapers, his theolog-

ical background developed from an avid reading of C.S.
Lewis, his first-hand knowledge of the "real world" having
served with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and "whatever degree of sophistication" he had gained from regular
reading of the New Yorker magazine. Perhaps not what one
usually looks for in an assistant to the editor-soon to be
officially elevated to managing editor-but, nevertheless,
an inspired choice. Prior editors (there had been three
before John) had served an average of four years. John
Strietelmeier edited this journal for the next twenty years,
until1969. His influence lasts to this day in his vision for
what this journal at its best has been and might yet be.

Rr

ADERS OF THE CRESSET WILL RECALL THAT VISION-

his wisdom has frequently appeared in recent years
n our column, "The Attic," essays we reprint from
earlier years of the journal's history. In 1952 he offered
readers of this journal his own mandate. The Cresset would
be especially committed to "working to find answers which
will be consistent both with the facts of life as we observe
them and with the theological tradition which is the
grandest part of our heritage." He then identified seven
major problems to be addressed: the family; the relation of
the Christian citizen to the government and state; the relation of Christian faith and science; the place of the
Lutheran Christian in the world of letters; Lutheranism's
contribution of original work in the arts; the problems of
education; and the need for theologically literate lay
Christians.
Not only did he recruit others to this end, he himself
addressed each of these problems in his editorials and, less
directly, though with great wit, in a series of letters he
authored for a decade beginning in 1951. The "Letter from
Xanadu, Nebraska" was ostensibly penned by G. G., or by
G.G.'s pastor, the Reverend Zeitgeist. G.G., a "sometimes
shaky pillar of his congregation, .. . was proud that he had
retained his childhood religion without one whit of change,
was ready to make any sacrifice for his church as long as it
was not too great, and was open to all contemporary
thought as long as it did not affect the status quo." Readers
who knew him could not see John Strietelmeier in G.G.; it
is all too easy to see oneself there.
Here's a little from a fairly representative letter:

Dear Editor,
Well I see that the Church is out to nick us for
some more money. Every year it's the same thingmoney, money, money. And it's always for a "good
cause" ....
Then I notice that we are supposed to kick in
for a chapel on a university campus. This gets right
back to what I was talking about last month. It's
high time that we started untangling religion from
all the things it has got mixed up with the last few
years. When I went to business college, we learned
how to make up balance sheets and how to type
business letters and that was that. We never interrupted our dasswork to sing hymns or pray and it
never occurred to us that we had any business
doing so. I say, if you want to go to church, go to
church. If you want to get an education, go to
school. But don't keep running back and forth
from one thing to another. Anyway, when you
come right down to it, I don't much care for young
kids who are too goody-goody. They shouldn't get
into serious trouble, of course, but it seems to me
that we all have a certain amount of the devil in us
and if it doesn't come out when we are young, it's
going to pop up later on when it may wreck a man's
home or his business ....
What it boils down to is that I am getting tired,
every time I save a few bucks to get myself something I want, to have the Church breathing down
my neck again with its hand out. If I turn them
down, it bothers my conscience. If I don't turn
them down, I get mad at myself for being such a soft
touch. I just wish that they would go away and let
me alone ....
Yours, etc.
G.G.
Some problems are perennial, as the tight-fisted G.G.
seemed to realize, as John the editor of The Cresset knew.
One perennial Cresset problem has been circulation, along
with the income one hopes to derive from circulation in
order to keep this project going. In 195 6, only seven years
into his twenty year term as editor, he thought it might be
time to let The Cresset die, so he sent his publisher a set of
recommendations, "each more outrageously impossible
than the other," assuming the publisher would either dose
down the journal or fire its managing editor-in either
case, he'd still have work to do. Instead, the wisdom of
Kretzmann's original decision was reaffirmed, and the
university committed itself once more to "the form, the
spirit, and the activity of Valparaiso University on paper."
What John said elsewhere, he believed about The
Cresset. This is important work. Survival is not the issue;
faithfulness to our calling is. "We have taken upon us the
name of Christ, and our first concern must be to bear that
415 The Cresset Michaelmas 12004

name with humility, power and integrity."
1949, UPON THE OCCASION OF THE DEATH OF DR.
Karl Kretzmann, 0. P.'s father, John penned the column
that was usually 0. P.'s, "The Pilgrim" (complete with
the ellipses that were 0. P.'s tools of art). There John wrote
of death as a kindness given by God, "a release, a commutation of sentence." How horrible it would be to live forever
as the sinners we are. Yet we rue the day of our release.

I

N MAY

So often we live as children who see bedtime
approaching and still so many toys to be fondled,
so many corners to be looked into, so many reasons
why bedtime should be delayed just a few
minutes .... Tomorrow-yes, we know that there is
a tomorrow and that it will come, but after all
today is here, we have it now, and we are reluctant
to let it go ....And so God finally has to come and
lift us out of the confused array of our toys and put
us to bed and close the door ....
This promise of perpetual youth to mortal men
is the most cruel delusion of the twentieth
century .... We try to seize life as though it were a
substantial thing rather than the vapor that it actually is .... We watch our powers fade one by one, we
see ourselves growing old, and we feel lost and left
out of things in a world which worships youth ....
It may seem morbid thus to talk about growing
old and, at last, dying .... The very fact that such
talking is considered morbid by our generation is
the ultimate proof of how far we have departed
from reality in our views of life and death .... We do
not consider it morbid, in the summertime, to buy
storm windows and coal for the winter .... But in
the summer of life, even to suggest that summer
will end and winter will come is considered unnecessarily morbid. Perhaps that is why it is so hard to
get through to our generation with the Christian
gospel. .. .If there is no winter, then there need be
no storm windows ... .If there is no death, then
there need be no Gospel.. ..
Thank God for all of the saints who have
shown us by their examples what it means to live
and to die ....

John Henry Strietelmeier, one who knew well the One
in whose name he was baptized, a model of humility, power,
and integrity, died Wednesday, August 11, 2004, lifted out
of the array of his toys and put, finally, to bed. Thank God,
indeed, for all of the saints who have shown us by their
examples what it means to live and die. Thank God for the
life of John Henry Strietelmeier, our brother.

A second saint
We celebrate, in this issue, another saint, one who also
recognized the vapor that life is and who in his own life
sought to bear the name of Christ with humility, power, and
integrity. More accurately, in this issue we celebrate the
inauguration of an institute-the Bach Institute at
Valparaiso University-whose aim is to honor the prodigious achievements of that gifted composer, Johann
Sebastian Bach. The institute seeks to "ensure the legacy of
the music and theological perspective of Johann Sebastian
Bach for future generations."
This issue includes two lectures first presented as part
of the Bach Institute's inaugural festivities, an interview
with conductor Helmuth Rilling, who conducted the
Valparaiso University Bach Choir in a performance of the
Mass in B-minor in January 2004, and some reflections of
the director of the Bach Institute, Christopher M. Cock.

W

HATGREATERUSECOULDANYONEMAKEOFALIFETIME

than to spend it trying to 'remove obstacles,
direct thought, and fashion custom and habit' for
a readership which he considered 'adult and Christian'?
Change the medium from print to music, change the venue
from the easy chair to a church sanctuary, and one might
easily imagine the elderly Bach thinking the same.
Give us ears to hear. Teach us, too, 0 God, to number
our days. f

A PRECIOUS LIBERTY
-half dollar I let slip through the grate
in front of the bakery a summer day
sent at 8 for rolls
during the war when 50 cents
bought two loaves of pumpernickel
or a bleacher seat at Ebbets Field.
The owner said the thing hadn't
unlocked for years and now
wouldn't budge. In 15 minutes
my mother rounded up almost
every boy on the block announcing
a reward of 20 cents to the genius
who could fish the treasure.
With a pack of chewed-up Wrigley's
flattened on each tip, broomstick
bats squeezed down, catching
again and again but losing
the coin reeled up a foot or two.
A magnet-on-a-string failed.
A boy who fixed his bat
with Testor's airplane model glue
finished behind the gum. At dusk
finally Mother called it off and sent
each kid remaining home with a dime.
There were seven of us.
Saul Bennett

TDK

I remember John
August 18, 2004
The Day of the Funeral Celebration for John Henry Strietelmeier
Born February 9, 1920-DiedAugust 11, 2004

Richard Lee

I

FIRST MET BELOVED jOHN STRIETELMEIER UNDER ONE OF

his pen names. For many years The Cresset published
his satirical column, "Letter from Xanadu, Nebr."
which he pseudonymously signed "G.G." The column
spoofed a certain kind of self-satisfied Midwestern
Lutheranism, perhaps the same kind of Lutheranism that
Garrison Keillor now celebrates further north in Lake
Wobegon, Minnesota. John's fictional "G.G.," a bromidic
Lutheran businessman, filled with more zeal than knowledge, would send the Cresset editor monthly letters
earnestly trying to set the University straight on all things
religious, moral, pedagogical, and political. The column
was a hoot, and as an undergraduate at Valparaiso
University in the suffocating fifties I ate it up. Nor was I the
only one breathing its fresh air.
As I moved through my college years, I began to read all
of John's Cresset each month with some growing understanding, but I continued to encounter the mysteriously
hidden Strietelmeier under another of his pen names, "The
Editors." During his long Cresset editorship John never
signed his own name to his "In Luce Tua" editorials, always
retiring under the group signature "The Editors." But even
I, callow youth, knew then, as did nearly everyone else on
campus, that John wrote probably ninety-nine percent of
the editorials in his Cresset years. Surely all the wisest and
most winsome ones.
In my senior year I edited Valparaiso's student humor
magazine, the Lighter, and I presumed to try to spoof John's
"Letter From Xanadu, Nebr." with my own "Letter from
Residue, Nebr." signed "Gigi." Sending up a send-up is no
easy matter, but I gave it the good old college try. Upon its
publication, I received a testy letter on yellow foolscap
from no less than G.G. himself. He complained that "Gigi
certainly sounds French and is obviously a radical ...
making the things I believe look silly." And he concluded,
"When I was your age I was already doing a man's work. I
wouldn't say I begrudge you the chance to take it easy like
you can do there in college, but I do think you could show a
little more respect for your elders or at least not print
nonsense whereby you make them look like fools." The
master had spoken, gloriously incognito as G.G., and my
parody of his parody apparently had succeeded beyond my
wildest dreams.
Seven years later, by an irony of history, the University
president and Cresset publisher, 0. P. Kretzmann, hired me
61 7 The Cresset Michaelmas 12004

to serve as John's part-time assistant, thus allowing John
gradually to return to the classroom after two decades as
editor of this journal. When John finally returned to
teaching full time, I succeeded him as editor. Or did I? For
years after I became editor, whenever I was off campus and
I would be asked how the editor of The Cresset was doingthey meant John. In the eyes of many Cresset readers, John
was the editor immortal, no matter what Johnny-comelately might now be at the editor's desk.
During my first editorship I persuaded John to write a
regular column, "Editor-at-Large," on any topic of his
choosing. And, at last, it was signed with his own name.
During that time our relationship moved from the professional to the personal. John had already taught me much
about humor and humanity, but now our conversations
often turned to history, especially English history. John's
formal training was in business economics and geography,
but his knowledge of history was, as the kids now say,
awesome. His own centennial history of the University,
Valparaiso's First Century, remains a model of historical
narrative in the most felicitous prose.
Besides, in John I could see what a nineteenth century
English gentleman might look like if he happened to tumble
into the more disheveled and thread-bare twentieth
century. John's gentlemanly traits were a becoming
modesty, an instinctive traditionalism, a certain reticence
of feeling, a capacious mind, a fundamental sense of fair
play, a robust churchmanship, a firm loyalty to friends and
colleagues, a deep and abiding love for his wife Charlotte
and their sons and their grandchildren, charity and respect
for the lesser fortunate, and a generous love of all things
human. I might add that his Anglophilia included a love of
English hymnody, Gilbert and Sullivan, good gin, and
"clubability." At the end of the working day he often made
a very fine martini for himself and his friends.

T

ODAY, AT JOHN'S FUNERAL, WE SANG, BY HIS OWN PLAN-

ning of the service, one of his favorite English
hymns: "The day thou gavest Lord is ended." As we
began singing, I remembered that John used the text of that
hymn in his farewell Cresset editorial thirty-five years ago.
How perfectly fitting on both occasions. It is a geographer's hymn, a Copernican hymn, a hymn of the universal
church, one of few in the Lutheran hymnal that reminds us
that the earth moves and is round, that the church moves

and is around the world, and that we are not the center of
the universe. Furthermore, the hymn turns the whole earth
into a spinning prayer wheel, ever turning on its axis almost
heliotropically toward new light from the sun, and thus
always waking the morning prayers of the church wherever
on earth dawn is continually breaking. It is a splendid hymn
of endings and new beginnings, and, as usual, John got it
right. With some eyes moist, we bellowed it out for himbut mostly for us.
After the publication of his devotional book, Off-Key
Praises, a reviewer aptly claimed John as "our Lutheran
C.S. Lewis." Neither John nor, I suppose, Lewis would
object to being called a fine "lay" theologian, although
John brought a lucidity like Lewis's to a wider range of
topics than Lewis's preoccupation, in his essays, with
apologetic theology. So, I would add John was also our
"Lutheran Mike Royko" and our "Lutheran Walter
Lippmann," for John often brought to his writing a certain
Roykovian populism and Lippmannite political realismalways under Lutheran auspices. (Perhaps my favorite
Johannine editorial was his warm Lutheran tribute to the
up-front bawdiness of Mae West, written in her honor at
the time of her death.)
John and I had our occasional generational differences.
While I thought John supported the American war upon
the North Vietnamese much longer than morally
conscionable, he could also surprise me, for example, with
his advocacy of legalized marijuana. When I quietly
objected, he replied, "We must avoid making law itself look
like an ass." John's habits of mind were conservative but
not fundamentalist; he often could rise above an abstract
principle to see what holding that principle might mean in
personal and practical effect.

O

were not his happiest years. Especially trying was his task
of sustaining the Lutheran authenticity of Valparaiso
University at a time when its primal constituency, The
Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod, was plunging into
ecclesiastical fratricide. During the bitter disintegration of
the Synod, John was publicly the campus calm in the
storm-but equal parts of sorrow and anger were evident
to his intimates. This good and faithful service-in a time
that tried men's souls-was probably his most personally
sacrificial gift to his Alma Mater. John concluded his
extraordinary and exemplary University pilgrimage from
student, to veteran, to teacher, to editor, to senior administrator, and again to teacher with his retirement twenty
years ago.
In his poem, "Perfection Wasted," John Updike
observes:
Another regrettable thing about death
is the ceasing of your own brand of magic,
which took a whole life to develop and marketthe quips, the witticisms, the slant
adjusted to a few, those loved ones nearest
the lip of the stage ...
And Updike asks of
the whole act.
Who will do it again?
That's it: no one;
imitators and descendants aren't the same."
To be sure, no one else could be John. But many of us
whom he inspired to be ourselves-and to be for otherswill long remember John as one of the better parts of each
of us and of all of us together. Surely his Christian name is
now written in the Book of Life.

UR PATHS DIVERGED IN LATER YEARS WHEN jOHN

went on up higher and, as he said, "committed
administration." University president and Cresset
publisher Albert G. Huegli appointed john the University's
academic vice-president in the early seventies, a time of
tumult in both his church and his country. Administration
was probably not John's longest suit, and I suspect those

In Thy light we see light.
And may light perpetual shine upon him.

f

Dick Lee was editor of The Cresset 1969-1972 and again
1978-1981.

the active-duty, largely career professional military, but reaches down to
virtually every community m
America.
Barton, the draft, and dominoes
It is this very eventuality
(combined now with the call-up of the
I read with considerable interest
Inactive Ready Reserve) that is causing
Professor Fredrick Barton's recent
many Americans to begin questioning
review in The Cresset of Errol Morris's
the merits of this war. This is not to say
documentary The Fog of War.
that even more Americans should not
However, I was particularly bothered
have a greater stake in the war, and
by one of the conclusions he drew out
perhaps therefore be more reluctant to
of his review of the film, namely his
support the Bush administration's
assertion that the country ought to
misguided doctrine of pre-emptive
reintroduce the military draft despite
war, but a return to the draft seems
his own avoidance of the draft during
unnecessary to attain the goal
the Vietnam era. The reason he offers
Professor Barton seeks. Furthermore
for this conclusion is that, ''Average
I find his call for the draft a bit hypo-'
Americans ought to have a personal
critical.
stake in policies that lead to and
While I am a bit younger than
sustain war."
Professor Barton, having graduated
While I agree with him that
from the United States Military
"average Americans ought to have a
Academy in 1977, I too grew up during
personal stake in policies that lead to
the Vietnam era and faced some of the
and sustain war," I find at least two
same difficult choices he faced. Unlike
things troubling with Professor
Professor Barton, however, I decided
Barton's call to reinstate the draft. To
to seek a career as a professional
begin with, many average Americans
soldier, entering West Point in 1973.
already do have a personal stake in the
No doubt influenced by my fatherwar on Iraq-even if they are not
who was drafted for the Korean War
Americans Professor Barton readily
gained a commission through Officer'
knows. Witness the large number of
Candidate School, and had served a
National Guard units that have been
tour of duty in Vietnam as a helicopter
called to active duty to serve in Iraq
pilot-when I entered West Point I
and elsewhere. This heavy reliance on
was convinced of two truths: 1. the
Guard units is not some sort of fluke
' conflict in Vietnam was right and just,
but is intentional.
and 2. shortly after graduation I would
Following Vietnam, the military,
be serving as a combat arms officer in
under the leadership of General
Vietnam (as virtually every West Point
Creighton Abrams, wanted to insure
graduate of that era did).
that America's armed forces would
After arriving at West Point it did
never again fight in a foreign war far
not take me long to begin questioning
from home without the American
my first "truth." Most of the profespublic being acutely aware of the sacrisors at West Point were (and still are)
fices of that military. As a result, the
active duty officers, and virtually all of
military was reorganized in such a way
them had served one or more tours of
that it could not fight a prolonged war
duty in Vietnam. In the stories they
without relying on the citizen soldiers
told of their experiences, and the
of the National Guard. Many of the
doubts many of them had, I began to
vital combat support and service
realize that our military involvement
support functions of the military were
in Vietnam was probably both a
assigned to Guard units, necessitating
strategic and moral mistake. Today I
their call-up during a sustained
believe it was not only an ill-advised,
conflict. In this way, as has been the
but also unjust, war. Nonetheless, I
case during the Iraq war, the burden of
had taken an oath, and once I received
the fighting does not rest solely upon

correspondence
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my commission my choices would
likely have been a tour in Vietnam, or a
refusal to serve and the resulting
prison time. Fortunately for me, our
involvement in Vietnam ended before
I had to make that choice.
Nonetheless, I felt I had a very
personal stake in the Vietnam war.
Many other young men my age had
a personal stake in that war too. Young
men who did not have the means
and/or cleverness of George W. Bush,
Bill Clinton, or Fredrick Barton, faced
the choice of military service or jail.
Some of them ended up in prison,
more still ended up fleeing to other
countries, but vastly more ended up in
Vietnam with far too many of their
names inscribed in the black granite
wall of the Vietnam memorial. All
these people too had a very personal
stake in the war. Professor Barton's
personal stake seems rather small by
comparison.
If a draft were to be re-instated
today, no matter how fair our politicians might try to make it, I suspect a
situation similar to what the country
experienced during Vietnam would
result. The wealthy elite will always
find a way to avoid military service if
they so choose. The college educated
will find ways to delay their entry into
the military, or at least find relatively
non-hazardous ways of fulfilling their
commitments. The ones left patrolling
the streets of Baghdad and suffering
the bulk of the casualties will be the
poor and middle class high school kids
or the occasional "misguided" patriot
like I was at age 18.
If you are against the war, get
involved politically to end it. Support
a change in our political leadership.
Encourage people to get out and vote
to effect that change in November.
However, do not advocate involuntarily sending young men and women
into the war in hopes of making a
political point with their lives.
Jeffrey P. Whitman
Susquehanna University
Selinsgrove, Pennsylvania

In his article, "patterns of confusion sively and forcefully. In the process, money to go to school. In the early
and blunder: Vietnam and Iraq," our military inflicted untold damage stages of the war, graduate students
Frederick Barton reviews the film, The to the economic infrastructure, as well were eligible for deferments, so that
Fog ofWar. He also reflects on his own as to the psyche, of the North anyone with enough money to stay in
experience of the events surrounding Vietnamese.
school could easily make it to age
The devastating effects of our twenty-six (and exemption) without
the Vietnam War, including the draft,
which Barton was able to avoid. engagement in Vietnam on the North having to surrender to military
Barton exudes self-satisfaction as he Vietnamese Army offer an explana- service. At various times married men,
recounts how he "beat the system," by tion for the fact that the potential fathers, teachers, and other specified
avoiding service in Vietnam. "domino effect" never materialized. It professionals were eligible for deferMoreover, Barton takes pains to point is much more likely that U.S. interven- ments. None of this is equitable. But
out that his goal of avoiding the service tion in Vietnam convinced Ho Chi none of it is required. Just as the
of his country was a laudable one Minh to stay close to home than that professional, marriage, and graduate
because the war was ill conceived, and the "domino effect" lacked founda- student deferments were eliminated
ultimately, pointless. Barton supports tion. Moreover, our invasion of by 1968, draft legislation could be
his view of the war as an unfortunate Vietnam likely made it militarily enacted today greatly limiting the
"blunder" by pointing out that the so- impossible for Ho Chi Minh to attack ability of those with money to manipcalled "domino effect" was later any of his neighbors. And even if he ulate the system to their advantage.
revealed as illusory.
I do not understand Professor
still had the capability to do so
Lyndon Johnson subscribed to the following the withdrawal of U.S. Whitman's feeling that my advocacy
"domino effect" and used the theory troops, could he reasonably believe of a renewed military draft is hypocritas a justification for the war in that we would stand by and watch as ical. Yes, I resisted being inducted into
Vietnam. Barton maintains that the he undertook such an operation?
the military during VietNam, and as I
fall of communist Russia in 1989
In addition, the American response stated in my essay, I am proud I did so.
reveals that the "domino effect" was a to the threat posed by Ho Chi Minh God saved me from so fearsome a fate.
mere illusion. That is, Barton reasons was duly noted by Russia's communist But I was prepared to go to prison
that the fall of the USSR indicated that regime, which later imploded on the rather than fight in a war I found
the threat posed by a communist heels of the fury of the arms race. morally offensive. Hear no judgment
Vietnam was not as grave as President Thus, not only did the waging of the and no superiority in that stance.
Johnson anticipated. Therefore, Vietnam War cripple the army of a Others relocated to Canada or were
Barton concludes, U.S. involvement in budding socialist despot, it paved the prepared to do so. Dear friends of
Vietnam was unwarranted.
way for U.S. victory over Russia in the mine reluctantly went to VietNam,
There is no historical support for Cold War.
and every one of them would say he
Barton's position that the "domino
was affected by the experience for the
effect" was proven illusory because Roger Daley
rest of his life, none for the better.
the USSR collapsed in 1989. Barton Military Policeman in Vietnam '68-'69
Some went to VietNam initially
aptly points out that the Vietnam War VU Law School '82
believing in it. Save for those who died
was fought in the context of the Cold
or suffered life-altering wounds, they
War. However, he fails to extend this Fredrick Barton responds:
are the ones who paid the greatest
contextual view of history to the fall of
price. I am convinced that my friend
the Soviet Union. In fact, the context Let me begin with Professor Ron Ridenhour, who wrote the letter
of the collapse of communist Russia Whitman's comments since I am in to Congress that broke the My Lai
was the Vietnam War, which ended somewhatgreatersympathywithhim. Massacre story, was so haunted by Viet
fifteen years earlier.
Our country 's record of "fair" mili- Nam that his life was shortened as a
Barton recounts how 58,000 ' tary drafts is not strong. During the result. A crusader for social justice
American soldiers died in the Vietnam Civil War, the wealthy could buy their throughout his adult life, he always
War, while 250,000 were seriously way out of the draft by paying a fee or told me, "In VietNam I shot and killed
injured. What Barton fails to mention, could hire someone to serve in their men who wore another uniform, men
perhaps because it is impossible to places. This latter led to such a rate of who were not really my enemy. And
quantify, is the economic and psycho- desertion that it was abandoned when now I have my soul to save." Trim and
logical impact that the U.S. military the draft was employed for World War always fit, Ron died of a massive corohad on the North Vietnamese. Faced I. Deferments for high-school seniors nary at age 51. As a young man he
with an ambitious communist tyrant and full-time undergraduate students wanted to be a hero. He went to Viet
in Southeast Asia, Ho Chi Minh, the prevailed throughout the VietNam Nam and suffered a broken heart that
United States military responded deci- War, obviously privileging those with never entirely mended.

In short, we of the VietNam generation responded to the draft in many
different ways. But because of the
draft, we and our families had an
investment in America's foreign
policy that today's young people and
their families do not. For the most
part, as Michael Moore points out in
Fahrenheit 9I11, in Iraq, just as in Viet
Nam, the economically disadvantaged
are doing most of the fighting, killing,
and dying. In the absence of the draft,
the children and families of the middle
and upper classes are allowed to stand
apart. That's notfair. And it's not good
for our country.
In his 1992 campaign, Bill Clinton
talked about a two-year national
service obligation. Under such a plan,
some would choose military service.
Others would work in the Peace
Corps, in domestic service organizations, in a conservation corps, etc. If I
woke up president tomorrow with a
congressional majority to support me,
this is a plan I would institute immediately.
As to Mr. Daley's argument, as I
understand it, the domino theory as
applied to the VietNam war held that
if South VietNam was allowed to fall
to the communists, Laos, Cambodia,
Thailand, and the Philippines would
follow and the international communist threat, led by the Soviet Union and
the Chinese, would ultimately have to
be met on the beaches of Australia and
New Zealand. In 1975 South Viet
Nam fell to the communists. In 1989
the Soviet Union collapsed while the
beaches Down Under remain the
purview of surfers and those watching
sailboat races. Mr. Daley's argument
that America's defeat in VietNam led
to the disintegration of the Soviet
Union is certainly novel, but I doubt
that he will find many supporters for
that analysis.
Fredrick Barton
New Orleans, Louisiana
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Benne's platform
I am sick and tired of Robert
Benne's closed mind, wrapped in the
garb of patriotism and religiosity, as
manifested in his Epiphany/Lent and
Trinity essays in "the nation." His
repeated references to "malevolent
multiculturalism" (Epiphany/Lent}
irritated me, but his repudiation of gay
and lesbian marriage (Trinity) was
more than I could swallow without
writing to you in protest.
We live in a nation with a secular
government. The church, whether
Catholic, Lutheran, Mormon, or
Quaker, may define marriage as it
chooses. When civil marriage, such as
may be performed without any religious involvement whatsoever,
confers legal benefits on those participating, our government -as a civil
institution-thankfully requires itself
to conform to such "lowest common
denominators" (Benne's words, from
the Epiphany/Lent essay) as-dare I
suggest it-equality. Of course historical precedent weighs on the side ofthe
male-female requirement. Historical
precedent also weighed on the side of
slavery, denying women the right to
vote, and lynchings when men and
women of different races had the
misfortune to fall in love. Benne
forgets that the "thicker" dimensions
of the American marriage contract
generally defined women not as equal
partners but as subordinates or, in
most cases, as property.
We, as American citizens, suffer
some discrimination and lack of
equality by allowing the free practice
of religion, permitting the Catholic
church, for example, to refuse to
ordain women as priests. We, as
Christians, could certainly allow
churches to define the sacrament of
marriage as between a man and a
woman (though I myself am more
likely to join an open and affirming
congregation that celebrates the sacrament of marriage regardless of the
gender of those it unites). Benne could

advocate for the end of civic marriage
altogether, and I would support him.
As an American citizen, however, I can
neither support nor justify unequal
treatment under the law. My gay
friends deserve survivorship benefits
and social status as much as I do. If
supporting them means I'll burn in
hell, so be it.
Kathryn Ananda-Owens
Associate Professor of Music (Piano)
St. Olaf College
Northfield, Minnesota

Robert Benne Responds:
Professor Ananda-Owens is not
only angry at what I write; she's downright mad. She lapses-at least I hope
it is a lapse-into vituperation, a
colorful contrast with the civil tone of
the argument I tried to convey in "The
Fate of Marriage." Readers may determine which tone is more appropriate
for the academy, the church, and even
the public square.
Unfortunately, her anger seems to
have diminished her reading ability.
She says that I would deny gay and
lesbian civil unions the right of
survivorship. In fact, I wrote that
"some states may want to recognize
gay unions or non-sexually defined
partnerships and bestow on them
certain rights and responsibilities."
Actually, those rights can be embodied
legally even without gay unions.
Her main irritation stems from my
arguing for a "thicker" definition of
the social institution of marriage than
that toward which we are drifting
under the onslaught of activist judges.
I argued that such a thicker notionoriented toward the bearing and
nurturing of children among other
ends-is crucial to the well-being of
society. She seems to want a contractual arrangement that is so thin that
few social goods would accrue to it.
Another sore point seems to arise
from my defense of a social institution

-

that has, admittedly, been distorted at
times, just as it is now marred by too
frequent divorce. However, does the
professor think that the central
meaning of the institution-the
permanent covenant of fidelity
between a woman and man-is itself
distorted? I doubt it.
But beneath the surface of her
screed, Ananda-Owens really wants to
banish religious and social conservatives from public discourse. Living in
the cocoon of academia where the
ratio of liberals to conservatives is
approximately ten to one, she seems to

want to extend liberal hegemony to
The Cresset, where the ratio is probably only five to one. It seems that
intolerant liberals want diversity
without real difference.
Robert Benne
Roanoke College
Salem, Virginia

-

..
Editors's note

We are unsure whether Benne's estimate of the ratio of liberals to conservatives associated with The Cresset is
accurate (though we are sure that the
ratio is a good deal lower than many
would like it to be, and a good deal
higher than many others would have
it). We are, in any case, grateful that he
seems to imply a liberal hegemony at
The Cresset; that at least suggests that
someone is in charge, a dispute the
editor frequently entertains with his
staff.

THE INGATHERING
Now it is finished.
The harvest up, fields exhausted,
nothing now but catch replenishing rainthe planted promise of seed become fruit
fuller than vines can hold, or
arms lift into barns.
My apples are gilded, my bowls silver,
grapes adorn the evening candelabra.
Wheat and barley spill from bins
that sing of winter festivals of lightthe tabernacled sons of God dwelling
in latticed boughs on roofs
and drinking new wine: a season
ordained for joy and, ever, advent.
Anne Turner

re-ne~ing passion(s):

The Bach Institute at Valparaiso University

.
1

S. BACH NEVER SAW THE 2004 CELLULOID CAUSE CELEBRE

The Passion of the Christ, yet he managed to conjure up
enough creative imagination to write three musical
ings of the passion story. Since Mendelssohn's landmark 1829 performance of St. Matthew Passion, these
works have created the artistic standard for understanding
and contemplating Jesus' sacrifice as told in the gospel
narratives. Even after 2004, and the success of Mel
Gibson's movie, I believe Bach's musical passions remain
the standard.
The fact that this story recounted by Gibson, the story
central to Christian faith, could captivate the modern
culture of 2004 with such all-consuming focus is fascinating
and noteworthy. The public discussion of Christ's passion
hit home with particular relevance last February when I was
on tour with the Valparaiso University Chorale. One
Saturday edition of the Op-Ed page of the New York Times
was fairly brimming with articles about Gibson's movie. In
this particular edition of the Times two of the opinion
pieces made comparisons between Gibson's movie and the
epic setting of J.S. Bach-the St. Matthew Passion. In one
of these articles, Edwin Rothstein commented upon the
juxtaposition in this way: ''After seeing Mr. Gibson's
Passion in fact, and suffering through two hours of
scourged flesh and pent-up fury, I listened to Bach's St.
Matthew Passion with amazement, awe and relief." While I
am not in Rothstein's position of making a direct comparison, I would argue that in 2004 the richest understanding
of Jesus' passion is still in the deep musical and theological
statements of the St. Thomas cantor.
In the year that the Bach Institute at Valparaiso
University was inaugurated, I watched with a sense of
wonder the spectacle surrounding Gibson's film and the
discussion it generated. And in witnessing the interest
generated by Gibson's telling of the Passion story, I
reflected upon simple questions related to learning about
the music ofJ.S. Bach in the modern world and its relevance
for us. For those of us interested in teaching historic repertoire, questions abound as to its relevance to modern
persons. This question was illustrated for me in a recent
edition of The Cresset in an article by theologian Martin
Marty. Marty cited a recent list of the most influential
people of the last one thousand years. At number three was
the individual who created the foundation of theological
thought upon which Bach would build his greatest musical
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Christopher M. Cock
monuments: Martin Luther. Marty noted, "Not many
years ago the sixteenth-century professor of Old Testament
had been cast on the heap of carcasses labelled DWEM's
(Dead White European Males) .... " Marty touches upon a
theme that is one of the challenges of the work which occupies a considerable amount of my time, energy, and passion.
As Marty states vis-a-vis Luther: "Will they grasp the
intrinsic relevance of a life interestingly lived long ago in
this day when talk-show hosts, therapists, advertisers, and
politicians-those only extrinsically connected with their
lives-clamor for their attention?"
And so, as I pondered Marty's question, I inevitably
wondered: Why Bach? Why at Valparaiso University? Why
2004?

W

HY BACH? IS PROBABLY THE EASIEST OF THESE QUES-

tions to answer. Two hundred and fifty years of
legacy don't lie, and the security of Bach's place
in the history of music is unquestioned. The birth of the
idea of VU's Bach Institute began with triennial performances of his major works. Beginning with Mendelssohn in
the nineteenth century, composers and musicians began the
process of lifting Bach to his rightful place in the world's
musical consciousness. The twentieth-century witnessed
an explosion of scholarship about the cantor of the St.
Thomas Church. How many composers have enjoyed the
scope and complexity of observation and the sheer number
of performances that have been lavished upon the music of
J. S. Bach? Christoph Wolff's detailed biography of 2000
rightfully claimed Bach as "the learned musician." Wolff
has compared Bach's knowledge and compositional skill
with Newton's advances in the realm of science. And the
list of books examining the import of Bach's theological
understanding continues to grow. I can tell many stories of
my years as a teacher and a performer and the ways in which
this music and its message impact the performer and the
listener in powerful and dramatic ways. It is this sum total
of the all-encompassing, penetrating quality of Bach's
musical, theological, and emotional voice in reaching out
to all audiences that gives him a place of importance that
remains unsurpassed in western art history.
In 1944, Theodore Hoelty-Nickel gathered a group of
musicians on the Valparaiso campus to discuss the preservation of the great musical heritage of the Church. In his
foreword to The Little Bach Book, published in 1950 by

Valparaiso University, Hoelty-Nickel stated: "There can be to Easter Sunday. Think of the marvelous dance music
no doubt in anyone's mind that Bach is the greatest musi- found in the bass movement (#32) of the St. John Passion,
cian the church has ever known, combining as he does a "Mein Teurer Heiland." Introduced by joyous triplet
masterful technique and a profound musical knowledge rhythms in the continuo, the bass sings the words, "My
with a true spirit of humility and service to God." 0. P. precious saviour, let me ask thee, since you have been put
Kretzmann, legendary president of Valparaiso University, upon the cross and said, 'it is fulfilled."' And in St. Matthew
stated in the first chapter of this book, "The massive truths we are literally lifted up at the same moment in the story by
of Christianity were expressed, perhaps for the first time, in the joyous, leapingAffekt of "Mache dich mein Herze rein"
("Make thyself, my heart, now pure"). In
a music which, though bound by all the
both of these settings, as we ponder the
limitations of earth and time, approxiIn 2004 the richest
very moment where Jesus gives up his
mated most closely the towering
understanding of
spirit, we are transported into the sublime
grandeur and glory of their meaning for
Jesus~ passion is still
recognition of his resurrection. In the
the hearts of men." It is not only in recogin
the
deep
musical
passion settings of J.S. Bach we have
nition of this history, but in assurance of
and theological
witnessed and felt the scourged flesh, to
the importance of teaching it, that the
statements of the
be sure, but the healing power of these
Bach Institute at Valparaiso University
St.
Thomas
cantor.
stripes is felt with real presence. For the
sees its past, present, and future.
listener and the performer, it is a moment
As a teacher, I can attest to the challenges of teaching new generations to love the venerable of profound revelation as the beauty of word and music are
master. The contemporary age does, indeed, allow space to joined as one. This quality beckons to our world of the
spawn appreciation of this music and its message. Three fastest, the newest, and the brightest; this quality of someyears before our B-minor performance, we performed thing deep and inescapably true continues to speak to the
Bach's St. Matthew Passion in the Chapel of the contemporary world.
Resurrection. We began on a cloudy, breezy winter afterLTHOUGH I HAVE NOT YET SEEN MEL GIBSON'S THE
noon, and as the second half of the Passion brought us closer
to the moment of Jesus' ultimate sacrifice, the sky grew
Passion of the Christ, I remain unconvinced that it
ontains anything that the cantor of St. Thomas was
dark and snow began to fall from the clouds. When the
Evangelist sang, "and from the sixth hour there was dark- unable to teach his congregation and, yes, even our world
ness covering the land," the Chapel was dark with only two hundred and fifty years later. And it is in this spirit of
some natural light of deep hues coming through stained gratitude and appreciation and awe of this great musician
glass. At that moment it seemed that performers and audi- that we launch the Bach Institute at Valparaiso University,
ence together collectively held their breath. Waiting. confident in the need to understand Bach, here in this place
Watching. Wondering. Wondering anew about this sacri- and at this time. f
fice. I have been involved in some forty performances of
the great Passion, but none have come close to this sense of Christopher M. Cock is Director of the Bach Institute at
a palpable understanding on the part of listener and musi- Valparaiso Unviersity.
cian.
In considering the question of Bach's relevance to the
twenty-first century, I return to the place where I began.
Arguably, film represents the most powerful and
omnipresent art form of the twenty-first century. And yet,
the St. Matthew Passion offers the ultimate means to understanding Christ's sacrifice. Take Bach's passion settings
themselves. It has always been noteworthy to me that in
settings written for Good Friday, at the very moment the
gospel tells of]esus' death, Bach surely moves his listeners

music as science: Isaac Newton and
the genius of Johann Sebastian Bach

Christoph Wolff

W

HAT CONSTITUTES THE ARTISTIC LEGACY OF THE

Leipzig Thomascantor, Johann Sebastian Bach?
To answer, let me quote the passionate
pronouncement made by Bach's son, Carl Philipp
Emanuel, and his former student, Johann Friedrich
Agricola, in their obituary of "The World-Famous
Organist, Mr. Johann Sebastian Bach" (written 1750,
published 1754):

If ever a composer showed polyphony in its
greatest strength, it was certainly our late lamented
Bach. If ever a musician employed the most hidden
secrets of harmony with the most skilled artistry, it
was certainly our Bach. No one ever showed so
many ingenious and unusual ideas as he in elaborate pieces such as ordinarily seem dry exercises in
craftsmanship.
More often than not, superlatives such as these
provoke skepticism, but this obituary statement-though
penned under the immediate burden of loss and pressure of
time-presents a remarkably insightful summary of Bach's
most important musical accomplishments. It emphasizes
that his music truly demonstrates the power of polyphony,
the artful application of intrinsic harmonic structure and
organization, and his imaginative, uncommon, and original approach in the design of complex works.
The obituary statement associating Bach's music with
"polyphony in its greatest strength," the employment of
"the most hidden secrets of harmony with the most skilled
artistry," and "ingenious and unusual ideas" pervading
"elaborate pieces" has an extremely positive ring, yet it
must be understood against the well-known background of
criticism to which Bach was subjected-most directly and
vocally in an infamous attack by a certain Johann Adolph
Scheibe in the year 17 37:
This great man would be the admiration of whole
nations if he had more amenity, if he did not take
away the natural element in his pieces by giving
them a turgid and confused style, and if he did not
darken their beauty by an excess of art.
Johann Abraham Birnbaum, a Leipzig friend of Bach
and his "ghostwriter," explicitly articulates the composer's
14115 The Cresset Michaelmas 12004

views on the matter of art and nature, elegantly countering
Scheibe's broadside:
This sentence contradicts the nature of true art,
which is what is here being discussed. The essential
aims of true art are to imitate nature, and, where
necessary, to aid it. [... ]Thus art lends nature a
beauty it lacks, and increases the beauty it
possesses. Now, the greater the art is-that is, the
more industriously and painstakingly it works at
the improvement of nature-the more brilliantly
shines the beauty thus brought into being.
Accordingly it is impossible that the greatest art
should darken the beauty of a thing.
Birnbaum's argument against Scheibe emphasizes the
ancient Aristotelian principle "art imitates nature" (ars
imitatur naturam), a dictum that lay at the heart of what
Bach, like most of his contemporaries, considered musical
science. This term "musical science" (musicalische
Wissenschaft) occurs most prominently in Bach's letter
addressed to the Elector of Saxony and King of Poland,
Friedrich August II, in conjunction with the dedication in
1733 of the Kyrie and Gloria of what later became the Bminor Mass . Here the composer writes: "To your Royal
Highness I submit in deepest devotion the present small
work of science which I have achieved in musique." A Mass
as a work of musical science? Indeed.
IKE NO OTHER WORK OF BACH'S, THE KYRIE - GLORJA

L

Mass of 1733 and, to an even greater extent, the
completed B-minor Mass, represents a summary of
his writing for voice, not only in its variety of styles, compositional devices, and range of sonorities, but also in its high
level of technical polish. The Mass offers a full panoply of
the art of musical composition, a comprehensive grasp of
music history, particularly in its use of old and new styles.
Just as theological doctrine survived over the centuries in
the words of the Mass, so Bach's mighty setting preserved
the musical and artistic creed of its creator for posterity.
What was the intellectual basis of Bach's musical and
artistic creed? There is no question that Bach was influenced by the climate of intellectual inquiry and search for
truth propounded by Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz and
Christian Wolff. They defined philosophy- according to

Bach's student Lorenz Christoph Mizler-as "a science of
all things that teaches us how and why they are or can be."
Especially in Leipzig, Bach was exposed to much abstract
theoretical discourse, but he had no interest in contributing
to it himself. He was no theoretician. Instead, he focused on
practice, on a genuinely empirical approach in which he
explored "the most hidden secrets of harmony with the
most skilled artistry." That is, Bach's interest was to push
and expand the known limits of musical composition.
The intricate musical art resulting from this approach
figured in a public literary dispute between the Berlin
capellmeister Agricola, co-author of the obituary referred
to earlier, and Filippo Finazzi, an opera singer in Hamburg,
that recalls the earlier Scheibe-Birnbaum controversy. In
August 1750, just days after Bach's death, Agricola wrote
that Finazzi denied Bach's music

Royal Academy in London. The world of "the immortal
Newton" was Bach's world.
Newton's theoretical and experimental works exemplified a new kind of scientific method, though without
differentiating clearly between the roles played in this
endeavor by reason and by observation. Moreover,
Newton's understanding that his discoveries "pointed to
the operations of God" is typical of his pre-Enlightenment
outlook. Unlike modern-post-Enlightenment-science
which focuses only on the knowledge of nature, in
Newton's view the search for truth always encompasses
both natural and divine principles. Trying to understand
the relationship between God and nature led him to
explore the boundaries between them, where he ultimately
saw the fusion of natural and divine principles.
Newton created a revolution in a number of areas,
most notably the calculus and the theory of mechanics. He
the effect of pleasure for the listener who would
was recognized for it by his contemporaries, and altogether
not savor such difficult harmony.
his work represented the pinnacle of
Yet, assuming the harmonies [i.e.,
the seventeenth-century Scientific
The Mass offers a full
compositions] of this great man
Revolution. Bach, on the other hand,
panoply of the art of
were so complex that they would
created no revolution, but then, the
not always achieve the intended
stakes were completely different. In
musical composition,
result, they nevertheless serve for
the search for scientific truth, the
a comprehensive grasp of
the connoisseur's genuine delight.
principle of universal gravity, for
music history, particularly example, would have been discovNot all learned people are able to
understand a Newton, but those
ered eventually by someone, even if
in its use of old
who have progressed far enough in
that someone had not been Newton.
and new styles.
profound science so they can
However, the search for "artistic
understand him will find the
truth"-so to speak-in the explogreater gratification and real benefit in reading his
ration of both the natural fundaments and the limits of
work.
musical composition is not guided by the classical twovalued logic leading to a true or false result. The element of
Here, for the first time, a parallel is drawn between individuality plays too decisive a role in all artistic
Bach and Isaac Newton-not by way of analogies between endeavors, both pre- and post-Enlightenment. Yet Bach's
Bach's music and Newton's physical science, but by music, his life work, in part subconsciously and in part
explaining that Bach's music is best appreciated by real consciously, was affected more than that of any other
connoisseurs, just as Newton's writings are best understood contemporary musician by the spreading culture of
by readers with a profound knowledge of science. Newton, Newtonianism and the general spirit of discovery that
a generation older than Bach, had earned a legendary repu- prevailed following the Scientific Revolution, a spirit that
tation across Europe by the early eighteenth century, and by no bright and keen intellect could escape. And under the
1750 he represented the undisputed paradigm of the scien- firm umbrella of seventeenth-century Lutheran theology,
tist as genius. In 1740 Lorenz Christoph Mizler called him Bach's musical discoveries-like Newton's, whose works
"the immortal Newton." The British mathematician, physi- Bach almost certainly did not know-ultimately pointed to
cist, and philosopher had died only in 1727, but ever since the operations of God.
1714, when the Leipzig periodical, Acta eruditorum,
published one of the most important early reviews of his
HE ECLECTIC NATURAL PHILOSOPHY OF LATE SEVENprincipal opus, with a careful collation of the 1687 and
teenth- and early eighteenth-century Germany
1713 editions of the Philosophiae Natura/is Principia
defined itself as "a science of all things that teaches
Mathematica, Leipzig University had been the center of us how and why they are or can be." Bach's musical philosNewtonianism in Germany. One of its most prominent ophy might well be understood analogously-not in terms
representatives was Johann Heinrich Winckler, a colleague of subject matter and methodology, but in the sense of an
of Bach's at the Thomasschule, and the author of a Bach empirical search for the foundation and boundaries of his
cantata text who was famous for his experiments in elec- art-as the science of all musical phenomena that teaches
tricity and among the first German scientists elected to the us not only how and why they are or can be, but also how
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they relate to an understanding of nature, God's creation,
that is, Newton's "system of the world." Moreover, the
sheer scope and breadth ofNewton's intellectual endeavors
find their analogy in the enormous and unparalleled range
of the interests, undertakings, and efforts of Bach the music1an.

T

O THIS POINT, I HAVE DISCUSSED ALL THESE MATTERS MORE

or less in abstract terms. Let me now discuss five
specific examples to illuminate some of the points
made previously. I will focus on examples that demonstrate
how Bach moves within self-imposed, extremely narrow
constraints, challenging himself to explore, research, and
uncover "the secrets of harmony" even in the most fundamental materials given by nature, basic materials such as
triad and scale. Thinking of Birnbaum's notion of "art that
lends nqture the beauty it lacks," Bach's examples demonstrate that it is indeed possible "to improve nature."
[In the lecture, the following examples were presented as
recorded excerpts from the compositions referred to below.
Comments were amplified by illustrations at the piano.]

EXAMPLE 1: Canon "Trias harmonica," BWV 1072
I begin with Bach's shortest composition, a piece that is
hardly ever discussed and certainly never performed: an
enigmatic canon entitled "Trias harmonica" (the harmonic
triad), published in Friedrich Wilhelm Marpurg's
Abhandlung von der Fuge (Berlin, 1753). The abbreviated,
enigmatic notation specifies what the structure is supposed
to be, namely, "a canon for eight voices and two choirs" in
plain C major. The composer demonstrates with this
composition what constitutes a harmonic triad: not a
vertical C-major chord, but a structure resulting from accumulated counterpoint, however basic the melody is (in this
case, the scale pattern c-d-e-f-g). In many ways the piece
represents Bach's musical Credo.
What you hear is, of course, musical theory, not real
music; but it tells you a lot about Bach's mind and about the
internal control factors that guide his genuinely musical
composition. In this connection, let me turn to Birnbaum
who in 1738 wrote defending Bach against Scheibe: "It is
certain[ ... ] that the voices in the works of this great master
of music work wonderfully in and about one another, but
without the slightest confusion. They move along together
in opposition, as necessary. They part company, and yet all
meet again at the proper time. Each voice distinguishes
itself clearly from the others[ ... ] They now flee, now follow
one another without one's noticing the slightest irregularity in their efforts[ ... ]."
EXAMPLE 2: Fantasia inc minor, BWV 906
My second example introduces a different configura16117 The Cresset Michael mas 12004

tion of basic materials, put very effectively together in a
keyboard fantasy. The constituent elements are: (1) a cminor triad-plain and arpeggiated, ascending and
descending; (2) two alternating scale-patterns, diatonic
and chromatic, ascending and descending. We notice here
a further dimension, that of keyboard virtuosity. Bach finds
himself in his very domain, playing with the most fashionable manner of crossing hands. This piece croise combines
fundamental materials, triad and scale-based, with fanciful
virtuosity. At the same time, the work does not display
empty virtuosity at all, for it is very tightly constructed and
demonstrates what can be done by uncovering the true
potential even of these rudimentary elements.
EXAMPLE 3: Cantata "Nach dir, Herr, verlanget mich,"
BWV 150/4 '
The next example introduces a vocal piece, the earliest
extant cantata Bach composed in Arnstadt, ca. 1705. The
fourth (and shortest) section of the multi-sectional work is
a setting of a single Biblical line, a verse from Psalm 25:
"Leite mich nach deiner Wahrheit" (Lead me in thy truth).
The two key words, the verb "lead" and the noun "truth,"
have the young Bach turn to a musical idea he himself did
not invent, an element he considered given by nature, by
God: the scale. But the way he treats the scale as the centerpiece, the musical axis of the setting, is quite extraordinary.
The axis moves straight across the score and, thereby, penetrates and affects all voices: bass, tenor, alto, soprano;
violins move through three full octaves; all voices share in
the scale as their firm structural backbone. The musical and
theological message: Truth and divine guidance are inseparable from one another.
EXAMPLE4: Fantasia ingminor, BWV 542/1
Example 4 introduces yet another solution of dealing
with fundamental material in a highly innovative manner.
In this organ fantasia, Bach researches the possibilities of
harmonizing the desc~nding scale, approaching with
uncompromising logic and resolution a pivot point: a
diminished chord, a dramatic fermata. After that, things
turn around, and instead of a simple resolution the
harmonic structure gets involved with extreme chromaticism. This work shows the composer of the Well-Tempered
Clavier at work, a composer who breaks through the limits
of the conventional tonal system. Moreover, it is amazing
to realize how Bach creates the illusion of an endless
descending scale by breaking the pedal octaves in a camouflaged mode.
EXAMPLE 5: "Et incarnatus est," from theE-minor Mass,
BWV232
Finally, an example that in all likelihood represents one

of Bach's last compositions, if not the very last: the "Et A paradigm shift had taken place and gradually took hold,
incarnatus est" from the B-minor Mass. The movement comparable to what happened in science as a result of
represents an afterthought that occurred to the composer Newton's work. The two men reached pinnacles of a very
while reviewing and revising his large-scale Mass in 1749, different kind, but they lived, thought, and worked in the
about a year before his death. The text of this section was same intellectual climate of scientific discovery and empiroriginally incorporated in the "Et in unum" duet that was ical testing of fundamental principles.
followed directly by the "Crucifixus" movement.
Not just among composers of his time, but among
However, Bach apparently thought that the text dealing composers in general, Bach was one of the most active,
with the mystery of the incarnation ("and was incarnate by dedicated, and prolific teachers the world has seen. Many
the Holy Ghost of the Virgin Mary, and was made man") of his students disseminated his music and teachings, quite
deserved special and separate treatment as this portion of a number of them having become influential authors of
the Mass text historically always drew special musical theoretical treatises. In fact, soon after 1750, German
attention. Therefore, he re-texted the duet and inserted music theory-and half a century later European theory as
into the score an extra leaf with the newly composed "Et well-reoriented itself almost solely because of the
incarnatus est."
prevailing influence of "the Bach School." If Bach ever
The basic musical idea of the movement is again of a created a "revolution" it was in his teaching of composition
rather simple design: a b-minor triad extends over a pedal by fully integrating the principles of thorough bass,
point, reinforced by a steady instrumental obbligato harmony, and counterpoint, elements that had previously
(unison violins) that accentuates the triadic tones with been treated separately. Major models for this method
emphatic appoggiaturas. This straight-forward structural were established primarily by two works: first, the Welloutline enables the five-part choral setting
Tempered Clavier that defined the princito enter in crystal clear declamation. The After Bach, music was ples of free and strict composition
point of imitation is based on descending
no longer the same. A (manuscript copies circulated widely
triadic formation that is modified with every
until1801 when three editions appeared
paradigm shift_ had
voice entry and finally, with the bass entry,
taken place and gr_ad- independently in Leipzig, Bonn, and
forces the pedalpoint to change from b to bZurich), and second by the collection of
ually took hold.
sharp. A rational musical setting of utterly
comparable to what 370-plus four-part chorales that charted
irrational non-musical content results in a
happened in science the course for tonal harmony (two
movement with a thoughtfully interpretive
posthumous editions were published,
as a result of
and highly expressive theological message.
one in the late 1760s and the other in the
Newton's work.
We recognize in these five examples
mid-1780s).
Bach's remarkable ability to integrate and synthesize the
The impact of Bach's music and teachings was such
various parameters and components of his musical science that, even at a time when the focus of the music world had
and his highly developed sense for the creation of unified clearly shifted to the Vienna of Haydn and Mozart, the
structures. Although he realized the significance of theoret- musician and critic Christian Friedrich Daniel Schubart
ical discourse and apparently encouraged his students to wrote on Bach's significance, referring to him-in an
engage therein, he himself made no contribution to it, and oblique yet obvious juxtaposition to Handel, the "Orpheus
focused instead on "practical elaborations" for the instruc- Brittannicus"-as "the Orpheus of the Germans!" In the
tion and delight of "those who have a concept of what is same essay he calls Bach "a genius of the highest order" and
possible in art and who desire original thought and its puts him on a par with the paradigmatic scientist-genius
special, unusual elaboration"-as Carl Philipp Emanuel when he states, "What Newton was as a philosopher, Bach
Bach put it in advertising the first edition of The Art of was as a musician." In other words, Newton brought about
Fugue in the year following his father's death.
fundamental changes and established new principles in the
world of science, and Bach did the same in the world of
HE LIMITED KNOWLEDGE OF BACH' S WORKS THAT WERE
music, both in composition and in performance.
available after 1750-The Art of Fugue and The BAt the turn of the nineteenth century, Schubart's
minor Mass figured prominently among them- appraisal was not only echoed in the Allgemeine
only magnified the effect of individual compositions as musikalische Zeitung, the leading music periodical of the
their musical essence and compositional makeup were day, to which Beethoven and others subscribed, but was
contemplated. Bach's music immediately established new further concretized in terms of Bach as "lawmaker":
benchmarks of compositional artistry and technical perfection. The exemplary value of Bach's music was recognized
The name of Johann Sebastian Bach radiates
as each work soon became a touchstone for performers,
supremely and sublimely above those of all
composers, and theorists alike-a distinction the pieces
German composers in the first half of the past
hold to this day. After Bach, music was no longer the same.
century. He embraced with Newton's spirit every-
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thing that has hitherto been thought about
harmony [composition] and that has been
presented as examples thereof, and he penetrated
its depths so completely and felicitously that he
must be justly regarded as the lawmaker of genuine
harmony, which is valid up to the present day.
Indeed, the "progenitor of harmony," as Beethoven
put it, has not lost his attraction today. Even though we
cannot and must not see all of Bach's music under the
perspectives of his eighteenth-century interpreters and
admirers, our understanding of his musical philosophy
benefits considerably from placing it in the intellectual
milieu of the Newtonian spirit of discovery. But different
from scientific discoveries, Bach's art of penetrating,
exhausting, expanding, and transcending all conceivable

possibilities of harmony, that is, of musical composition, is
by no means to be understood as theoretical exercise; it is a
spirit of musical discovery that reaches beyond pure intellect by speaking directly to the heart. May the spirit of
discovery embedded in Bach's art also guide our contemporary musical practices. f

Christoph Wolff of Harvard University, a Distinguished
Advisor to the Bach Institute, presented this essay as a
lecture during the inaugural festivities ofthe Institute. Wolff
is the author of the widely acclaimed Johann Sebastian
Bach: The Learned Musician, discussed later in this issue.

THE SIGNING
I didn't want him
to sign the book,
just the page with that one poem
titled ''Autumn."
When she first heard it years ago
she was struck.
I thought at first it was his delivery,
but ever after she went back to read it
that time of year.
My quest was ended.
Strange how I found him
in a restaurant
surrounded by noise and color.
Yet he seemed glad to do it
with a flourish and
I think a little smile.
He too is getting on.
Only a few months ago
it was nervous walking to nowhere,
now she sits blankly in her chair
perennials behind her she no longer
sees.
Her hair was once a blaze of glory.
Chances are she won't even know
I don't know either,
I guess I wanted a kind of blessing
to let her know it's all right.
Ray Greenblatt
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the world of Bach's Mass in B Minor:
genesis, style, and performance
James A. Brokaw II
1818, HANS GEORG NAGELI, THE SWISS MUSIC
publisher, and the first person outside the Bach family
to own the holograph manuscript of theE-minor Mass,
announced his intention to publish the work for the first
time. In his advertisement, he termed Bach's Mass the
"greatest work of all nations and all peoples." Nageli would
undoubtedly choose his words differently in today's multicultural milieu. Even so, it is often said that, had Bach not
lived, the music of the second half of the eighteenth century
would be scarcely changed at all, while the music of the
nineteenth century would hardly be recognizable. In
particular, it is hard to imagine choral masterpieces such as
those by Mendelssohn, Berlioz, Verdi, and Brahms
sounding as they do without the example set by Bach'sMass
in B Minor. To paraphrase Nageli in contemporary terms,
the music of Johann Sebastian Bach is fundamental to the
Western musical canon, and the B-minor Mass is Bach's
central masterpiece.

I

N

the genesis of Bach's B-minor Mass
In writing the B-minor Mass, Bach was engaging with
what is surely the most ancient and extensive genre in
Western music. Guillaume de Machaut composed the
earliest complete setting of the Mass Ordinary at the
Cathedral of Notre Dame in Paris in 1350. Thus the tradition was already nearly four hundred years old when Bach
decided to compose his mass, or even older, if one considers
the Gradual and Alleluia settings by Leonin and Perotin at
Notre Dame in the twelfth century. Even within this broad
context; Bach'sMass is absolutely unprecedented in size, in
scope, and in complexity, so much so that many have questioned whether Bach had either the resources or the occasion to actually perform the entire work.
Given that, it is truly astonishing how many fundamental questions about Bach's singular masterpiece remain
open. Let's begin by enumerating some of the issues that
have occupied Bach scholars during the last half-century:
1) When did Bach write the Mass in BMinor?
2) Did Bach actually intend this vast and complex
work to be performed? If so, by whom? Or, was
Bach's Mass an abstract work such as the Art of
Fugue or the Musical Offering, composed without
a specific performance in mind?
3) Did Bach intend the B-minor Mass to be understood as a single, unified whole?
4) What was Bach's title for the work?

5) What are the appropriate forces for performing
the Mass?
6) Why did Bach write the Mass in B Minor?
Some of these questions have been resolved decisively,
while others remain open to this day. We'll touch on all of
them in the scope of this essay-but before going further,
let's briefly consider a more fundamental issue: What is a
Mass?
It is, of course, the most important service of the
Roman Catholic rite, deriving from a ritual commemoration of the Last Supper. It is an eclectic collection of texts in
Greek and Latin that were assembled over a period of ten
centuries. Some parts of the Mass-the Introit, Gradual,
and Alleluia, for example-vary from week to week,
depending on the church calendar. Since these are proper
to specific occasions, they are collectively referred to as the
Mass Proper. Other parts do not vary at all: the Kyrie,
Gloria, Credo, Sanctus, andAgnus Dei. These are called the
Mass Ordinary, and they are the texts Bach set when he
created the Mass in B Minor.
The Kyrie is a solemn supplication in Greek with each
verse sung three times: "Lord have mercy upon us"; "Christ
have mercy upon us"; "Lord have mercy upon us."
The Gloria is "an exuberant hymn of praise written in
imitation of the Psalms." It opens with a hymn (Luke 2: 14 ),
continues with petitions and acclamations, and concludes
with a doxology. It is generally associated with Advent and
the birth of Christ and is omitted during Lent.
The Credo, or Nicene Creed is a statement of faith
formulated by a council of bishops summoned by
Constantine at Nicaea in the fourth century. It was used in
the Carolingian Mass mandated by Charlemagne in 798,
and became part of the Roman rite in the eleventh century.
The Sanctus joins a Hebrew Bible vision of God (Isaiah
6:30) with a New Testament affirmation of the sovereignty
of Christ (Matthew 21:9).
The Agnus Dei is a succinct supplication to accompany
the breaking of bread during the Eucharist. The text is
derived from John 1:29-"Behold the lamb of God. Behold
the lamb who taketh away the sins of the world, have mercy
upon us." The petition is repeated three times; the last time
"grant us peace" replaces "have mercy upon us."
In the Lutheran practice of Bach's day, the Mass cycle
included only the Kyrie and Gloria. A setting of the entire
Ordinary, in a Catholic context, was called aMissa tota.

ET'S RETURN TO THE FIRST OF THE SIX QUESTIONS I Necessary Draft for a Well-Appointed Church Music." In
listed a moment ago: When did Bach write the B- it, he detailed his complaints about the number and quanminor Mass? The simplest answer is that Bach assem- tity of the singers and instrumentalists available to him. In
bled the work during the last two years of his life. This has closing, he pointed to Dresden where, in Hans David's
been firmly established only within the last few years by the translation, "musicians there are paid by His Royal Majesty
Japanese scholar Yoshitake Kobayashi, who conclusively [and] are relieved of all concern for their living, free from
linked the composer's handwriting in the Credo and Agnus chagrin, and obliged each to master but a single instrument:
Dei (which clearly shows the composer's failing eyesight) it must be something choice and excellent to hear."
with other documents written by Bach between August
Indeed, there was much to admire at Dresden. At mid1748 and October 1749-when Bach seems to have lost his century, the court boasted one of the largest and most
eyesight altogether. Bach died in July 1750.
distinguished ensembles in all of Europe. Chief among the
This question is, in fact, much more complicated, for several court composers was Johann Adolf Hasse, whose
Bach did not compose the B-minor Mass from nothing; immensely successful operas in the Neapolitan style made
rather, he incorporated several existing works. He wrote Dresden a musical center of the first rank. Concertmaster
the earliest of these, the Sanctus, in Leipzig for the Advent Johann Pisendel studied composition with Vivaldi, and his
season in 1724, and Bach wrote the Kyrie and Gloria in violin sonatas and concerti are important examples of the
1733 to accompany his petition for - - - - - - - - - - - - Pre-classical style. Flautist Johann
appointment as Court Composer to the To paraphrase Niigeli in Joachim Quantz was not only a famous
Elector of Saxony in Dresden. Bach
contempora~ terms,
virtuoso but an authority as well: His treaincorporated the Kyrie and Gloria,
the music of ohann
tise on playing the flute remains an imporSebastian ach is
tant source of performance practice
called the 1733 Missa, in theMissa tota of
1748 without change, while he altered
fundamental to the
today. Other leading virtuosos included
the chorus in the Sanctus from three Western musical canon, violadagambistCarlFriedrichAbel, who,
sopranos, alto, tenor, and bass to two
and the
with Johann Christian Bach, would later
sopranos, two altos, tenor, and bass.
B-minor Mass is
organize the famous Bach-Abel concert
Bach's central
series in London, the flautist PierreThe question "When did Bach write
the Mass?" is still more complicated
masterpiece.
Gabriel Buffardin, and the oboist Johann
because not only these works but also the
Christian Richter. Among the vocalists in
newly created sections in 1748-49 were largely based on Dresden were the most famous opera singers of the day,
still earlier music, but with different text-in other words, including Hasse's wife Faustina Bordoni, the castrato
they are parodies. (For music historians, the word Giovanni Bindi, alto Margherita Ermini, countertenor
"parody" generally means only the reuse of an earlier Nicolo Pozzi, and bass Cosimo Ermini.
musical structure with new words; it does not usually have
Given its location in Lutheran Saxony, it is remarkable
the sense of mockery or satire the word carries in literary that the Dresden court was Catholic. Friedrich August I
contexts.)TheCrucifixuschorusintheCredoforexample, (called August the Strong), Elector of Saxony, had
is a parody of the opening chorus from Cantata 12 Weinen, converted to Catholicism in 1697 in order to extend his
Klagen, Sorgen, Zagen of 1714. The extraordinary dominion to Poland. Powerful alliances with Vienna and
demands upon Bach virtually required his re-use of earlier Rome allowed the acquisition of large quantities of Latinmusic, but in no other large-scale work does Bach rely so texted church music for the court library, supplementing
extensively on parody. Scholars have identified models for the extraordinary musical establishment developed by
eleven of the twenty-seven movements of the B-minor Mass, Friedrich August I and his son, the Prince Elector.
In February of 1733, the Elector died and was
and strongly suspect that two more are based on now-lost
works. Indeed, some scholars-notably George Stauffer succeeded by his son, Friedrich August II. In July of the
and Joshua Rifkin-believe that virtually all the music in same year, Bach presented the new Elector with his request
for a title as court composer, together with the Kyrie and
the B-minor Mass is based on earlier works by Bach.
Gloria. Because August II was occupied with events in
UT LET'S STEP BACK FOR JUST A MOMENT. BACH SPENT Warsaw, Bach's request was not granted until three years
the prime of his creative life as Cantor of St. Thomas later, in 1736.
Even though the 1733 Missa was presented to the
Church in Leipzig, from 1723 when he was 3 8 years
old until his death in 1750 at the age of 65. But Dresden, the Elector in Dresden, scholars have disagreed on the question
court of the Elector of Saxony, was clearly an object of great of where the work might have been performed and, indeed,
fascination and attraction for him. By 1730 Bach had whether it was performed at all. The continuo part, which
grown impatient with the limitations of the musical estab- Bach would have played, contains the strongest evidence
lishment at Leipzig, and he wrote a famous memorandum on the question, and it points directly to a Dresden
to the city fathers, now known as ''A Short But Most performance.
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whole. Although he agreed that the Missa was the work of
1733, he supposed that Bach wrote the Credo in 1732, the
Sanctus in 1736, and the Osanna/Dona nobis portions in
1738-1739.
But Smend's view did not stand long. Just as he was
Notice the cues for vocal entrances that appear in the finishing his edition in the mid 1950s, Georg von Dadelsen
music (Tenor, Alto, Soprano, etc.). These cues would and Alfred Diirr were completing their new chronology of
certainly not be necessary had the composer himself Bach's vocal works, based on analysis of handwriting in all
intended to play the continuo part. But the key of the available original sources, as well as new and more rigorous
notated part is stronger evidence yet. It's notated in B studies of the watermarks. Not only did they establish the
minor: notice the two sharps in the key signature. Had the profile and chronology of Bach's handwriting, but also that
parts been written for Leipzig, the continuo would most of every member of his family and his students, as well as
probably have been written a whole tone lower, in A minor, the scribes he relied on at StThomas. A radical re-ordering
with no sharps or flats in the key signature. This is because of Bach's vocal works resulted, confirming that Bach wrote
the organ in Leipzig was tuned a whole tone higher than the everything after the Gloria in a relatively short period
other instruments, allowing the pipes to be shorter than during the last decade of his life.
they otherwise would be, and thereby saving the city of
Just as there is no reason to doubt that Bach meant to
Leipzig money on copper.
compose a Missa tota in 1748, there is every reason to
There is evidence in the music as well. In the hands of suppose that he wanted to allow for the selective and flexthe Neapolitan composers so well represented in the ible performance of its components. As George Stauffer has
Dresden court library, the Mass had become highly oper- pointed out, the Kyrie and Gloria, or the Sanctus, could be
atic in style. The Ordinary was set as a series of large, more- performed in a Lutheran service; or the Symbolum
or-less independent movements, often utilizing ritornello Nicenum or Agnus Dei could be performed in a Catholic
and da Capo formal procedures. The Christe eleison often context. Indeed, C. P. E. Bach performed the Symbolum
appears as an amorous love duet; and the Cum sancto Nicenum alone in 1786 in Hamburg.
Further, Smend had ignored powerful evidence for the
spiritu and et vitam venturi, which conclude the Gloria and
unity of the Missa tota: the music of Gratias agimus tibi, in
Credo, respectively, are written as act finales.
In Bach's Mass, the movements are truly independent, the Gloria, returns in the setting of Dona nobis pacem, at
and are coordinated with one another so as to create a the very end of the mass. Not only is this a unifying device
large-scale architecture, in which the choruses "frame" for Bach's Mass, it is a convention often found in the
larger sections much as columns define a building.
Neapolitan masses heard at Dresden.
It is not surprising that Smend's view was decisively
HE MOST IMPORTANT SOURCE FOR THE MASS IN B minor refuted only shortly after his edition appeared. But he was
is Bach's own autograph score. Further, it is our only entirely right to point out that we cannot know for certain
source of information about the genesis of the mass. what Bach's title for his Missa tota may have been.
But it has not been well understood until quite recently. The However, the 1790 estate catalog prepared after the death
manuscript, which was not bound until the nineteenth of C.P. E. Bach, and the auction catalog for the estate of
century, long after Bach's death, is a 188-page compilation C.P. E.'s daughter in 1809, give us a strong hint: both
of four different manuscripts, each with its own title page. sources refer to "The Great Catholic Mass," pointing to an
The title pages were probably originally wrappers oral tradition within the Bach family.
enclosing the loose leaf individual movements. No
common title page for the entire work survives today. the style of the Mass in B Minor
There are titles for the 1733 Missa (the Kyrie and Gloria);
the Credo (or Symbolum Nicenum); the Sanctus (but
ACH'S MUSIC IS FASCINATING BECAUSE OF ITS ASSIMILAwithout Osanna or Benedictus); and for the remaining
tion of national styles-French and Italian-within
the composer's quite original idiom. The B-minor
movements (Osanna/Benedictus/Agnus Dei/et Dona nobis
pacem).
Mass is of particular interest because the work coordinates
Clearly, these sectional titles do notreflectthe liturgical styles of the present, the past, and the future, as well: the
divisions of the Mass Ordinary. This fact, together with the High Baroque; the stile antico or Palestrina Style; and the
absence of a common title page for the work, led Friedrich galant or Pre-classical style. All three are present in the first
Smend, the editor of the work in the New Bach Edition major section, the Kyrie. Perhaps by beginning the Mass
(1954) to conclude that the autograph contained only a this way, Bach meant to place before his audience a set of
somewhat haphazard sequence of independent works. In rubrics to be explored in the course of the work.
Smend's view, Bach never intended to write a Missa tota,
As we've seen, the Kyrie section is comprised of three
and works in P180 in no way represented a single, unified movements: The first Kyrie, a choral fugue, is in the

[See Page 22. Plate 1. 1733 Missa (BWV 232/1). Dresden
performance parts: figured continuo for Kyrie I. Mus.
2405-D-21, Saxon State and University Library, Dresden]
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contemporary High Baroque style; the Christe, a duet for
two sopranos, assimilates elements of the Galant; and the
second Kyrie is a stile antico choral fugue. Thus the
choruses are rather like pillars defining a larger architecture. In fact, this structural principal is fundamental to the
entire Mass. Let's examine each of these in the context of
their style.
Kyrie 1: High Baroque
The Mass in B Minor begins with a brief but emphatic
declamation of Kyrie eleison by the entire ensemble,
followed by a massive, solemn fugue on the same text. The
first Kyrie is the longest movement in the entire Mass and,
as such, it prepares the listener for the scale of what is to
follow.
UGUE IS PROBABLY THE MOST COMMON FORMAL TECH-

F

nique in Baroque music. A fugue consists of from two
to six or more independent parts, which may be
actual voices in a chorus or instruments. In fugue, a brief
melody, called a subject, is sounded by each of the voices in
succession. This sequence of voices is called an exposition.
There may be multiple expositions in a fugue, separated by
free material called episodes.
Here, the subject takes the shape of a wedge: it begins
with a single repeated pitch, broadening in a series of
widening leaps. The harmonic context, with its minor and
diminished harmonies, is quite colorful and bold, and rich
with pathos. Further, the voices are independent from the
instruments, creating a rich contrapuntal texture.
Christe eleison: the galant style
Naples, which determined so many aspects of musical
taste in Dresden during the first half of the eighteenth
century, was a center for the emerging galant or Pre-classical style. Thegalant style might accurately be called "antiBaroque." Indeed, the word Baroque is itself a pejorative
(from the Portuguese barocco, meaning a misshapen pearl);
it was coined at mid-century by an aesthetic that preferred
light textures, simple and easily apprehended structures,
and bright colors to the dense complexity of the earlier
prevailing style. Indeed, Bach's music was criticized by his
contemporary Johann Adolph Scheibe as "turgid and
confused," and "darkened by an excess of art."
In particular, Naples was the home of the most important Italian exponent of the galant style, Giovanni Battista
Pergolesi (1710-1736). Pergolesi is well known for his
comic intermezzo La Serva Padrona, which is considered
the ancestor of Mozart's comic Italian operas. But
Pergolesi's most famous work is his Stabat Mater, the most
frequently printed musical work during the eighteenth
Century. In fact, contemporary advocates of the galant
style cited Pergolesi's Stabat Mater as the ideal for sacred
music. Bach was quite familiar with Pergolesi's masterpiece. Indeed, he arranged the Stabat Mater in 1746-4 7 for

the Leipzig worship service as a German-texted motet,
Tilge Hochster, meine Sunden (BWV 1083).
The fourth movement ("Quae moerebat et dolebat") of
the Stabat Mater is an outstanding example of the galant
style. This charming, ingratiating music has a spare texture
in which a single melody predominates (this is called
homophony), rather simple harmonies and a slow rate of
harmonic change, and a clearly articulated and balanced
phrase structure that is enhanced by snappy, dance-like
syncopations.
Bach was never one for slavish imitation. Nevertheless,
the Christe eleison of the Kyrie reflects the assimilation of
the galant within Bach's own more contrapuntal personal
idiom. In accordance with the Neapolitan masses often
heard at Dresden, Bach presents the Christe eleison as a
love duet. Here, the opening instrumental section features
two violins in unison; the two sopranos sing in sweet,
parallel thirds; strong beats feature piquant dissonances (or
appoggiaturas); and the mixture of duplets and triplets
merge with the rich harmonic vocabulary and imitative
counterpoint of Bach's native, late Baroque personal
idiom.
Kyrie II: stile antico
The Baroque era began at the start of the seventeenth
century with the invention of opera, that is to say that it
began with the invention of a new way of singing which was
more direct emotionally, and which projected and amplified language in a much more powerful manner than the
prevailing musical style of the Renaissance. In the words of
Claudio Monteverdi, a Second Practice or seconda prattica
was introduced, to supplement the prevailing First Practice
or prima prattica. Within a few generations, the new and
old styles were termed stile moderno and stile antico.
This prima prattica or stile antico is epitomized, both
for Bach as well as for us today, by the music of Giovanni
Pierluigi da Palestrina (1526-1594 ). Indeed, Bach arranged
Palestrina's Missa sine nomine in six parts for a Leipzig
worship service in 1742. The first Kyrie from Palestrina's
Missa Papae Marcelli is a fine example of the stile antico.
The effect of the Palestrina style is to create a serene,
meditative, and, indeed, otherworldly ambience. More
specifically, five cardinal features characterize the style:
1. The style is a cappella, meaning "in the manner
of the chapel": There is absolutely no instrumental
accompaniment whatsoever.
2. The six parts (soprano, alto, two tenors, two
basses) move independently of one another, and
none predominates.
3. Each voice moves placidly in stepwise motion,
for the most part. If there is a leap up or down, the
voice moves immediately in the opposite direction
to fill in the leap.
4. Dissonances are very carefully prepared and

resolved. The result is a very smooth, even bland
harmonic range.
5. The rhythm is also very subtle-there is only the
barest hint of strong and weak beats.
Most of these features are present, in modified form, in
Bach's second Kyrie:
Although instruments are present, they merely
duplicate the vocal parts in the fashion known as
colla parte.
The fugue subject moves for the most part in
stepwise melodic motion.
The harmonic vocabulary is very conservative,
with carefully prepared dissonances and anticipations.
The rhythmic pulse is steady and devoid of
accents.
However, the harmonic vocabulary is richer than
Palestrina's, with more tonic-dominant orientation; and
Bach's fugue uses contrapuntal techniques such as augmentation and stretto that are more typical of the early seventeenth century than the Renaissance.
the performance of the B-m'inor Mass
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HE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN BACH'S PERFORMANCE ENVI-

ronment and ours today are truly staggering. For
example, we tend to assume that all performance
information is contained within the score, so that multiple
performances by different ensembles will produce similar
results. But Bach generally composed not with publication
for a broad audience in mind but with a single performance
of a piece, on a single occasion. The score, indeed, was but
a compositional device: the parts, which were copied from
it, generally held the most authoritative and detailed
performance indications. Even so, many details could be
communicated directly to his musicians; there was no need
to write them in the parts.
This understanding of the sources has been established
only relatively recently. The perhaps inevitable result is an
astounding range of interpretation ofBach'sMass over the
past hundred and fifty years. In the nineteenth century
George Bernard Shaw inveighed against gigantic performances with as many as 500 choristers. Many regard Joshua
Rifkin's contemporary position that the choruses are to be
sung with only one singer per part as an excess of our own
time, although his view has numerous proponents.
Clearly, the sources contain invaluable and illuminating details about performance practices. Perhaps the
best such example is to be found in the Domine Deus, from
the Gloria section of Bach'sMass. The movement is scored
for soprano, tenor, flute, strings, and continuo. Bach has
entered thirty-second flags in the parts for flute, second
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violin, and viola, in the flute at the very beginning of the
movement, and later in the strings. The flags indicate that
the theme is not to be played in steady rhythm but in a very
slight short-long Lombard pattern. Bach has indicated the
pattern for each player only once. He would normally have
communicated this direction orally but, as we've seen, it is
unlikely that he was involved in the performance. This
pattern is clearly audible in the performance conducted by
Ton Koopman, named at the end of this article.
conclusion
Why did Bach write the B-minor Mass? In concluding
his magisterial study of the work, George Stauffer writes:
Although we may not be able to pinpoint Bach's
specific reason for writing a Missa tota, we can be
reasonably sure that ... he wished to devote his
final energies to music that would transcend the
parochialism of his German-texted vocal pieces.
To illustrate this point, Stauffer quotes Caspar
Ruetz, Cantor of the Marenkirche in Lubeck, who
described how a huge pile of church music he had inherited from his predecessors had been diminished by half
from its use for stove fires and scrap paper: "Who will give
anything for it? Other than someone who needs scrap
paper, since nothing is more useless than old music."
But simply because we have no evidence of Bach's
purpose, we should not discount the possibility that Bach
worked with a specific occasion in mind. And Stauffer
points us to a fascinating possibility.
Here (p. 25} is Bernardo Bellotto's magnificent
cityscape of Dresden, painted in 1748, from the bank of the
Elbe. Notice the building under construction, with scaffolding clearly visible around the steeple. This is the new
Dresden Hofkirche, or court chapel, whose cornerstone
was laid in 1739, and which was completed in 1751, a year
after Bach's death. It is indeed tantalizing to think of Bach
compiling his Great Catholic Mass as the Hofkirche
approached completion, with the idea of presenting his
Missa tota at its consecration ceremony. f
James A. Brokaw II completed his dissertation, Techniques
of Expansion in the Preludes and Fugues of J. S. Bach, in
1986 at the University of Chicago. An active member of the
American Bach Society as well as the Neue Bach
Gesellschaft, Dr. Brokaw is well known as a reviewer and
translator, and is the author of several articles on Bach's
keyboard and organ works.

[Plate 2: Bernardo Bell otto, called Canaletto the Younger. Dresden from the Right Bank ofthe Elbe. (1748; Gemaldegalerie
alte Meister, Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden)]
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an interview with Helmuth Rilling

The following is an edited transcript of an interview of most important bridge-builders. I think his music conveys a
Helmuth Rilling by Chicago's WFMT radio host Jan Weller message. To make that message understood in many counon January 8, 2004.
tries with many different people, be it Christians or not, is
something very interesting, intriguing, and important, at
JW: We are pleased to be joined in the WFMT studios today least for me.
by Helmuth Rilling, who is widely considered to be one of
the pre-eminent authorities on the music of Johann JW: I wonder if we could turn right now to another work by
Sebastian Bach and his contemporaries. Herr Rilling is the Bach, his Christmas Oratorio. This time of year is certainly
founder of the Gaechinger Kantorei and its orchestral coun- appropriate to be listening to this particular repertoire. The
terpart, the Bach Collegium Stuttgart. He is in our area to final part, as you pointed out before we began our interconduct a performance of the Bach Mass in B minor, at view, is especially appropriate for this particular point in
Valparaiso University's Chapel of the Resurrection. This is time.
going to be the inaugural performance of the new Bach
Institute at Valparaiso University and Helmuth Rilling is HR: Well of course, we are in the time of Epiphany, and the
one of the official advisors to that new organization at last, the sixth, part of the Christmas Oratorio is dealing with
Valparaiso.
the gospel of Epiphany: the appearance of the kings and
Herr Rilling, thank you so much for taking the time to their devotion to the newborn child. As usual, Bach sets this
make the trip up to Chicago to be with us today. The Bach to music in a wonderful way.
Institute of VU has been established to, in the words of its
mission, "ensure the legacy of the music and the theological JW: Was the Oregon Bach Festival your first venture into
perspective of Johann Sebastian Bach for future genera- doing this kind of musical programming here in the United
tions" through performance of his works, but also, for States?
discussion of his music and exploration of the music of
Bach in various ways. Do you see this as an important way HR: I think the very first time I came here on such an occaof approaching the music of Bach? Should it be taken sion, I was teaching at Temple University in Philadelphia,
within the context of theology and philosophy as well as but immediately after that we started the Oregon Bach
Festival. I enjoy the festival very much because it is a combisimply a musical endeavor?
nation of high-level concerts with teaching. We always have
HR: I think in some ways to perform Bach's music is some- master classes there for conducting, and many of the
thing different than performing the music of other famous younger American conductors who have come over the
composers like Beethoven or Mozart. I think Bach is a years to Eugene [Oregon] were a part of these master
person coming from the church, and belonging to the classes. So, they received some influence from myself, not
church. Throughout his lifetime he is trying to explain with only of Bach, but also of other composers.
his music the faith of Lutherans in the Christian church. To
approach that is something that is especially interesting, JW: Since then you have instituted such programming
but I think also important.
around the country.

JW: In a lot of ways this conforms to the way that you have
gone about your life in music, in that you have always been
considered a humanitarian and someone interested in relationships between different people and using music to help
different people reach out to each other.

HR: I think this is a very important thing that music can do,
that is, it can build bridges; and Bach certainly is one of the
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HR: Not only in this country-in the United States. I do
this all over the world. As I said before, music can be a
wonderful bridge. And we have done Bach academies-we
call them Bachakademies-for example, many times in
South America, many times in the former eastern
(Communist) part of Europe, trying to build bridges to
those people who could at that time not be reached so easily
by Western culture. So, it is a network of Bachakademies

HR: Yes, that is my home institution, and they have to
organize all that. I think it is wonderful that in our times we
can have the chance, that with music, we have human
connections with many people from many different parts
of the world, and Bach is a greatKatalysator [catalyst].

music to sacred texts. He has written many things in this
regard. I remember talking to him and saying, "Krzystof, if
you are approaching your seventieth birthday, this is the
time when composers usually write a mass, as Bach did."
And he said, "Okay. I will try to write a mass for you." And
then we had a long discussion and had many discussions
after that. Finally, he could not do the whole mass because
his Credo was already more than one hour. So, he stayed
with that Credo. This is a great piece and shows in many
ways where we are today with the possibilities of our faith.

JW: While you are known, Herr Rilling, as a Bach

JW:

that you have all around the globe.

JW: These are under the auspices of the International Bach
Academy of Stuttgart, which you founded in 19 81, correct?

specialist, you are very interested in music by other
composers and particularly contemporary composers. You
have had a long reputation for encouraging the creation of
new works. One of the composers who has written music
for your performance is Krzysztof Penderecki.

HR: I think looking back to the music of the past is
wonderful, but it is not enough. I think every living musician needs to be interested in contemporary music. In
regards to commissions, I think we have to encourage
people from our time to write new and interesting things, to
be creative, and also personally to say something about
existing problems, like war or peace. I think that giving the
creative musicians of our time a chance is very important,
and that is why I have done this throughout my life.

Another work of even more recent vintage is the
Osvaldo Golijov St. Mark Passion, which was one of four
modern Passions commissioned by your organization.
Wolfgang Rihm, Sophia Gubaidulina, and Tan Dun were
the other composers involved in this. You were talking
before about the importance of Bach to virtually all
composers of our time and the importance of knowing his
music. Certainly there is a very direct connection between
these works and the music of Bach.

HR: When we planned (if I say we, I mean the
Bachakademie, my home institution in Stuttgart) the year
2000, which was a Bach year, we thought, "What could we
do for this special year?"

JW: This was the 250th anniversary of his death that you
were commemorating?

JW: What do you see as the interconnection-or is there
one-between the music of our time and the music of Bach?

HR: Well, you must take it for granted that every intelligent
composer or creative person of our time knows the music of
the past. People to whom we give a commission, they will
know the St. Matthew Passion or the B-minor Mass. Of
course, you would take this as a basic level of culture, and
you should be ashamed if you did not. So, it is a very daring
situation to know these pieces and then to say, "1, myself,
what can I do now as I am perceiving a new piece? On which
level will I compose compared to this person?" On the
other side-and this is always something that I think is
special with Bach-Bach is a challenge. You see his master
works and there is not one note that is unnecessary. This
challenge is something necessary for a composer, not just to
write a general piece to entertain people but to see what
these great composers did. I think this is shown very clearly
in many works that we could make possible with our
commissions. You were talking about Penderecki. He is a
friend of mine, a very close friend. He told me one day that
without Bach he could not have written his St. Luke Passion.

JW: What about Penderecki's Credo?
HR: Well, the Credo is a relatively late piece of his. He is a
composer who is interested in writing sacred pieces, that is,

HR: Correct. I thought we should do something not only
by performing Bach's works, which we do all the time, but
also for giving an incentive for the creation of new pieces.
Though I thought Bach is for many people the composer of
the Passions. Who, aside from Bach, has composed the
story of the Passion in such a wonderful way as he did in his
St. john and St. Matthew Passions? My question was, "Why
don'twe have other Passions?" Passion is a word that has so
many meanings and certainly contemporary meanings
also. This should be something that could interest
composers. I thought the idea could be to have new
Passions coming into existence.
Then my second thought was that it should not be just
the middle-European, German, Bach tradition, but it
should be something that would reflect the worldwide
feeling toward these texts. So, I chose composers from four
different cultural backgrounds. There was Wolfgang Rihm.
He is German and composed a St. Luke Passion in German.
There was Sophia Gubaidulina, who composed a St. John
Passion in Russian. Then, there was the Chinese composer,
Tan Dun, who composed the St. Matthew Passion in
English and sometimes Chinese. Finally, there was Osvaldo
Golijov, who composed the St. Mark Passion in Spanish. It
was not only the languages and the different gospels of the
Passion story, but it was also the different cultural ideas of
these composers that interested me. So, I spoke with them.

I said to Sophia Gubaidulina, "I would like to have something that reflects the Orthodox story and history and
tradition of the Passion." I spoke with Golijov and said, "I
want something where the special drama, fantasy, and
enthusiasm of these Passion processions, which they have
in Spain and South America, is reflected." I had also seen
such processions in South America and Spain. This is something so completely different from our European and
North American feelings toward these texts that you
cannot imagine that this is the same thing. It is a celebration! This is not mourning about the death of Christ, but
something completely different. I said to Osvaldo, "You
have to do something different in this direction." So, he
wrote a Passion that consists of structures of dance movements-South American, African, and Cuban dance movements-and I think it is fantastic.

JW: What I find really interesting about your choice of
Golijov is that he is Jewish as well. So, he was coming at it
from not only another cultural perspective from another
country, but also from another religious perspective. At the
end he actually includes a Kaddish, a Jewish prayer for the
dead, to close the work, which I think is just a wonderful
touch.

HR: It is certainly a principle of my music-making. I think
this is especially reflected in the B-minor Mass. How can we
explain why we are so much touched by Bach's music? I
think very often this is because he is dealing with things,
with themes, with problems, which existed at his time and
still exist today. These are just general human situations like
sadness or sorrow or having to deal with death-having to
overcome things that are hard to understand. Take suicide
in the St. Matthew Passion, or similar things. Bach can speak
to these things in such a deep way, offering solutions for
these kinds of problems. In hisB-minor Mass, we often see
at the end of his movements a little sign. We already see a
sign at the very beginning. The sign at the beginning is "J. J."
This means]esu]uva-Jesus, help. He starts his composition with sort of a prayer, but at the very end we see the
letters "S.D.G.L.": Soli Deo Gloria-Only to God the
praise or honor. I think this is something that we can hear in
his music, especially in the final movement of the Gloria, ·
the Cum Sancto Spiritu, which is full of an immense joy.

JW: And we will hear that as we end our program and our
time with Helmuth Rilling. I want to thank you so much for
spending some time with us today.

HR: It was great talking with you.
HR: At that time in 2000, it had been my idea that these four
new Passions should be performed by people from their
respective countries. For this piece we had forces from
Caracas,Venezuela, a place where I have worked very often
with Bachakademies. The performance is conducted by
Maria Guinand, a colleague of mine, with her chorus, the
Schola Cantorum. We had instrumentalists from Stuttgart
and New York City, and this wonderful chorus from
Caracas with a lot of enthusiasm. They were not only
singing and the instruments playing, but they were also
acting. This was like theater, like a procession, and
absolutely up to the work.

JW: Herr Rilling, we have time for perhaps a bit more music
by Bach. We will end with another bit of the Mass in B
Minor, which you are going to be conducting. But I wonder
if first I could ask you to expound upon a quote that has
been attributed to you. You are quoted as saying, "Music
should startle people and reach deep down inside them,
forcing them to reflect. It should never be merely comfortable, never fossilized, never soothing."
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JW: And thank you for the recorded legacy that you've left
to us. You have recorded the complete works of J. S. B. for
Henssler Classics, and that is quite something to leave for
the world for all time. Thank you very much for that. We
should mention also, that UNESCO awarded to Helmuth
Rilling the Theodor Heuss prize for acts of reconciliation,
recognizing his long commitment to using his music to
further peace and reconciliation. f
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Bach study in the twenty-first century
Donald Oglesby

N

O COMPOSER HAS BEEN THE SUBJECT OF SO MUCH STIJDY

as Johann Sebastian Bach. A vast array of articles,
books, editions, dissertations, symposia, recordings, and websites give ample support to the idea of Bach at
the center of the "Sun of Composers" as suggested by
Augustus Frederick Christopher Kollmann's 1799
engraving, Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung. Kollmann's
"Sun" is included in Christoph Wolff's Prologue to his
biography, Johann Sebastian Bach: The Learned Musician
(New York, 2000) published for the two hundred and
fiftieth anniversary of the composer's death. Wolff's tome
stands as an auspicious beginning for twenty-first century
Bach studies.

From johann Sebastian Bach: The Learned Musician (New
York, 2000)
The depth, breadth, and detail of Wolff's knowledge
and experience are skillfully woven into the most biographically rich account of Bach's life this writer can imagine.
Wolff's Bach is not a remote unapproachable idol, but
rather a very real living, feeling, thinking man who grew up
in a family rich in musical traditions and skills.
Wolff's biography is rich in quotations, illustrations,
and examples. To wit, there are forty-three illustrations and
thirteen pages of examples-the latter placed in the back of
the book so as not to interrupt the flow of the text.
Appendixes include "Chronology," "Places of Bach's
Activities shown on a map of Germany," and the "Lutheran
Church Calendar." There is also a clear presentation of
"Money and Living Costs in Bach's time," so that the
pfennig, groschen, gulden, taler (reichstaler), dukat, and
louis d'or no longer remain a mystery to the modern reader.
Selected examples of financial equivalents to the U.S. dollar
with references to the New Bach Reader are given. For

example, Bach's salary as capellmeister in Cothen is given
as 400 reichstalers, about $28,000; an average pastor's
salary is given as 175 reichstalers, which would be $12,600;
a quart of milk would be five pfennings or $1.25, but a ream
of paper was 20 groschen, 8 pfennings or $62. Ten pages of
bibliography follow the Appendixes. There are genre and
title indexes of Bach's works and a general index.
The preface to this book is important for an understanding of the author's perspective on writing this biography. Wolff notes the significance of the term "learned":
"More than a mere formula, the word provided this essay
with a strong focus on the atmosphere of learning and the
spirit of discovery that determined much of Bach's musical
orientation and philosophy, distinguishes it so significantly
from that of other major musicians, and helps reveal his
aesthetic goals." Wolff's knowledge of the letters and documents of Bach's life, gathered in the New Bach Reader, "is
largely responsible for the contours and contents of this
study and for the interpretive aspects that cannot and
should not be avoided."
The remarkable family influences on Sebastian Bach
are eloquently presented in Wolff's first chapter and make
the tragedy of the deaths of Sebastian's parents in 1694 and
1695, when he was nine years old, seem more profound
than one might have suspected. Sebastian moved to the
home of his older brother in Ohrdruf, where Johann
Christoph assumed "the most decisive role in Sebastian's
musical upbringing" and "furthered Sebastian's professional musical development during the most formative
years of his life." While living with his brother, Sebastian
excelled as a student, and this led to his decision to go to St.
Michael's SchoolinLiineburg (1700-1702). This "decision
to complete academic studies and pass up a musical apprenticeship indicates the priorities Sebastian set for himself."
The "Learned Musician's" development is well under way.
Bach's young years as he moves to Liineburg and then
via Weimar to Arnstadt are chronicled with interesting
detail. By 1703 Bach already had a reputation for his depth
of knowledge about organ building. We learn that his
"travel to and from Arnstadt Uuly 1703] was arranged by
private coach, he received a decent per diem ... , and he was
paid a reasonable honorarium for the examination" and
testing of the new organ. He was paid an additional fee for
playing the dedicatory recital of the organ. As we read of
the Arnstadt services for which Bach was in charge of the
music, it is hard not to aniticipate the much more complicated tasks he would face in Leipzig, where he would be
responsible for the music of not one but four churches.

-Details of Bach's wedding to Maria Barabara in the
village church at Dornheim, of his trip to hear Buxtehude in
Lubeck, and of his earliest cantatas, written for
Miihlhausen, follow. We find that in the latter position
Bach is responsible for the music in six services during the
week, working not only at St. Blasius's Church, but also at
St. Mary and Magdalen's Church and at St. Kilian's, All
Saints, and Holy Cross. His responsibilities-and
income-have increased.
Bach's extended stay in Weimar working for Duke
Wilhelm Ernst were highly productive years, both in
output and growth of his professional reputation. Much
was lost to posterity when the Wilhelmsburg castle in which
he worked burned in 1774; only its tower remained. The
Orgel-Buchlein spans his entire time in Weimar
(1708-1717). The author provides considerable information about these one-hundred sixty-four chorale settings as
well as the cantatas of the period, and vividly depicts the
"high and low points" of the Weimar years. Those years end
with four weeks in the castle's jail.
The years as Capellmeister in Cothen were an ideal
musical situation for Bach. Wolff laments that many details
of musical life at the court there-and much music-are
missing. Sadly, in 1720, while he was on a trip to Carlsbad
with the Prince, Bach's wife, Maria Barbara, died. Four
months later he traveled to Hamburg, perhaps to consider
a position there. His own obituary would later refer to this
trip and stress his "continuing preeminence as an organ
virtuoso." He married Anna Magdalena on December 3,
1721. Soon thereafter came the Clavier-Buchlein vor Anna
Magdalena Bachin; only twenty-five of about seventy-five
pages of this work survive.
Wolff has given us much information about Bach's
move to Leipzig, both in this biography and in previous
writings. The major musical monuments all receive loving
attention here. He notes that "the climate of the university
town of Leipzig must have had a particularly influential
effect on Bach's daily work, on the development of his
musical mind, on his artistic orientation, and on his
aesthetic choices." In Leipzig, the "compositional treatment of sacred texts in motets and cantatas in particular
offered numerous points for discourse that was both musically and theologically informed. Hence, Bach's instruction would have closely resembled that of his academic
colleagues; at the same time, the pressure of a relentless
performing schedule probably forced the cantor to take a
pragmatic stand and stress drill and practice over intellectual dialogue." In spite of the well-documented difficulties
Bach had with Leipzig town officials, it would seem that
Leipzig was a splendid place for the "learned musician," a
man so musically and intellectually gifted and skilled, to
apply his gifts to the practicalities of life and work.
Wolff writes, ''A discourse on Bach's development as a
composer, integrated with a more detailed discussion of
individual works, would be the subject of a separate study
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that I hope to undertake later in order to complement the
present book." We hope soon to see that publication from
Wolff.
****
The electronic age has made Bach information available to people as never before. The Bach Bibliography,
[http://www.npj.com/bach/index.html] compiled and
maintained by Yo Tomita of the School of Music at Queen's
University Belfast, is a huge resource, with some 20,000
entries. It has logged nearly a quarter of a million visitors as
of August 2004. Tomita's introduction gives very brief
snapshots of Bach and musicological research, the history
of bibliographical research, weak area[s] in the research,
and information on Tomita's online Bach Bibliography
service. In "Scope of Data," Tomita limits the contents of
his database to:
Published books of scholarly contents and reviews
Published articles of scholarly contents (including reviews
and correspondence)
Published facsimiles
Unpublished dissertations (Master and Doctor) from
universities
Unpublished papers read at [a] recognized conference or
meeting
Excluded from the database are:
Printed editions of music and scores (except those of highly
scholarly nature)
Recordings and reviews (except accompanying book or
booklet of highly scholarly nature)
Books for children
Fiction
While Wolff's biography has been the dominant Bach
publication thus far in this decade, the reader is well
advised to examine Tomita's "New Publications," where he
lists recent "Books, Dissertations, Articles, and Conference
Papers." Of special note are two publications by Peter
Williams: The Life of Bach (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2003) and The Organ Music of]. S. Bach,
2nd Edition, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2003).
He also includes lists of publications that are forthcoming including:
Erickson, Ray, ed. Aston Magna Bach Book. New Haven:
Yale Univ. Press, forthcoming.
Leaver, RobinA., and Renate Steiger, eds. "Sound"
Theology: Studies in Bach's Liturgical Music. Lanham,
MD and London: Scarecrow Press, forthcoming.
Dirst, Matthew. Bach as Musical Icon: Reception and
Significance to 1850. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2005.

- -- Schulze, Hans-Joachim and Christoph Wolff, eds. Bach
Compendium.Analytisch-bibliographisches
Repertorium der Werke Johann Sebastian Bachs. (BC).
Volumes 5, 6, & 7 (Peters, forthcoming).
Oxford University Press lists in its catalogue an important publication due in March 2005: Alfred Diirr's highly
esteemed Die Kantaten von johann Sebastian Bach has
been translated into English by Richard Jones, editor for
the Associated Board of the Royal School of Music, as
Bach's Cantatas. Also of interest will be Hearing Bach's
Passions, by Daniel R. Melamed, dean of graduate studies
in music at Indiana University, to be published February
2005.
Tomita's Bibliography database lists eighty English and
one hundred and twenty-two German entries for
Christoph Wolff. Readers may especially enjoy the audio
interview with Christoph Wolff by Mick Sussman, books
producer of The New York Times on the Web, AprilS, 2000
(http://partners.nytimes.com/books/00/04/09/specials/
wolff.html).

- -

Readers will have different goals in their search for
information about J. S. Bach, depending on whether they
are looking for basic historical information, guidance for
creating or listening to performances of his music, studies
of music of a particular genre, or simply new material on a
favorite composer. Wolff's book covers all of these areas of
interest. Tomita's bibliography is a huge help to anyone
looking for sources of information and for material
planned for publication in the near future. The websites
listed in the box below are very useful both for their content
and their links (fairly frequently updated) to other
resources. The Bach Home Page also includes recomm~
dations of recordings that most readers will find useful. i
Donald Oglesby teaches at the University ofMiami and is
the artistic director and the conductor of the Miami Bach
Society.

Other Websites of Interest:
The Bach Home Page-site created and maintained by Jan Hanford (North
America) and Jan Koster (Europe)
http://www.jsbach.org
J. S. Bach Archive and Bibliography
http://odur.let.rug.nl/Linguistics/diversen/bach/intro.html
A Listener's Guide to the Cantatas of]. S. Bach, by Simon Crouch
http://www.classical.net/music/comp.lst/works/bachjs/cantatas.html
Bach Cantatas Website, Aryeh Oron, WebMaster
http://www.bach-cantatas.com
World of Baroque Music
http://www.baroquemusic.org/index.html
Bach Central Station, created and maintained by David J. Grossman
http://www. jsbach.net/bcs/index.html

The B-minor Mass and HIP
Calvin Stapert

I

N OXFORD COMPOSER COMPANIONS:

f. S. BACH, jOHN

Butt calls the B-minor Mass "one of the 'key works' in
the movement promoting historically informed
performance." At a minimum "historically informed
performance" (HIP) means using "period instruments."
Beyond that it means that the performers are informed
about the music's historical background, particularly
performance practice. Additionally, the performers should
be informed by the period instruments they play. They
need to take them not as "primitive" forms of modern
instruments but respectfully, on their own terms, so as to
discover their peculiar strengths.
Of these three components of HIP, understanding and
mastery of the instruments were the last to be widely
achieved. Of course there were some outstanding
performers on period instruments in previous generations,
but it has taken time to develop a critical mass of professional "early" musicians who compare favorably with the
best of their "modern" colleagues. When Nicholas
Harnoncourt and Gustav Leonhardt recorded all the Bach
cantatas a generation ago, they did not have performers
who were consistently capable of excellent "period"
playing and singing. That some of their performances were
brilliant was due to their compelling conception of how the
music should "go," and to some outstanding performers
(e.g., Franz Briiggen on flute and recorder). That it is
inconsistent is due to supporting casts without sufficient
experience to execute fully their conductors' conceptions.
Today their heirs-John Eliot Gardiner, Phillipe
Herreweghe, Ton Koopman, and Masaaki Suzuki (to
mention but a few)-work with instrumental ensembles,
choirs, and soloists who consistently measure up to very
high professional standards.
Nicholas Harnoncourt's 1968 recording was the first
HIP recording of the B-minor Mass. It issued a challenge to
a Romantic tradition of performance represented by Otto
Klemperer's recording of a year earlier. That tradition
favored large choir and symphony orchestra. It was
imbued with the spirit of nineteenth-century Romanticism
and had little concern for matters of historically appropriate style. In 1967, performances like Klemperer's had
about a century of tradition behind them, which puts about
a century between Bach's death (17 50) and the beginning of
the tradition. What happened in that gap? Next to nothing
as far as the performance of Bach's music is concerned. He
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died shortly after completing the B-minor Mass, never
having heard it performed in its entirety, and in the century
following his death, the performance of his music nearly
vanished.
We know of only one performance of any part of the Bminor Mass during the half-century that followed Bach's
death. The "Credo," replete with an instrumental introduction by his son, Carl Philipp Emmanuel, was performed
in Hamburg in 1786. A few more partial performances
took place during the first half of the nineteenth century,
but the first known performance of the entire Mass did not
occur until1859 in Leipzig. In 1861 it was performed in
Frankfurt. After that, performances spread and became
quite numerous. The first performance in England took
place in 1876, conducted by the husband of the famous
"Swedish Nightingale," Jenny Lind, who trained the choir,
sang the soprano solos, and also sang in the choir. The
American premiere was by the Bethlehem Bach Choir in
1900.

D

URING THE CENTURY BETWEEN BACH'S DEATH AND

the revival of his works, major changes had taken
place in musical style and performance. So when
his music began to be performed again, it was according to
nineteenth-century taste, with little regard for stylistically
appropriate tempos, dynamics, phrasing, and articulation.
Baroque violins, oboes, trumpets, etc., were seen as "primitive" so no thought was given to resurrecting them. By the
early twentieth century there were a few voices crying in
the wilderness. Wanda Landowska was a formidable advocate for the harpsichord. Albert Schweitzer spoke against
the performance of Bach with nineteenth-century choral
and orchestral forces and for clearing away nineteenthcentury accretions from editions of his music. But
throughout the first half of the twentieth century the
typical performances of Bach's music continued to be in the
Romantic tradition.
Harnoncourt's recording started a trend in which HIP
took the lead. I don't know whether the lead is numerical,
but its lead in influence is unquestionable. Due to the influence of "early" performers, "modern" performers are
changing their ways of performing Bach. A few years ago
the violinist James Buswell played and spoke at Calvin
College. He talked about experimenting with a Baroque
violin. Though much inspired by the instrument, he

There is one aspect of the "one-on-a-part" theory that
concluded that he could not do full justice to both Baroque
and modern violins. Not wanting to abandon repertory has gained wider acceptance. Both Shaw and Gardiner use
that required the modern instrument, he put away the one voice on a part in sections of choruses where the voices
Baroque instrument, but not what he had learned from it. are accompanied by continuo only or only sparsely accomHe plays Bach wonderfully on his modern violin, incorpo- panied. There are good historical reasons for this practice.
rating what he learned from the Baroque violin. Another I find it highly convincing musically.
Smaller forces allow for another obvious differenceexample is the pianist Andras Schiff who, as John Butt has
said, "has gone right to the forefront of Bach performance livelier tempos. Simply because they are less weighty,
because he has ... integrated what he has learned [from smaller forces are quicker and more agile. Of course that
harpsichordists] into a pianistic sound." A similar thing is doesn't necessarily mean they should go faster. But quicker
happening with Bach's choral music. Compare earlier and tempos are generally more effective for Baroque music for
later performances of theE -minor Mass by great "modern" two reasons. First, the movement of much Baroque music
conductors like Robert Shaw and Helmuth Rilling. The is based on dance. Therefore it needs to be "felt" in relation
later ones clearly show the influence of HIP even when to bodily movement, even in slow movements. Second,
aspects of the Romantic tradition still remain (as they do quicker tempos allow for more incisive articulation of the
rhetorical figures that are essential for its expression.
especially in Shaw).
The most obvious difference between HIP and the Articulation in general is central to Baroque expressivity
and it is in this area that the most
Romantic tradition of
important difference between HIP
performing Bach's choral A short discography (conductor and label)
and the Romantic tradition resides.
works is in size.
The
This is also the area where the gap is
Romantic tradition favors Modern:
hardest to close. Putting subtly
massive forces while HIP Otto Klemperer, EM!
nuanced articulation of rhetorical
insists on small ensembles Helmuth Rilling, Hiinssler
figures at the center of a "modern"
(3-4 singers per part in a Robert Shaw (1960s), RCA
performer's expressive arsenal is
choir and a comparably Robert Shaw (1980s), Telarc
not easily accomplished because it
sized orchestra).
Now,
requires unlearning some deeply
except for some perform- HIP:
ingrained attitudes and techniques
ances by school ensembles Franz Briiggen, Philips
and learning new ones. It helps, at
and choral societies where John Eliot Gardiner,Archiv
least for the techniques, to have the
educational
or
social Nicholas Harnoncourt, Teldec
right tools-namely the period
considerations are impor- Philippe Herreweghe, Harmonia Mundi France
instruments. All other things being
tant, "modern" performers Ton Koopman, Elektra
equal, it stands to reason, and to my
usually reduce their forces Gustav Leonhardt, Deutsche Harmonia Mundi
ears has been amply demonstrated,
considerably, often to HIP Martin Pearlman, Telarc
that the tools designed specifically
size. For example, Rilling,
in his latest recording of the HIP, one-on-a-part:
for the task-namely period instruments-work the best.
Mass uses practically the Konrad Junghanel, Harmonia Mundi France
same number of vocalists Andrew Parrott, EM!
Having said that, I hasten to add
and instrumentalists as Joshua Rifkin, Nonesuch
that I have no desire to see
Gardiner and Briiggen.
"modern" musicians leave the
There is widespread agreement that smaller ensembles are performance of the B-minor Mass to their "early"
necessary for making one of the greatest glories of Bach's colleagues. Our battered and broken world needs as many
music audible-its intricate, contrapuntal textures.
opportunities as possible to hear "the greatest musical
artwork of all times and peoples" (as it was advertised by its
N 1982 jOSHUA RIFKIN RECORDED THE B-MINOR MASS first publisher). This music that William Buckley said is
using one singer on a part-in the choruses! His "inexplicable without a belief in God" can challenge those
performance is based on evidence that suggests that one who do not yet say "credo," and it can wonderfully fortify
singer on a part was the norm for Bach's choral music. the faith of those who do.;
Though his theory is plausible, it is hardly unassailable.
Not surprisingly, it has not been widely accepted. Calvin Stapert is the author of My Only Comfort: Death,
Nonetheless, Andrew Parrott and Conrad Junghanel have Deliverance, and Discipleship in the Music of Bach.
each recorded performances that follow Rifkin's lead
(though with some use of two on a part}. They are worth
listening to for their clarity of texture and generally excellent performances.

I

corporate coup?
Fredrick Barton

A

S I WRITE, NEWS HEADLINES REPORT THAT ANOTHER

United States helicopter has been shot down in Iraq.
Though the military issues statements claiming that
scores of militiamen loyal to fundamentalist Shiite cleric
Muqtada al-Sadr are killed daily, the insurgency rages on
unabated. The handover of sovereignty to a new Iraqi
government took place ahead of schedule at the end of
June, but American troops remain in country under fire and
with no departure date in sight. The weapons of mass
destruction, which constituted our urgency for starting a
war for the first time in our national history and without
our historic allies, have still not been found. Osama Bin
Laden remains at large and his Tali ban protectors continue
to rule the Afghanistan countryside.
Meanwhile, back at home, amid reports of an AI Qaeda
plot to attack on American soil before our fall national elections, our terror-alert code is once again raised to the
second-highest level, all the while an unelected President
George W. Bush assures us that we are safer for our military
action in the Middle East.
We would seem to live in perilous times, physically
perilous perhaps, politically perilous almost certainly.
Partisanship has never been so virulent. A republicancontrolled U.S. House of Representatives attempts to force
President Clinton from office for sexual indiscretion. But
however objectionable Clinton's private behavior, not
even a Republican-majority U.S. Senate can find the votes
to convict him of the Constitutionally required "high
crimes and misdemeanors."
And in the nasty aftermath of the Clinton impeachment, George W. Bush comes to the White House having
lost the popular election for president by over half a million
votes and having "won" the Electoral College vote only by
carrying the state of Florida where his brother is governor,
where there are widespread voting irregularities, and
where a state-wide recount months after the election shows
that Bush lost there too.
Is it any wonder that one might worry about the health
of our representative democracy? Should we be concerned
when Florida Governor J eb Bush blocks an attempt to
provide a verifiable paper back-up for the new touchscreen voting machines his state is installing to replace the
punch-card system that had us debating pregnant and
hanging chads four years ago? I don't belong to the
conspiracy theorists who believe that the Bushes stole the
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presidential election in 2000, but I know that George W.
Bush did not win that election, and I am among the very
concerned that he seems unabashed about pursuing a wide
range of policies that were rejected, however narrowly, by
the American electorate. That's why I am worried when
this morning's USA Today details a TV ad being run that
profiles a collection of Viet Nam veterans who decry
Democratic presidential nominee John Kerry's distinguished war record "a lie." This ad is run despite the fact
that President Bush sought the safety of Air National Guard
service during VietNam and has never publicly accounted
for why, in an era when it has long been rumored that he was
an abuser of alcohol and illegal drugs, he refused to take a
physical in 1972, and lost his flying privileges as a result.
More important, the ad is run despite the fact that none of
the anti-Kerry vets served with and under him and despite
the fact that all of the men who did serve with Kerry and
under his command testify to his leadership and his valor.
Senator John McCain, whose VietNam war record was
similarly attacked by the Bush primary campaign in 2000
has denounced the ad as dishonest and indecent. But as of
this writing it has not been withdrawn. How dirty do
campaign tactics have to get before they are too dirty? And
who gets to decide?
These are questions and concerns variously addressed
by two different American films in the campaign summer of
2004. Michael Moore's non-fiction Fahrenheit 9/11 is a
withering and unabashed attack on the personal, political,
and administrative record of the sitting president.
Defensibly non-partisan, Jonathan Demme's The
Manchurian Candidate is a political metaphor wrapped
inside a conventional thriller. Both come to the same
conclusion, however, that international corporate interests
wield far too much influence on American electoral politics. And both have infuriated Republican leaders and their
defenders in the media.

I

MIGHT TERM MOORE'S FILM A DOCUMENTARY, BUT HE

makes no pretense of the balance associated with that
genre. His mind is made up about George W. Bush and
his administration, and this film is an illustration of why.
Fahrenheit 9/11 begins with the 2000 presidential election
and includes scathing footage of a chief executive at leisure.
In his first eight months in office, Bush spent forty-two
percent of his time on vacation, including all of August,

2001. Like much of this film because it is so partisan, the attendants, the Bin Ladens. Even Moore makes no suggesopening is somewhat unfair. Bill Clinton was so obsessed tion that the Bushes were somehow traitorously complicit
with his public image that he conducted polls before in 9/11. But he does present powerful evidence of a longselecting his vacation spots. If Bush is more cavalier about time conflict of interest that may have spread into the Oval
how the public might gauge his work ethic, he is completely Office during both the administrations of George H. W.
justified in his declarations that presidents (like other exec- Bush and that of his son. Moore shows that the current
utives) are still working even when they are away from their Bush administration tried to hide the president's connecconventional offices. Bush may have been excessive in his tion to James Bath, an American who has administered
investments for the Bin Ladens throughout the last three
leisure, but only in degree, not as Moore implies, in kind.
Fahrenheit 9/11 grows more serious as it approaches the decades and who, presumably with the owners' knowltragic events of September 11, 2001, and here Moore exer- edge, repeatedly put money into the checkered career of
cises a restraint that is wise and not entirely characteristic. the current president during all that time. Bin Laden money
He shows no footage of planes slamming into the World bankrolled George W. Bush's failed oil companies. Bin
Trade Center towers, no horrible scenes of doomed office Laden money influenced the younger Bush's appointment
workers choosing to plunge a thousand feet to their deaths without appropriate credentials (other than family connecrather than surrender to the inferno in their workspaces. tions) to the oversight boards of Harken Oil and the Carlyle
Instead, Moore shows only the faces of the stricken, the Group, postings that paid him handsome stipends at times
desperate prayers of survivors for a miracle not forth- he desperately needed financial support. This long-time
coming. From these searing moments that will bring tears to connection between the Bushes and Saudi royals and the
the eyes of right-wing Christian fundamentalists and left- Bin Ladens almost certainly accounts for why several dozen
wing atheists alike, Moore moves directly to indictment: individuals in the latter two groups were allowed to leave
George W. Bush and his administrative team were asleep at the U.S. on September 13, 2001, after enduring only
the wheel. Outgoing President Clinton repeatedly tried to cursory questioning by authorities beginning to investigate
warn Bush personally about Bin Laden and Al Qaeda's the 9/11 attacks. Typically, Moore overplays his hand,
threat, but the incoming president wasn't interested. The unfairly implying that the Saudis and Bin Ladens were
CIA famously warned in its August 6, 2001, memo that Bin allowed to fly when all other flights were grounded. And he
Laden was determined to attack inside the United States, but doesn't bother to acknowledge that no evidence has
Condoleezza Rice shows up to insist that this memo fails to emerged to implicate anyone allowed to depart in the
provide the warning it obviously does provide. The FBI attacks. Still, such privileged treatment is more than a little
warns of Middle-Eastern aliens training at U.S. flight unseemly and has evidently produced few positive conseschools. But no one pays attention. Former head of Bush's quences in reciprocation. The Bushes are so close to the
counter-terrorism unit Richard Clarke appears to testify Saudi ambassador that they call him Bandar Bush, but the
that immediately after 9/11 both the president and Saudi government refused to allow American agents to
Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld ordered him to question families of the fifteen 9/11 hijackers who were
figure out a way to blame Iraq. Once again, some of this Saudi nationals. Why? And why didn't the Bush adminisfinger pointing is unfair and much of it is unconvincing. tration make this lack of cooperation a huge international
Moore would have it that the Bush administration was lazy scandal?
and unconcerned. The case is stronger that it was confused
and looking in the wrong direction. Moreover, we should
ECAUSE MOORE'S AGENDA IS SO NAKEDLY POLITICAL,
not forget Bin Laden lieutenant Ayman Al Zawahiri's hateFahrenheit 9/11 eschews cohesion in either content
or tone. The filmmaker offers much to stimulate and
filled proclamation before 9/11 that Al Qaeda would use
America's open society against it. In short, though I am loath digest, but the movie is glued together only by its anger and
to offer George W. Bush's presidential performance much its target. To a considerable degree, Moore is heir to the
defense, it seems plain to me that 9/11 would have happened Abbie Hoffman-Jerry Rubin Yippie movement of the late
had Al Gore sat in the White House that day, and that Bush 1960s. His object is as much to ridicule as it is to instruct for
opponents like Moore err in suggesting otherwise.
the purpose of change. Thus, we get a parody of the old
More convincing and, consequently, more worrisome Bonanza TV series with the faces of George W. Bush,
is the evidence Moore presents that the Bush administra- Donald Rumsfeld, Vice-President Dick Cheney, and British
tion tried to prevent the formation of the a 9/11 commis- Prime Minister Tony Blair as the horsemen of the
sion and thereafter failed to cooperate with those exam- Cartwright family. Elsewhere Moore generates comedy
ining what mistakes were made before and after that day. out of marine recruiters trying to sell the benefit of armed
Here the Bush administration concerned itself more with service to a series of grungy teens at a working-class mall.
issues of political advantage than with the good of the The film also details government infiltration of a Fresno,
country. Yet more troubling is the Bush family's long California, peace group obviously more likely to die in
involvement with the Saudi royal family and their historic cookie consumption than in a suicide bombing. And, of
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the music of the spheres:
geometry as heaven's hymnody
Alan G. Padgett

T

HE PSALMIST SINGS FORTH WITH UNASHAMED FAITH,

But has this hauntingly beautiful notion of a harmony
of the spheres been completely falsified? Is there nothing
we can accept from this world picture for our own time? Is
this vision embedded only in the poetic imagination, being
banished forever from science? In all sobriety, I will argue
No: the harmony of the heavens can still be accepted.
Indeed this harmony is essential to modern scientific
cosmology, but of course in a very new and different way.

"The heavens declare the glory of God." For almost
two thousand years, the best minds of Europe, the
Near East, and North Africa agreed, at least to some extent.
For the world of classical, medieval, and Renaissance
thought, the stars and planets make beautiful music in the
course of their journey about the earth. This is the source of
the romantic notion of the "music of the spheres."
In his wonderful series of popular lectures given at
Oxford, The Discarded Image, C.S. Lewis introduces us to
N THIS TOPIC THE MOST IMPORTANT FIGURE TO STAND
the worldview of ancient, medieval, and Renaissance
between the discarded image and our own time is
the Lutheran astronomer and mathematician,
culture. Instead of the usual brush-off, Lewis gives the great
minds of the so-called "dark ages" a place to shine. These Johannes Kepler. Kepler is one of the greatest figures in the
lectures create genuine appreciation for medieval culture history of astronomy, putting forth a new mathematical
and literature in the reader. Lewis includes a wonderful theory of the universe in defense of Copernicus and
section on this idea that the planets and stars orbit the earth Galileo. Kepler first studied theology at Tiibingen (M.A.,
in pure crystalline spheres (for, of course, the earth is the 1591), but soon moved into mathematics, and eventually
center of creation). For Pythagoras (sixth century BC) and became the imperial mathematician of the Holy Roman
his school, this also meant that the spheres were spaced in Empire. Even though he was a solid evangelical believer
such a way that their motion and vibration created a beau- and a brilliant scientist, Kepler was also deeply influenced
tiful harmony of sound, which echoed throughout the by the Pythagorean-Platonic tradition, and spent much of
heavens.
his energy seeking to transform the older perspective on the
It is to Pythagoras and his school of mystical mathe- heavens into terms and models fitting the new scientific
maticians that we owe the term harmony (harmonia), a discoveries of his day. Kepler was convinced that God is a
Greek word meaning that the parts of a thing fit together in mathematician, and the universe was founded upon solid
symmetry and beauty. The Pythagoreans were nuts about geometrical principles. In his Harmonice Mundi
numbers, finding in them the mystical key to all reality. (harmonics of the world-system), Kepler blended his
They discovered the relationship between length, ratio, and Pythagorean presuppositions, his biblical faith in God as
musical tones that forms the basis of all music theory today. creator, and the latest results of astronomy into a new
For example, what we call an octave is expressed as the ratio world picture. The planets are material bodies, just like
of 1:2 in the length of a string or a simple wind instrument. earth, rather than a special quintessence. Their orbits
This was one of the more exciting discoveries of the about the Sun are elliptical, not perfect circles as the Greeks
Pythagoreans. Because they thought that numbers and assumed.
geometrical shapes were the eternal structure behind all
Not everything Kepler argued for is correct, but he
reality (an idea also attractive to Plato), the astronomy of discovered several laws that still apply to our understanding
the Pythagoreans reflected their basic worldview. The of the geometry of the solar system. The principles Kepler
planets (they knew of six) would have to be spaced at perfect first propounded fit the data of observation better than any
distances, and the crystalline spheres upon which the other astronomical model available at that time. What was
planets and stars rotated in serene, eternal motion would be lost in this new astronomy, however, was the music of the
of proportionate sizes in order to create a musical harmony spheres, viz., any basis for believing that there was actual
of the heavens. All of this was translated and taken up by sound made by the heavens. What Kepler put in its place
Plato, Aristotle, and classical astronomy and incorporated was a harmony of geometrical proportion (which was the
into the Christian worldview of the middle ages. Of course, basis, remember, of Pythagorean musical theory). His
this image of the universe has been discarded, overturned Harmonice Mundi replaced musical harmony with the
by the development of modern physics and astronomy.
beauty of geometry. This basic position we can still affirm.

0
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God the Creator is indeed a mathematician, and the
heavens still move to the musical harmony of geometry.
Two elements of modern astronomy and geometry make
this point in a particularly powerful way: radio telescopy
and fractal geometry. The invention of the radio telescope
suggests that the stars are indeed still singing: but with a
song only a radio can hear! The stars, galaxies, novae, and
quasars all vibrate with living energy, which makes the
radio telescope possible. Kepler and Pythagoras would, I
think, be pleased.
Equally interesting is the development in only the last
thirty years of a new branch of geometry: fractal geometry,
founded by B. B. Mandelbrot. Fractals are distinct from the
pure shapes of Pythagoras (square, circle, sphere, etc.) in
being capable of describing many irregular-shaped objects,
the kind we find in nature all around us. Fractal geometry
is based upon self-similar patterns that repeat again and
again, at smaller and smaller levels, creating patters of
astonishing beauty. The world turns out to be fractal in
many ways: clouds, snowflakes, shorelines, mountains. It
even turns out that giant galactic clusters, the super-huge
objects of modern astronomy, have a fractal shape and

dimension. Kepler was right all along. God loves geometry,
and there really is a true harmonice mundi in the amazing
forces which adorn our beautiful cosmos.

I

NAFEWMONTHS,ASWEPREPAREFORCHRISTMAS, WEWILLNO

doubt sing once again the old hymn, "Silent Night."
The night is indeed silent-not because the stars are not
singing, but only because our ears cannot hear their eternal
hymn. But we can tune in by radio. The universe does
indeed dance to the harmonics of a universal geometry, just
as Kepler labored to prove. It governs the movements of
the planets, the steady spiral dance of the stars, and the
fractal patterns of galaxy clusters. The stars and planets still
move in a silent hymn to the majesty of their Creator, one
whose deep structure lies in the beauty of geometry. Silent
night, holy night indeed. f
Alan Padgett teaches systematic theology at Luther
Seminary in Minn. A lover of music more than a musician,
his current research and writing focus on science and
theology.

BLEEDING HEARTS
Only last week in Jersey City the Virgin Mary
appeared without warning on the freezer door
of a small Spanish market, or so I read in the
Boston Globe that her image lasted several days
as yearning pilgrims came to pray, kneeling
before stacked frozen food (burritos and sausage
so we're told) as Mary, dream-like, disappeared.
According to the Globe, that is, but who am I
to doubt such things? Improbable as it may seem,
burritos are real, and grief, and flowers still left
before the clouded glass where Mary chose
to show herself. And though the paper doesn't say,
I imagine small bouquets, wilting in jelly jars,
straining for water, flowers a child might pick for
her mother, Forget-Me-Nots and Bleeding Hearts.

Sarah Rossiter
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palimpsests of patriotism
Thomas C. Willadsen
VERYONE HAS A STORY ABOUT WHERE HE WAS AND HOW

E

he responded upon first hearing the news on
September 11, 2001. I was on my way to work and
tuned my radio to our classical music station, but was
surprised that at a few minutes past nine that morning I was
not hearing classical music, but news, apparently urgent
news and commentary from people being asked, "Is this an
act of war?"
"Is what an act of war? Something new in Israel?" I
wondered.
By the time my five-minute ride to work was complete
I had heard that all major hospitals had cancelled vacations
for their medical staffs, but I did not know why.
My colleague at the Congregational Church called me
to see whether we were going to do anything. She had
opened their sanctuary for people who wanted to pray and
meditate there. I invited her and, later, the priest of the
Episcopal Church down the street and the Lutheran
Church pastor on our block to an ecumenical service the
following day. We were having Wednesday evening
worship at the time.
I was soon on the phone with the local newspaper,
hoping to get a notice in the next day's paper about the
service; instead, they quoted me because one of my best
friends works in the shadow of the World Trade Center.
I kept a log of what I did and thought that day because I
knew that in the years ahead my sons would ask about that
day. My younger son was born August 27,2001. He will
grow up in the post 9/11 world, never knowing the insouciance and apparent invulnerability of being a Midwestern
American prior to September 11, 2001. My older boy was
in his third week of kindergarten. The principal sent a note
home with him, telling parents how they had tried to make
the day as normal as possible. It was a beautiful day here, an
ideal autumn day.
We did not turn on the television; I still have not seen
any videotape of the buildings collapsing. I did buy a copy
of Newsweek, rushed into publication, showing the paths of
the planes and spectacular photos of flames and smoke,
again, because my sons will want to understand this day.

I

REMEMBER CRYING, BUT NOT AT FIRST. IN THE EVENING OF

September 11, 2001, I phoned my friend who works in
lower Manhattan. I had no confidence that my call
would get through, but I felt I had to try. Rich answered and
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when I heard his voice, I said, "Praise God!" and I started to
sob. Luckily, I composed myself before he hung up. He
gave me his report of the day. He had been an" ear witness,"
hearing the first plane crash and thinking a truck had gone
off the exit ramp from the Brooklyn Bridge too fast. He saw
the second tower collapse from Greenwich Village as he
walked home to his Upper East Side apartment.
On September 12, my church hosted the ecumenical
prayer service. It was during the singing of "0 God, Our
Help in Ages Past" that my tears finally started to flow. I felt
fortunate that I know that hymn well enough that I can sing
it without seeing all the words clearly. I have never tried to
hide crying when leading public worship- sometimes it's
the most honest thing I can do, but this was different. These
were not mere eye-moisteners that accompany the
announcement that a parishioner has been declared cancerfree. These were cathartic tears for the pain, sorrow, and
powerlessness I felt in knowing that thousands of people
were dead and their families were devastated.
The next time I remember crying was on Sunday,
October 7, World Communion Sunday, my mother's 65th
birthday. I had gone on the computer at home to check on
the Cubs' score. (It was still the regular season because a
week's worth of games had been cancelled.) News of the
beginning of our "military response" to 9/11 in Afghanistan
was the first thing that came up. I knelt in prayer in front of
the computer, knowing this would be a long, ugly
campaign.
"Now what?" Mary asked, thinking we were experiencing another of our frequent computer glitches caused by
our incompetence. When she read the screen, she also
gasped and cried.
In addition to recording my own reminiscences, I kept
a record of signs that appeared immediately in our community. It seems every gas station and convenience store put
"God Bless America" on their moveable letter signs. People
wore buttons with photographs of the flaming buildings for
a few weeks. My bank put up a red and blue poster of the
World Trade Center with "9/11/01-Never Forget" written
across the bottom.
My grocery store began printing "United We Stand" at
the bottom of their receipts, right before they expressed
appreciation for my loyal patronage. What it means to
stand united with the clerk who scans the barcodes of my
purchases still eludes me.

--- --- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------,
Patriotic billboards began to appear on Route 41, the
spinal cord of the Fox Valley. One read: "United We Stand.
In God We Trust." Had I the means I would have put up a
billboard that said, "Our sentences we invert."
Route 41 became quite the propaganda outlet in the
months that followed. The Navy ran a sign that read, "Life,
liberty and the pursuit of all that threaten it." Someone
burned "USA" in forty-foot high letters in the grass beside
an overpass south of Fond du Lac. The impression is still
discernible, a palimpsest of the patriotism that was our
initial response to the hijackings.
My favorite part of the outpouring of patriotic
messaging came around October 1, when individual letters
began to fall off signs. Many of these errant signs were
much more poignant than they had been originally. "God
Bless America" became "Go less America," "God less
America" and "Go Bless America."
LTHOUGH STILL ON PATERNITY LEAVE, I DID APPEAR IN
worship on September 16 to read my denomination's response to the attacks, but I was not eager to
return to the pulpit due to sleep deprivation and my own
addled frame of mind. I had worked in lower Manhattan,
in the shadow of the World Trade Center, for a year. I
cashed my first post-college paycheck at the World Trade
Center. The post office I frequented, the offices of my
internship, my travel agent, my favorite Blimpie's franchise-all were closed and condemned following the
attacks. I still had many friends who worked in lower
Manhattan, all of whom were reeling from these attacks.
While many of my fellow Oshkovites felt a personal
connection to this catastrophe thanks to the faux immediacy of round-the-clock television coverage, I felt as if
former home had been vaporized.
This summer I have watched the response to the publication of the September 11 Commission's conclusions with
interest. It is so easy to forget what it was like to be taken
utterly by surprise. Here are two facts I keep returning to,
as the blame game has unfolded:

A

Prior to September 11, 2001 it had been more than
ten years since a domestic airliner had been
hijacked;
and
Every one of the hijackers entered the United
States legally.
To hear that the fault of our government was "a failure
of imagination" is utterly unhelpful to me and, I suspect, to
everyone who strives to keep citizens safe from acts of
terrorism. The reason these attacks succeeded was
precisely because they were brilliantly conceived, lowtech, and utterly unexpected. That's the thing about sneak
attacks-the attacker gets to at least land one good punch.

This afternoon (August 9, 2004) the news reported that
companies that rent helicopters and limousines are
cautioned that these vehicles can be filled with explosives
and used in attacks. Perhaps those in charge of changing the
terror alert colors are getting more imaginative. This
encourages me.
My favorite story of the Palimpsests of Patriotism was
told by Peter Brinkman of the International Peace Council
in Madison, Wisconsin. Mr. Brinkman stopped at the
Ponderosa Steakhouse in Cadillac, Michigan shortly after
September 11, 2001 because its sign read "God Bless the
World." He told the manager that changing ''America" to
"the World" had prompted him to stop for supper.
The story goes that a directive came from Ponderosa to
put "God Bless America" on their signs. The person
responsible for changing the sign found that offensive, so
he amended the order. He could have gotten into trouble
for insubordination, but someone called, praising
Ponderosa for this act of courage. The manager told the
employee who broke into tears when he heard that there
was another person who felt as he did. Many, many people
stopped because this simple phrase came closer to their
sentiments than the jingoistic slogans that seemed to be our
reflexive national response.
Three years later I fear we have forgotten how we
groped to express ... something, as the horror of crashing
planes and buildings enveloped our lives. Many flew the
American flag. Buttons, posters, and bumper stickers
seemed to sprout spontaneously for weeks. Then the
letters fell and very few of us did any maintenance to our
signs. Our wounds scabbed over, but the scars still remain.
In July 2002, a sign in Omro, Wisconsin had decayed
to "God Amer c." I read that as "God, a mercy," the unintended prayer fragment of a nation that was changed
suddenly and profoundly, and is still coming to terms with
what all this means. f
The Reverend Thomas C. Willadsen pastors First
Presbyterian Church in Oshkosh, Wisconsin.
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Bach's missionary mystery
Uwe Siemon-Netto
I ATIENDED MAss IN

gian and biologist, that the Holy Spirit himself had written
Verteillac, a tiny market town in the Dordogne The Art ofthe Fugue, Bach's intellectually most challenging
region of southwestern France. By the standards of work, using the master's hand.
France, the most de-Christianized of all western European
I was first made to listen to Bach's motets consciously in
nations, Verteillac's parish church is doing well, thanks to Leipzig's Thomaskirche at age four, and I have been fascithe efforts of its energetic young priest. But on this visit I felt nated by the missionary power of his work since my childas if I had been catapulted back several centuries. Instead of hood. Now many of my friends in France, where I have had
the handful of worshippers one has come to expect, there a home for more than three decades, seem to be more
was hardly any standing room left in the large sanctuary, familiar with our Lutheran order of service than with their
and the service lasted almost two hours, due to the seem- own Catholic Mass. One reason for this is that the radio
ingly endless line of communicants.
network France Musique on Sunday mornings often broadThe reason for the spectacular turnout was this: Ton casts the Bach cantata written for that day in the church
Koopman, the famed Dutch organist and conductor, has a year-though before you are permitted to enjoy it, a musicountry home nearby. Every summer he organizes a concert cologist rather pedantically explains its Lutheran liturgical
series called Itineraire Baroque in the usually vacant context.
Romanesque churches around Verteillac. This Sunday,
Recently I discussed Bach with a neighbor, an elderly
though, Koopman brought his singers, instrumentalists- villager, who praised the "healthy fusion of logic and reliand a portable organ-to the regular 11 a.m. service, gious emotion" in his music and bemoaned the dearth of
magnificently embellishing it with
this quality in most of the sermons
elements of Bach's Mass in B minor.
she had ever heard. I downloaded the
It is clearly a missionary
French translation of the Augsburg
So it wasn't surprising that the
locals, plus British, American, Dutch, mystery how Bach manages Confession of 1530 and gave itto her
to draw faith to the surface to read. ''Ah!" she exclaimed, "finally
and German tourists, forewent the
in jaded people who have
pleasure of a Sunday morning tipple in a
here's something that makes sense to
in
the
deepest
long
buried
it
local pub in order to go to church, a rare
me. I can see the link. This is as clear
activity in contemporary Europe. What depth of their souls-buried as Bach."
it under heaps ofdoubt and
was surprising, though, was the BachIt is clearly a missionary mystery
cynicism and secular
how Bach manages to draw faith to
inspired urge to act like real worshipers;
desires.
the surface in jaded people who have
they crossed themselves when the name
long buried it in the deepest depth of
of the Holy Trinity was invoked; they
their souls-buried it under heaps of
spoke the Apostles' Creed and the
Lord's Prayer and received the consecrated host. In other doubt and cynicism and secular desires. The wonderful
words, the congregation was worshiping, and not just an German bass-baritone Thomas Quasthoff once confided to
a reporter that he was really an agnostic-most of the time.
audience.
"Never before in my life have I seen so many do this in "But when I perform Bach my unbelief ends at once,"
our church," said a very old lady next to me in the pew. "We added this woefully crippled artist who frequently sings the
owe this to Bach, don't we? And to think that he was a part of Christ in the St. John and St. Matthew Passions.
"You cannot remain a heathen when you sing these
Lutheran!" That experience proved to me the verity of
Nathan Soderblom's description of Bach's music as the works," several of the sailor-suited boys in Leipzig's
"Fifth Gospel." Actually, Soderblom (1866-1931), the Thomanerchor-the choir whose Kantor Bach was for
former Lutheran archbishop of Sweden, restricted this twenty-seven years until his death in 1750-insisted when I
observation to Bach's cantatas. But there is mounting interviewed them in the days when Leipzig was under
evidence that it applies just as surely to other works by this Communist rule. But this same sentiment appears to
composer. As a native of Leipzig, Bach's town in Germany, applynot only to those who sing the music, but to many of
I gladly concur with Arthur Peacocke, the English theolo- those who hear his music, to wit, the astounding success of
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Bach in Japan, of whose population of 127 million only one
per cent officially belong to a Christian church.
When I was last in Tokyo a few years ago, local theologians insisted that another eight to ten percent of their
fellow countrymen sympathized with this foreign religion.
"Many of these have had their first contact with
Christianity through the music of Johann Sebastian Bach,"
said Yoshikazu Tokuzen, then rector of Japan's Lutheran
Seminary.
A relentless Bach boom has been sweeping Japan
during this period of great religious impoverishment with
skyrocketing suicide rates and a seemingly unbridgeable
generation gap between the spiritually disoriented youth
and their materialistic parents. The driving force behind
this boom is organist Masaaki Suzuki, founder and
conductor of the Bach Collegium Japan, which has
spawned hundreds of similar societies throughout the
island nation over the last fifteen years.
During Holy Week, Suzuki's performance of the St.
Matthew Passion is inevitably sold out-regardless of how
expensive the tickets. Then, as after every one of the Bach
Collegium's performances, non-Christian members of the
audience crowd Suzuki on the podium questioning him
about the Christian concepts of love and hope- and about
death, a topic that is taboo in Japanese society. "I am
spreading Bach's message, which is a biblical one," said
Suzuki, who is convinced that this eighteenth-century
composer has already converted tens of thousands of
Japanese to Christian faith.
I have always wondered, though, why Bach's western
melody and harmony should have such a profound effect
on an alien culture. During my many years in that part ofthe

world I often listened to Asian music and found it exotic, at
times aesthetically pleasing. But did it move me? No. Did it
turn me into a Buddhist, a Hindu, or a follower of Shinto?
Definitely not.

I

TISPARTOFBACH'SMISSIONARYMYSTERYTHAT,ACCORDINGTO

Tokyo musicologists, his appeal to the Japanese is
directly linked to the Jesuit missionary St. Francis
Xavier (1506-1552). His introduction of Christianity to
Japan failed in the early seventeenth century. But whereas
Christianity was then outlawed and its faithful martyred,
elements of Gregorian chant had already infiltrated Japan's
traditional folk music. That influence remained strong
enough to help Bach's work sweep across Nippon more
than four centuries later.
There is an intra-Christian irony here. Just as this
orthodox Lutheran's music is now luring estranged
Catholics back into their churches in France, so it is making
new converts among the heathen in the Far East. Masashi
Masuda told me how Glenn Gould's interpretation of
Bach's Goldberg Variations had first aroused his interest in
Christianity. It eventually guided him all the way back to
the origin of the Jesuit mission in his homeland: Masuda is
now himself a Jesuit teaching Systematic Theology at
Tokyo's Sophia University.
As Yoshikazu Tokuzen, the Lutheran theologian,
observed, "Bach is a vehicle of the Holy Spirit." And that
Spirit just blows where it will. f
Uwe Siemon-Netto is the Religious Affairs Editor for United

Press International.

BASIC BIOLOGY
Each night of a dying
August, humid and
heavy as remorse,
he forces himself
against our glass,
his pearly belly
as flat and silent
as the moon
behind him. We
study him, discuss
our knowledge
of such creatures.
Despite his blunt
display, we wonder
if this is really a he,
but we can agree
he is a toad, not
a frog, amphibian,
as double-lived
as we, here for
the glow inside
our window,
which now, fully
involved, we long
to lend him
or to trade him
for what he might
teach us: how to
press to the glass
in the night-how to
cling to the pane
and open calm jaws
without shame
or regret
to provisions
dispatched in the light.

Mary M. Brown
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WeddingChannel.com columnist Jorie Green Mark
chronicles her "journey into wedding insanity and
back." The story opens with Barry's proposal, Jorie's
enthusiastic acceptance, and a sparkly diamond. Then the
real fun begins: jorie plunges into the stacks of bridal magazines she's been hording for months, and realizes that "It
was finally my turn to be Queen for a Day" -this revelation
comes in a chapter called "It's My Wedding, and I'll Whine
if I Want To." Jorie will float into the Ritz-Carlton in Vera
Wang silk (or maybe a gown by Amsale, or Richard Tyler;
there are just so many options!). She will serve lobster and
prime rib. Her engraved Crane's invitations will boast "a
silver foil lining on the inner envelope, and an 'M' monogram seal-an M for Mark, M for Marriage, M for My
Marvelous Day."
Of course, Jorie plays the self-involved prima donna
only in chapter three, for the memoir turns not only on the
details of her marvelous day (a day that took sixteen
months to plan) but also on her gradual move from a place
of willful self-entitlement to one of compromise and cooperation. First, Jorie, following the wise counsel of anonymous online interlocutors, realizes that she can't have both
the lobster and the foil liners, because they exceed the limits
of the budget her eminently reasonable and generous father
has set for her. Next, though initially devastated when
Barry vetoes the font she has painstakingly selected for the
wedding invitations, Jorie proves able to simmer down and
find a font they both love. Gradually, she even stops calling
the event "my wedding" and begins calling it "ours."
I have spent this summer, like almost every other
summer, attending a hectic round of weddings, sometimes
more than one squeezed into a single weekend. At wedding
after wedding, as I stood in my high heels munching miniature quiches and juggling my drink and my hors d'oeuvres
and making small talk with people I'd never see again, I
thought about my own wedding, a feast my husband and I
celebrated a little less than a year ago. I compared our
delicious country apple wedding cake to the
chocolate/apricot/raspberry mousse confections my
friends have chosen to serve at their nuptial galas. I
pondered our wedding presents with an eye towards regifting (a verb I didn't learn until I became A Bride). And it
occurred to me that I should organize our expensive and
artful wedding photographs in the trendy scrapbook I

purchased last September, but still haven't quite seemed to
carve out the time to do. This event which consumed so
many hours in preparation already feels a little far away for
renewed devotion.
There was, of course, much that was astonishing about
our wedding. Griff and I served as chalice-bearers during
the celebration of Holy Communion that concluded the
marriage service. Yes, I was terrified I was going to spill the
blood of Christ on my white, cotton organdy gown; but,
dry-cleaning nightmares notwithstanding, the serving of
communion wine was, for me, the best part of the day. In
serving communion, I suddenly stopped being a plastic
figure atop a wedding cake, a comely but passive doll to
whom something remarkable was being done. For a few
moments, Griff and I were transformed into experts of
ritual who could give back to our community some of what
had just been given to us. It was, as one of my five-year-old
Sunday schoolers said, really cool.

0

UR WEDDING RECEPTION, ON THE OTHER HAND-

and the reception is generally what people mean
when they talk of "weddings"-seems like something of a non sequitur. For starters, the reception did not
go off without a hitch. (Take as synecdoche the fact that
th,ere weren't nearly enough chairs and that the caterers ran
out of champagne flutes long before the evening ended.)
But more important, here in the midst of a first year of
marriage, I look around my complicated, hard, and
wonderful married life, and I wonder about the logic of my
lovely wedding reception. What do the lace and the
celadon green boutonnieres, the damask table-cloths and
finger food, and all those champagne bubbles have to do
with marriage?
There is an answer to that question, of course.
Marriages are great things, and they should be celebrated.
But it seems that the celebrations that do the best work are
those whose accoutrements bear a real and deep connection to the thing they are ritualizing and celebrating.
And so my concern about contemporary weddings is
not primarily the predictable anxieties about the cost
(though I've not yet made my peace with the fact that
instead of having a wedding reception, my family could
have sent a deserving teenager to an in-state college for four
years). It is rather the disjuncture between weddings and
the marriages they make. For contemporary weddings are

all about fantasy; the 50-billion-dollar-a-year wedding
industry tells women that, in Jorie Mark's phrase, "it [is]
glamorous to be in love, to look out at your surroundings
through a filmy layer of tulle."

were tempted to throw extravagant wedding feasts, and St.
John Chrysostom was prompted to remind them from the
pulpit that their weddings would be-or should be-a
window into their marriages. When one is preparing a
wedding, one ought not "run to your neighbors' houses
borrowing extra mirrors, or spend endless hours worrying
E COULD DESCRIBE MARRIAGE WITH SUCH ADJECtives as "wonderful," "life-giving," and, at about dresses." For marriage, insisted Chrysostom, "is a
times, "fun." But glamorous? I think not. To bond, a bond ordained by God. Why then do you celebrate
carry on Jorie's textile metaphor, marriages are less about weddings in a silly or immodest manner? Have you no idea
tulle than-oh, cotton, and wool, and the occasional bit of what you are doing? You are marrying ... for the procreraw silk, and sometimes some velvet. Marriage is not a ation of children and for moderation of life; what is the
continuation of the heady bliss of engagement (and, in fact, meaning of these drunken parties with their lewd and
engagement brings its own unique stresses and strains); disgraceful behavior? You can enjoy a banquet with your
rather, it is about community and domesticity. In the friends to celebrate your marriage; I do not forbid this, but
resounding phrase of the Book of Common Prayer, we enter why must you introduce all these excesses? ... Is marriage a
into marriage for "mutual joy; for the help and comfort comedy? It is a mystery, an image of something far
given one another in prosperity and adversity; and, when it greater.... Pagan mysteries are the only ones that involve
is God's will, for the procreation of childancing. We celebrate our mysteries quietly
dren and their nurture in the knowledge
and decently, with reverence and modesty."
Marriages are less
and love of the Lord." The outings,
Perhaps the most insightful section ofJorie
about tulle thanGreen
Mark's memoir is the last page.
meals, conversations, and sex that
oh, cotton, and
Around the time of their first wedding
weddings inaugurate are not the stuff of
wool, and the occaanniversary, Jorie found out she was pregwhimsy, but of routine (and that sional bit of raw silk,
"routine" and "domesticity" have and somettmes some nant. "[A]s we'd soon learn, my efforts to
become buzz-kills is itself part of the
plan a perfect, and I mean perfect, weddingvelvet.
only to learn that this is not an impossible but
problem).
an undesirable accomplishment-was great
When Jorie whined, she was merely
following the beguiling instructions of all those bridal preparation for parenthood. Because from the moment my
magazines, ritual primers that tell us to be, within the water broke ... there was very little we could plan. There
confines of our budget, queen for a day. (Or perhaps was very little we could anticipate."
She reads her wedding as a positive preparation for
"princess" is better, for as Caitlin Flanagan observed in
2001, our current bloated wedding daydreams may date to parenthood; through the ups and downs and foibles and
1981, when American girls all over the country set their disappointments of wedding-planning, she learns that she
alarms and rose in the middle of the night in order to can't orchestrate everything.
But, one might ask, why not re-conceive our weddings
"witness Charles and Diana plighting their troth in real
time.") Princess or queen, this is an odd mindset with which withJorie'sfirst-anniversary epiphany in mind? For Jorie's
to enter a marriage, the arena where bending one's will is epiphany tells us much better than Bride magazine what
not only required, it is in fact part of the point. Marriage- marriages are made of. f
Christian marriage, at any rate-is not merely about
"compromise," it is about death to self. We marry not only Lauren F. Winner is the author of Girl Meets God. Her new
so that we can have licit sex and raise children, but also book, Real Sex: The Naked Truth About Chastity, will be
because we believe marriage to be one of the institutions out from Brazos in April.
God has given us to facilitate our dying to our old selves and
Bride in Overdrive: A journey into Wedding Insanity and
prepare us for our eventual resurrection.
If America's culture of conspicuous consumption has Back by Jorie Green Mark was released by St. Martin's
exacerbated the dissonance between weddings and Griffin in June 2004.
marriage, that dissonance is not unique to our era.
Apparently brides and grooms in fourth-century Antioch
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church
Gilbert Meilaender
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VER THE YEARS I'VE WRITTEN A NUMBER OF ESSAYS FOR

a magazine whose editors insist that its authors
write 'Church' rather than 'church.' (It is not, I
hasten to add, The Cresset, whose editor is sweet reasonableness itself.) Of the many mistaken judgments editors
make, this does not rise anywhere near the top of my list, so
I generally acquiesce-even though my manuscripts always
have 'church' and, hence, make a bit of work for such insistent editors. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the magazine in question has a general tone and character that quite a few
readers identify as (Roman) Catholic. For, however exactly
we work things out theologically, Protestants seem more
likely than Catholics to think of church in ways that suggest
a 'c' in lower case.
This is not entirely bad for Protestants. Of the many
things one might have to get along without in life, a (sometime) infallible teaching office is perhaps not the worst to be
without. Still, the church does at least have a distinctive
place in the life of Catholics-a place that is also the patrimony of Protestants, though they often seem to have
forgotten it. Part of what is at stake emerges-as with
almost all "things catholic"-in St. Augustine.
In the City of God, that great work of his maturity,
Augustine traces through (and, in some respects, beyond)
human history the clash between two cities-the City of
God (civitas dei) and the earthly city (civitas terrena). (One
might ponder the significance of the conventional capitalization practice of English translations. In the end, the
earthly city will amount exactly to no-thing, alienated as it
is from the One who is Being itself.) For quite a long time I
understood these cities in a way I had learned from the
work of Robert Markus. The cities, on this reading, are not
empirical, sociological realities to which one might actually
point. They are eschatological realities whose membership
will be revealed only at the end of history. Here and now,
they serve to provide us an interpretive lens through which
to examine and evaluate the actual communities within
which we live. Those communities exist within the field of
force created by the contrary pulls of the two cities and will
always be marked by that tension.
This is an instructive, imaginative, and (for certain
purposes) clarifying reading of City of God. It makes sense
of many things Augustine says at different points, and it
gives us a useful way to think about the communitiesespecially political communities-that we inhabit. But it

turns out to falter on one point-the church. For this interpretation, I have gradually come to realize, can say of any
historical society (including the church) only that it exists in
the tension between the two cities, "open" to the contrary
tug of each, with its ultimate shape for now unknown. Even
the church, then, is simply (as Markus puts it} "the world as
reconciled and redeemed." It exists as an "anticipatory
sign" of the coming kingdom, in service to the world.
Thinking through a sentence like that, we should not be
surprised to be told that Markus' influential book,
Saeculum, was published in 1970 and written, presumably,
in the decade of the '60s. It calls insistently to mind
language about discerning the "signs of the times," which
the church learns from the world and then, having been so
instructed, serves. (Moreover, this language from that
decade should remind us that Roman Catholics are not free
from mistaken understandings of the church's relation to
the world.) Such thinking produces Christians more
intrigued by politics than ecclesiology, more interested,
alas, in Rawls than Augustine.
ROM THE TASKS TO BE TAKEN UP BY SUCH A CHURCH,

F

however, something crucial is generally missing:
namely, the work of forming the lives of believers into
a pattern distinctively Christian. Why should that be so
important? In part, because, as John Milbank has shown in
his more recent reading and reappropriation of Augustine,
the Bishop of Hippo does not think of the church simply as
"the world reconciled." He does not suppose that the City
of God has no institutional embodiment, no sociological
location in history. Sometimes, to be sure, he writes of the
civitas dei in that way (as Markus has shown). But not
always. At other places he clearly identifies the church as
the City of God. Thus, for example, he can write that "the
Church, even now [that is, even while on her course of
pilgrimage through history] is the kingdom of Christ and
the kingdom of heaven." Hence, the church is not simply
another community caught within the field of force
between the two cities. It is not "open" to the earthly city, as
all other historical communities are; it could not ultimately
become that city.
This is significant, as Milbank and others have noted,
because it invites us to think of the church not simply as "the
world reconciled" but as a standing alternative to the
world. The church does not, therefore, exercise political

rule, nor should it conceive its task primarily as giving
advice to rulers (whispering in the ear of Caesar). Instead,
the church shapes Christian conscience and bears witness
to Christian truth simply by entering with its own distinctive language into public discussion and debate.
This, in fact, is the greatest service the church can
render the world: to be itself, intent on offering itself as an
alternative community that claims our loyalty. One might
well argue, in fact, that it was precisely a church insistent on
its independence that contributed in a major way to carving
out a sphere of private liberty and conscience in the history
of the West. In a society where there is such a church, politics can never claim citizens to the whole extent of their
being. It is therefore no paradox but simple truth to say that
only a church set over against the world can be a church for
the world.

f

Gilbert Meilaender teaches theology and ethics at
Valparaiso University.

ACCEPTING SUMMER
We must accept summer
the sour sandy sheets
mildew behind the door
the awful absolute light
that fillets us
just as any fish
laying open its soul
on the scaling board;
when we slump in a chair
observing profusion
making no conclusion
until things change
until we alter;
we must wear summer's brand
and understand the panting
the blurred eyesight
till we gain insight;
we must learn summer
to know winter
then much more.

Ray Greenblatt
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guns 'n roses
A.P.
for holding the gun for their thuggish boyfriend to use later.
think that being mugged would be greatly Females assume they won't be as likely to be searched by
rewarding, even if we did make some new acquain- police as their boyfriends will and they're right; the
tances along the way. We watch the evening news and see majority of police officers are still male and most departfatal car-jackings and random knifings and home invasion ments have a policy that male officers may not search
armed robberies where the victims cooperate with the females except in exigent circumstances. So the guns may
robbers and are gunned down anyway. These things go undetected.
Shooters aren't necessarily the nastiest people the
happen. But they don't happen as often as it seems. As one
veteran New York homicide detective once noted, if you police meet. In fact, you encounter quite a few disagreeable
live in the United States, are more or less law-abiding (i.e., people on this job. Many of them like to lash together
not a methamphetamine dealer or chief enforcer for Vinnie creative obscenities to apply to the nearest person, usually
the Mouth), and are relatively cautious about where you the arresting officer. As a police officer, it's best to take the
go, particularly at night, your chances of being killed by a high road and not to respond in kind, but once in a while
stranger are about on par with your odds of being struck by some type of response seems called for. I've made up a game
space debris. (Perhaps that's not much comfort to those for myself to handle such verbally abusive characters. I
who know someone who has been rushed to the ER to have think of it as the Congenially Concerned Game. I'm not
a particularly nasty piece of asteroid extracted from a sure it is sanctioned by any sort of law enforcement accrediting board, but I do it anyway. Basically, the nastier the
brow.)
Because homicide detectives know some of these rele- offender gets, the more polite my admonition. The key
vant odds, they tend to think dirty when they see a dead here is sincerity and concern about how the conversation is
body. They have to figure that the victim might have been going. So when the guy I just arrested for assault calls me "a
culpable in some way, or at least might have known his mother****ing ****,"and says he's "going to stomp my
attacker. Most homicides are gangland slayings, or drug ***when he gets out of jail," I like to say something along
deals gone awry, or spouses killing each other, which is to the lines of, "I don't care for the way you are addressing me.
say that the random street homicide the news is crowing Could you adopt a more pleasant tone please?" When he
then replies,"**** you, you ****ing ****ball," I express
about probably isn't so random after all.
I don't mean to diminish the tragedy of gun-related mild astonishment and say, "I feel that was inappropriate.
violence, but all in all, bad guys are lousy shots. They seem I'd like to give you an opportunity to take it back." When
to fire off rounds without knowing the fundamentals of the obscenity-laden diatribe continues, the trump card is,
shooting such as stance, grip, sight alignment, and trigger "What would your mother think of how you're acting right
control. Some like to adopt the "one hand, gun tilted now?" This last line has actually shut some people up. It's
parallel to the ground" shooting style popularized in slick nice to know that even in these troubled times mothers still
Hollywood action films, a style which does not lend itself to have some pull.
accuracy, or consistency, or to anything really, other than
F COURSE POLITE CONVERSATION DOESN'T ALWAYS
the shooter getting some piping hot spent shell casings from
work with the hardened criminal. In those cases,
the gun's ejector port kicked back in his face. I've been to
well, we have the taser. I would like to take this
numerous crime scenes where multiple shooters, at point
blank range, inundated a porch of people with bullets and opportunity to sing its praises. For those unfamiliar with it,
hit nary a soul. "Spray and pray," some cops call it. These the taser is a non-lethal device that resembles a gun, and is
aren't guys who are into precision. If the criminal element used to temporarily incapacitate subjects who pose a physever put their heads together and decided to go to the ical threat or are interested in resisting arrest. The taser
shooting range to work out the kinks, my city's homicide emits a red beam like a laser sight and shoots out lines of
wire that end in little prongs that hook into a target's skin or
rate would triple.
Most shooters turn out to be male. Women don't do a clothing. When the taser's trigger is pressed, the target is
lot of drive-bys. They are, however, sometimes responsible shocked with 50,000 volts of electricity for a few seconds,
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VERYONE IS AFRAID OF VIOLENT CRIME. FEW OF US
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causing the target to drop to the floor in intense pain,
muscles convulsing, deeply respectful of the frailty of man.
News on the effects of the taser has gotten around to the
point where once you train that red light on a subject's
chest, he tends to give up right away. Folks will do anything
to avoid the shock. They'll wax your car. They'll switch to
sugarless gum. And the best part is, the taser causes no
lasting physical damage. It's a few seconds of agony often
followed by a long night of respectful compliance. The
taser also cuts down on the odds of an officer being injured
in an extended tussle with the subject. It's a good deal all
around. Of course, there's always an exception to the rule.
One of my co-workers told me he zapped a 6'3, 260 pound
drunk not long ago and the guy twisted his head as if trying
to shake off a horsefly, tore the prongs out of his body, and
bellowed, "Is that all you got?" For people like that, you
have to get on the phone and inquire whether The Hulk is
available.
Tasers tend not to work with suicidal jumpers,
however. Here are some pointers I've picked up for dealing
with such cases:

* As my partner calmly reminded me when I
approached my first potential jumper not long
ago: Don't let them take you with them. No acrobatic heroics or life-or-death struggles over the
precipice. Approach slowly from a distance and if
they tell you that's far enough, then that's far
enough. Talk from there. Or ask if you can come a
little closer in order to hear them better.
* Connect with the would-be jumpers. Ask their
name. Find out where they live. See what their
family situation is. Somebody cares about them.
Find out who, and use it as leverage. Let them
know those people wouldn't want to see them
harmed.
* Cigarettes. Ah, the sweet seductive pull of a
Newport Lite, nay, a whole pack if they'll just step
away from the ledge/bridge/overpass and talk with
you. It works.
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* The majority of potential jumpers are male. No
sexist I, but a female officer, especially an attractive
one, may have a better shot at smooth-talking a
male jumper than a thick-necked Dutch boy like
me. For many of these guys, there probably aren't a
lot of attractive women in their lives. So they tend
to listen. So back off. Let the women handle things.
Come to think of it, this is good advice in general.
* Call for a professional negotiator. They're
experts and you're an amateur. Do the best you can
until they arrive. Then let them come in and grab
all the glory and accolades and merit-off days when
they talk the guy down. You don't need any accolades. As the recruitment posters say, the job is its
own reward.

S

OMETIMES, THE ABSURDITY OF THIS WORK STRIKES

home. For instance, you get a radio call from the
dispatcher to respond to a report of a man with a gun
in the middle of the street firing off rounds at everyone he
sees. Only cops and soldiers run towards gunfire. Quite
sensibly, everyone else runs away. We joke about this fact in
the squad car as we respond. For example, we might
pretend to get on the air and say, "Dispatch, gosh, I don't
know about that assignment. It sounds much too
dangerous for us. Any barking dog complaints we could
clear up instead?"
On a related note, while police work can be dangerous,
cops have handguns, shotguns, ballistic vests, extensive
training, and the ability to summon backup on our radios.
And, of course, tasers. As I like to tell my mother, we're the
safest people in the city. I'm not sure she buys that. She still
wants me in a safer line of work, like direct-mail marketing. f
A.P. actually has some pretty good ideas for direct-mail
marketing, including liberal use of pop-ups.

Ilaw
cultural impatience
Bruce Berner

A

S WE APPROACH ANOTHER PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION, IT

is fitting to reflect on the health of the American
polity. While no reasonable person could deny that
the great Madisonian experiment remains one of the
authentic political marvels in the history of the world,
many voices express unease with aspects of current
American culture. Diagnosticians of every stripe advance
theories: loss of moral center or of religious commitment,
mass undifferentiated anger, a "culture of fear," government that's too big, or too small, or both at the same time,
television, left-wingers, right-wingers, etc. Communists
are off the list. I possess neither the formal training nor the
chutzpah to float a formal diagnosis of my own, but I do
wish to identify an overlooked yet troubling symptom in
our current culture. This symptom is a pervasive cultural
impatience. I will first present three exhibits from the
governmental/legal realm to suggest the flavor of what I
mean by "cultural impatience." Then I'll hazard a few
guesses about its roots and its effects.
But first a preliminary note: The instances discussed
below all involve the interplay between the American
public and the American media. Unraveling whether media
content is dictated by public demand or, instead, produces
and conditions that demand, is difficult and beyond the
scope of this piece. However, the mainstream media,
dependent as it is on persuading advertisers that it reaches
substantial numbers of people, can reasembly be assumed
to represent the concerns of a large segment of the general
public.

Exhibit A. When I was in England for eight weeks in 1991,
the lead story the night I arrived was the arrest in London of
an alleged multiple murderer together with lurid, if
sketchy, details about the deaths of his victims. There was a
brief account the next morning in the papers. Then ...
nothing in the mainstream media! For eight weeks! To be
sure, one could track this case in the tabloid press along
with stories like "Hampshire Man Legally Married to 2,000
Weasels," but the broad-readership media let it alone.
People just kept going to work each day and taking a
"holiday" when they felt like it! Again, maybe the lack of
coverage is more traceable to the media itself, maybe more
to the wishes of the general British public. The point is that
the culture did not generate frenzy about it. Can you
imagine this in the United States? We would, for at least a

week, get the prisoner's breakfast, lunch, and dinner
menus; we'd quickly see fourth-grade photographs of the
victims; neighbors would tell us that the arrestee was a
"quiet man" (Don't ever fear a loudmouth-it's the "quiet
men" that get you!}; CNN would give us droning voices
over the perpetually "live" aerial camera coverage of the
top of the police car that possibly might, within the next
few days, drive the defendant to court. Fox News would
blame it on the Democrats; NPR on the Republicans. Do
not blithely assume that this incessant coverage (which is
both born of our impatience and produces more of the
same) has no effect on the participants in the legal drama.
Many decisions about charging, pleading, filing pretrial
motions, trial strategy, etc. are driven by concerns about
public reaction not only to what the parties, lawyers,
police, or judges do, but to how fast they do it. Did you
perhaps detect that the O.J. trial participants were aware
they were being watched? When the press and the public
lose patience with the ponderous pace of judicial proceedings, the process itself is forced to dance to the accelerated
rhythm. We try cases in the media because it's faster!

Exhibit B. This effect of the observer on the observed was
made most vivid in connection with the storming of the
Branch Davidians at Waco some years ago. You will
remember the basic facts of the standoff: hundreds of
serious and potentially volatile Branch Davidians inside a
compound with no hope of receiving supplies from the
outside; scores (at least) of federal, state, and local agents
surrounding the compound with enough firepower to
annihilate even the ants that eventually crawled out. The
agents wanted the Davidians out. The Davidians were not
coming out. What to do? Now, whatever you think of
David Koresh and his band (you can sample all the way
from "community of committed religious observers" to
"dangerous whackos"), can there be any doubt as to what a
reasonable person would advise the agents? Or is it just us
wimps who would say, "Patience. Soon they must come
out." Once the assault went tragically wrong, various
reasons were advanced to defend the decision to press the
action. Some seemed more plausible than others and I don't
know if any of them were true. But I suspect that, in our
culture, the assault was inevitable regardless of the obvious
downside risks. What was the upside? One could hardly
assign "Davidians come out" as an upside to assault since

that was bound to happen in any event. The upside of
pressing the action was precisely, and solely, to quell the
cultural impatience. The pressure to act was enormous and
growing each day. One can assign many causes for this pressure-the press, the public's frenzy for a resolution, and the
default posture of many law-enforcement personnel to
"make something happen." But the pressure-the impatience-was in fact irresistible. Imagine, for example, that
CNN had been around on a Tuesday night in Europe in
1648. Here's the lead story-over an accompaniment of
ominous harpsichord riffs, a deep baritone voice
announces, "THE THIRTY YEARS WAR: DAY 10,938!" A
friend of mine who spoke with ATF agents who were in
Waco reports that the impatience of public and press
feeding the ATF's own well-known fondness for "wildwest" action forms a "total explanation" for the tragedy.
Impatience, and impatience alone, wrought a horrible
result.

Exhibit C. My last exhibit is less obvious but, ultimately,
more dangerous. It is a pervasive intellectual impatience.
We are, as a culture, not only impatient about acting; we are
impatient, too, about deciding what we have "learned"
from any action. We are so quick to announce what
"lesson" we are to take from an event that we never learn
lessons, we impose lessons on events before those events
fully take place. Take, for example, the criminal trial of O.J.
Simpson. Before this case was tried-indeed many months
before it was tried-I heard, in the same week, three editorials each of which announced what we would learn about
our system of criminal justice from the O.J. trial: (1) Can
Mrican-Americans get a fair trial in this country?; {2) Will
battered women get a fair shake in this country?; and (3)
Can rich people buy their way out of trouble in this
country? One didn't have to wait one more day to know
one thing: The Criminal Justice System would fail. It had
to! No single result in O.J. 's case could have vindicated the
system against all three implicit charges.
In some cases, those who pre-impose the lesson we are
to learn from a pending case have a transparent personal or
political agenda. But whether or not a product of such an
agenda, imposing lessons ahead of time produces an unfortunate casualty-the particular facts of the individual case
are rendered irrelevant. The person aiming to demonstrate
that black criminal defendants in general cannot get a fair
trial would, if forced to do so in the context of a particular
case, have to ignore the fact that this particular defendant,
say, committed the crime on videotape. The advocate for
date-rape victims could have no patience with evidence
that, in a given case, the alleged victim actually consented to
sex. Both of these advocates have valid concerns-far too
often black defendants are disadvantaged in our system and
far too often women are sexually exploited. But individual
cases are very poor vehicles for examining these social
issues because cases come with these annoying appendages
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called facts. If we would, like my British friends, just wait
until the process has sorted out those facts, then we could
have a fine discussion of the larger issues. Then we could
decide what we learned from the experience at its end, not
its beginning. Can we do that?
We're off to a bad start in the Kobe Bryant episode,
aren't we? That trial should be strictly about what
happened in that hotel room and immediately before. Even
evidence about the past behavior of the defendant or the
alleged victim is admissible, if at all, only because it drives
inferences about what happened that night. Will we let it
stay that way or will the case simply become a convenient
metaphor for all the racial, gender, and economic artifacts
present therein? A good, thoughtful friend of mine said,
"Hey, it's easy to see what happened. These athletes have so
much money and adulation they begin to think they're
above the law." Others are surely saying, "Hey, it's easy to
see what happened. These groupies want to have a good
time with famous people and then extort money." And, of
course, either of these things might be true in this case.
Theoretically, both could be true. But the case should be
about what did happen. And finding that out takes some
patience. In America, however, patience is a lost virtue. In
most cultures, critical social issues are aired out in legislatures, in hearings before Executive-branch bodies, in
educational institutions, in public discourse generally.
Only in America do we invariably look around for the judicial dispute closest to the problem and ask it to serve as
proxy for the debate. And if it turns out not really to be that
close to the subject of our concern, we just ignore that fact.

L

ET ME SUGGEST A BOLDER IDEA-THAT IMPATIENCE,

whether personal or cultural, may be a real cause of
violence. Violence is, of course, an expression of
anger which is itself typically rooted in fear, ignorance, and
mistrust. But violence can also be viewed as the strongest
and most unmistakable expression of impatience. To do a
bad paraphrase of Ogden Nash, "Debate is dandy, but
killing is quicker." Violence saves time. Might that, in an
impatient culture, be a subconscious justification or excuse
for violence?
The cultural impatience in America is, in part, a function of America's position and of its credo. The world's
only remaining superpower often sees itself as in control of
events, indeed feels an obligation to exert such control.
Controllers cannot afford to be patient. The illusion which
produces the feeling of control impels action because the
action feeds the illusion. (Many nights I go outside and
scream for the North Star to appear. And it does. Res ipsa
loquitur.)
Every summer, I spend four days in Stratford, Ontario
at the Shakespeare Festival. Talking to Canadians is both
delightful and revelatory. They are far more savvy about
geopolitics than most Americans. But they have no illusions
about control. They patiently await events. They seem

neither particularly impressed nor offended by their
current political leaders, or ours. Mainly just amused. And
they seem willing to postpone a decision on a leader's effectiveness until after she or he has acted. The danger, of
course, is that this wonderful philosophical attitude could
at some point be a mask for simple resignation. But I don't
sense that. I think they're just patient. I wish I could be. I
wish you could be. And, ifyou don't get more patient within

the next two minutes, I'm gonna come over there and....
Cultural impatience creates an insane environment for
public and political discourse. It chases the thinkers from
the arena and ushers in the sloganeers. Because our
patience holds out for only ten seconds, we get only tensecond solutions to serious problems. Instead of a criminal
trial, we get a circus. Instead of a nice, quiet mass arrest in

Waco, we get inferno images that time will not erase.
Instead of James Madison, we get Madison Avenue.
What is the cure for cultural impatience? I suspect that
jettisoning the illusion of control is a major part of the
therapy. Once we admit we are not in control of everything,
we can both turn our attention to those endeavors in which
we can make a real difference and seek, each in her or his
own way, to identify who really is in control and deposit our
impatience on that altar. I'd like a bit more time to think
about it. Maybe I'll write it up. Maybe not. Maybe the
gentle Cresset editor will run it. Maybe not. Please be
patient.

f

Bruce Berner is the Louis and Anna Seegers Professor ofLaw
at the Valparaiso University School of Law.

DESCENT
They were climbing
in the Himalayas
up those jagged peaks,
twenty five thousand feet above the sea
assaulted by sharp snow and ice,
and, oh, the wind,
keening, as the men crept skyward,
breath coming hard
(you can imagine)
when suddenly a gorge appeared,
bottomless, or so it seemed:
but, clinging to steep tunneled rock,
they struggled down four thousand feet
into a hidden holy place
cupped and lit by slivered sun
where water flowed and green grew wild
in blossoming pine-scented air.
How could it be? And yet it was,
for here the gentle tapir lived,
a sacred beast they thought extinct
until they dared to enter in
the deep and tender
heart of things.

Sarah Rossiter

were we wrong to go to war in iraq?
Robert Benne

I

WAS IN SLOVAKIA JUST PRIOR TO THE INVASION OF IRAQ.

Interestingly, almost all the Americans working there
in the church and its schools were committed members
of "blue" America. They passionately despise President
Bush and therefore denounced his military threats against
Iraq. Tending toward pacifism, they were doubly infuriated
by his preparations for war. They were reinforced in their
opinions by a steady diet of the BBC and the International
Herald Tribune. Though I tried to make a case for the
American build-up, they seemed uninterested in any other
take on the issues.
But the Slovaks were a different matter. They listened
to the argument I made, which went something like this: It
is clear that Saddam is up to no good in Iraq. Not only is he
a brutal dictator who has sorely oppressed his people and
who has waged war against his neighbors repeatedly, he has
the intention and the capacity to develop nasty weapons
and use them against us, possibly through various terrorist
networks. He has refused to abide by UN resolutions. UN
inspectors were in Iraq only because thousands of
American troops surrounded him, coercing him to at least
appear to permit their investigations. American saberrattling has kept the pressure on. But we cannot afford to
keep that many troops at the ready for an indefinite period
of time. What's more, even under our severe pressure he
stone-walled the world and kicked the inspectors out. So
what else can we do but continue to pressure him and
possibly go after him and his regime?
I. Then we went in. The threats became action. It is
always unsettling to engage in war but it was even more
unsettling to be in a foreign country at the outset of the war
and receive messages from the American embassy to
register with them and to avoid places that Americans are
likely to congregate. We anxiously watched CNBC and
CNN accounts as the invasion took place. The dire predictions of a prolonged conventional war proved to be
unfounded and we removed Saddam easily with an amazingly small loss of American and noncombatant Iraqi lives.
Rumsfeld became a hero for guiding such an effective and
brief war. The critics were to some extent silenced.
Since then, of course, the story has been quite different.
Weapons of mass destruction have not been found.
Baathists and radical Islamists initially blended into the
background, looted, and then quietly organized for an
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insurgency employing all the weapons of terror they could
gather, including widespread use of suicide attacks.
Security is weak in the Sunni regions and attacks occur all
over Iraq, with major sabotages of the crucial oil industry
almost daily occurrences. Around 1000 Americans and
many more Iraqi allies and noncombatants have died in the
war, as well as an unknown number of insurgents. On one
awful weekend we lost eleven soldiers.
This messy scene has encouraged those who were
against the war from the beginning to renew their protests,
now even angrier than before. The critics seem to claim all
the major media and delight in portraying our difficulties
on the front pages and in the lead stories. The majority of
Europeans have been strengthened in their belief that
America is a loose and destructive cannon in the world.
Many Americans who supported the war at its beginning
have withdrawn their support because of the ongoing
insurgency and its attendant loss of American life. The war
is now supported by less than a majority of the American
people. The graphic reporting of carnage after carnage
makes supporters of the war wonder whether their judgments were right. Were we wrong to invade Iraq?
II. I think my first argument still holds up, and I would
now add several others to it. While weapons of mass
destruction have not yet been found, it seems clear that
Saddam had both the capability and intention to develop
them. In recent days several investigating panels confirm
that Sad dam did, in fact, try to buy uranium in Africa. It has
also been established that there were many connections
with terrorist groups in Iraq and in surrounding countries,
though there are only bits of circumstantial evidence that
Saddam was involved in 9/11. (Iran seems to have been
much more the culprit in this regard.) Saddam's hatred of
America and his desire to be the bold leader of an Arabist
movement would have made him a perennially dangerous
threat in the Middle East and the world, either directly or
indirectly through terrorist groups.
Try this thought experiment. After 9/11 you as
President are confronted with worldwide intelligence that
indicates that Saddam has weapons of mass destructionchemical, biological, and nuclear-and the means to
deliver them. (Nowhere on the horizon was the later admission by many intelligence officers that they were wrong in
their assessment that Saddam possessed stockpiles of

reasons given above were far weightier in our decision to go
to war in Iraq. The third reason, while it includes oil, goes
far beyond that.
Arab countries are subject to some of the most inept,
corrupt, and oppressive governments of any region in the
world. Haim Harari points to some startling facts: The
twenty-two Arab countries from Mauritania to the Gulf
States, with a population of 300 million and tremendous oil
resources, have a combined Gross National Product
smaller than that of the Netherlands plus Belgium and
equal to one half that of California. Human rights are
below any reasonable standard. The social status of women
is far below what it was in the Western World 15 0 years ago.
The number of books translated by the entire Arab world is
III. If the first argument for going to war in Iraq is based on much smaller than what little Greece alone translates. The
the right of self defense, the second has a more expansive total number of scientific publications of 300 million Arabs
moral thrust. Saddam was perhaps the most oppressive is less than that of 6 million Israelis. Birth rates are very
ruler in the world. It is said that he killed 20-30,000 of his high, which increases the poverty, social gaps, and cultural
people every year, even with American airpower harassing decline. He concludes: "It is fair to say that this situation
him. His torture chambers were many and horrendous. creates an unprecedented breeding ground for cruel dictaWhen his prisons became too filled with criminals and tors, terror networks, fanaticism, incitement, suicide
alleged opponents of his regime, he simply emptied them murders, and general decline."
But it has not always been so, and it need not be so.
by shooting all the prisoners and burying them in mass
graves. His cruel and bloodthirsty sons would continue his What if the Iraqis grasp the opportunity we have offered
dynasty of inflicting unimaginable suffering upon the inno- them to create a prosperous, peaceful, decent Arab Muslim
cent for the foreseeable future. He siphoned off from his state that observes basic human rights, allows religious
starving people vast amounts of money from the UN Food pluralism, and becomes a beacon for surrounding countries
for Oil Program to augment his palaces, his private army, instead of a constant threat? Such an Iraq would encourage
and his own stock of weapons. Saddam embodied a most reformers in all the Arab lands and offer a serious blow to
the radical Islamists with whom we are at war. Some critics
dangerous and nightmarish form of Arab fascism.
The Bush administration, supported by Congress, have charged that taking the battle against Arab fascism and
liberated Iraq from this most oppressive regime. While we terrorism into Iraq has increased terrorism in the world.
may not have anticipated well what would happen after our My hunch is that withdrawal and weakness before them
initial victory and are paying a dear price for those miscal- would have been far more dangerous.
Such a prosperous and peaceful Iraq is yet far from
culations, we nevertheless are giving the Iraqi people a
chance to get out from under the boot of a horrible dictator reality and has many enemies in its path. However, there
and set up a decent and prosperous state. Though the liber- are some good signs that things are moving in the right
ation and establishment of a decent state is by no means direction. The interim government of Iraq has taken up
complete, there is a good chance that the Iraqis will take up major responsibilities and seems to have a good deal of
the opportunity they have been offered. Already the legitimacy. Iraqis are now in the forefront of fighting the
Kurdish and Shiite parts of Iraq have moved strongly insurgents. Elections will be held. As I mentioned above,
toward order, prosperity, and decency. Indeed, I would the Kurds in the north and the Shia in the south have already
argue that the loss of life we have sustained and the treasure gone a long way toward reconstruction.
we have expended have already been justified by those
It would be foolish to underestimate the forces arrayed
northern (Kurdish) and southern (Shiite) accomplish- against this positive outcome. But the stakes are great. Even
the critics of the Bush administration recognize that we
ments. American soldiers have not died in vain.
cannot afford to lose. Nothing would be more destructive
rv. The third argument for going to war is geo-political. than for Iraq to descend into a failed state. With a modicum
Certainly there is oil involved in our decision-making. Any of success, however, the face of the Middle East could be
government that would ignore the fate of one of its main greatly altered for the better. Perhaps American idealism is
sources of energy would be irresponsible. But at the same not totally misplaced. f
time it is grossly insulting and wrong to reduce the government's reasons for the invasion to oil or business gains, as Robert Benne directs the Roanoke College Center for
some more hysterical liberals have charged. The two Religion and Societry.

weapons of mass destruction.) Saddam has apparent
connections with many terrorist groups, harboring some
and funding others. Even when he allows inspectors in he
does not allow them to freely investigate. He has
stonewalled many UN resolutions. He has a lengthy record
of aggressive moves.
What would you do if you were President? I contend
that no American President in this position and with this
knowledge could have afforded to be passive. All the pressure brought to bear on Saddam had yielded little and there
was a strong possibility that he might strike with something
as big as 9/11. President Bush did what any responsible
American President would do.

Greg Garrett, Cycling. New York:
Kensington Books, 2003, ph., 2004.
Brad Cannon, the not entirely reliable
(or likeable) narrator of Cycling, lives
in a difficult world. Not yet forty years
old, he is twice married and divorced,
has written a popular book about the
Civil War, and spends time among
three regular lunch buddies and three
lovers-an undergraduate, a biology
professor, and the wife of a stuffedshirt English professor. His grandparents regularly invite him to dinner and
offer equal measures of love and
support. But none of these good
people can save him from himself.
Although he has signed a book
contract, the notebooks neatly shelved
in his home are absolutely empty. So is
he, and he knows it. We don't immediately discover all the reasons for his
suffering, but his narrative, in the form
of a confession, makes for irresistible
reading because we all have spent
plenty of energy in avoiding genuine
commitment as we skate along the
surfaces of our lives. Anyone who has
agonized over a report, a conference
paper, or any other promise of a large
statement recognizes the squirmy
feeling of a writer who doesn't write.
What Brad Cannon does without
fail is ride his bicycle great distances on
back roads surrounding Waco. The
riding, as he admits, is ritual and
escape, not journey or discovery in any
deep sense. Here is his first explanation of it:
. . . if I miss a day on the road, I
find an unnamable anxiety
building within me. It's
impossible for me to spend a
day indoors and not end up
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pacing like a big cat in a cage;
although I'm not home yet,
I'm already feeling a sense of
dread at arriving there. Unlike
most everyone else I know,
television has never calmed
me, and music or books are
only a stopgap measure.
When I spend too much time
indoors alone it seems to me
that I become too full of
myself, that memories come
swarming around my head
like hornets, and that only by
getting out here, straining,
sweating, courting catastrophe, can I let the excess self
squeak out of me like air
escaping a balloon.
The novel beautifully explores ideas of
friendship, love, faith, and finally
grace. You won't always like Brad
Cannon, but you will keep thinking
about him. In the poem "The
Windhover,"
Gerard
Manley
Hopkins' narrator speaks of "[his]
heart in hiding." Gregg Garrett's
Cycling will remind you of that kind of
spiritual crisis and its resolution.
Readers have praised the novel's
keen eye for detail and a genuine sense
of place. Waco is a particular kind of
Texas and not only because of the presence of Baylor University. Brad
Cannon has lived there his entire life
and has had far more than his share of
trauma. His parents and younger
brother were killed in a car wreck; his
high school girlfriend was raped and
murdered as he was forced to witness .
Memories of his failures as a teenager
and young adult nearly suffocate him,
and being in the same place where
some past grief occurred often triggers

them. I'm tempted to say that Cannon
needs to get out of town, not just circle
it but, of course, what he really needs is
to find a way to forgive himself.
As he travels those back roads, he
encounters neighborly folks, redneck
bigots, packs of dogs out for biker
blood, and landscape that begs for
close attention. But readers also come
to understand the frame of mind that
pushes the narrator to make these
50-60 mile trips. For instance, on the
late December afternoon of his friend
Richard's funeral, he describes his
cycling in these terms:
I ride aimlessly that afternoon, pedal out past deserted
farms and abandoned barns
and fields lying fallow, strike
out deep into the countryside
trying to lose myself in new
sensations, and I am partly
successful; the sound of my
tires humming on the pavement soothes me into a
waking half sleep in which
nothing exists but my body, an
engine pumping, and the bike,
a steel and rubber extension
of myself, the two of us one,
occupying the only real spot
on the planet. I ride that day
without fatigue, without soreness, without conscious
thought: when I arrive at
home as the sun is setting, in
the chill of evening, I can't
honestly recall all the places
I've been.
Salvation through numbness?
One of the great pleasures in
reading this novel comes from skillfully drawn major and minor charac-

ters in dialogue. Academic cocktail himself to visit at the same hospital
parties with all-too-familiar types of where his father was disconnected
literary windbags, posers, and ne'er- from life-support machines. Even
do-wells talking over each other more important is the sense of affecprovide delightful parodic moments. tion and responsibility that Brad
We know full well that not only the discovers for Audrey, whose loyal
Baylor Departmeht of English is so presence forces him to new levels of
blessed. Brad's philanthropic grand- perception and action.
In fact, the dog elicits very
parents, who appear frequently
throughout the narrative, are different responses from the women
charming, patient, and polished in his life. The most sympathetic and
conversationalists.
Thanksgiving natural is Madelyn, the graduate
dinner and a New Year's Eve charity student in theology whose misfortune
ball provide memorable vignettes of is to be married to the Miltonic
central Texas manners and wit at their windbag, Colby Clark. Madelyn's and
best. And there are the women, of Brad's routines and conversations
whom I will say little so as not to give deepen as they take into account the
too much away. However, it is worth needs of the dog. (That seems an odd
noting that Elaine Rosenbaum, Brad's sentence, even though I believe it is
second wife, is now his literary agent true. But Audrey's panic at the
and periodically talks with him on the approach of thunderstorms, as well as
phone. At that safe distance, they can her need to be fed and exercised, leads
engage in playful and affectionate Brad to be more accepting of kindness
exchanges, even as Brad's evasive and less preoccupied with his guilt.)
answers on the progress of his manu- Readers of John Updike's stories may
script can scarcely fool someone who recognize in Brad echoes of such
mournful and introverted young men
knows him so well.
As the men gather for lunch at as Clyde Behn, the central figure of
their favorite cafe, George,s, the voices "The Persistence of Desire." In any
are lively and familiar. The group event, the novel builds skillfully to
consists of Wallace Dent, a history scenes in which Brad Cannon must
professor (who taught Brad Cannon) make life choices-no more circling
and ardent baseball fan; Richard his life. Late in the book, he phones his
Collins, a sportswriter and owner of grandfather, whose first response is to
Audrey, a golden retriever (when accuse Brad of running away. Brad's
Richard dies of cancer, Brad inherits response suggests that he is on the
the dog); Hugh Kromer, a sixtyish right track: "There's two kinds of
widower, who will remarry; and Brad. running, Jackson: away and to. I think
As he introduces the men, our narrator of myself as something of an expert on
observes: "This is our unspoken rule the first variety, and let me tell you, this
here at George,s: we are free to be ain't it.' There is silence; he would like
comrades but not to be friends, and to believe me, but it is difficult, I know.
personal lives, outside the narrow I do not have a track record which
bounds of strict reportage on women, inspires confidence. 'You're just going
kids, and bosses, are strictly off- to have to trust me."' Greg Garrett
limits." It suits him well: "Eating with earns the final sentence of the novelthese fellows gives me the greatest "For once, I will do something." How
sense of security short of an encounter Brad makes that leap is well worth the
with God-you can pick up the reading.
conversation at any point and know
you really haven't missed a thing." Of
Ed Uehling
course, rules are made to be broken.
Richard is a friend. He chooses
initially to tell only Brad of his inoperable cancer, and Brad must force

SuzanneM. Wolfe. Unveiling:ANovel.
Brewster, MA: Paraclete, 2004.
In his plenary lecture of the 2004
Calvin Festival of Faith and Writing,
Bret Lott defined good literary fiction
as writing that engages the deepest
questions and concerns of humanity.
Suzanne M. Wolfe's debut novel,
Unveiling, fits this definition well. On
the surface, Unveiling is an engaging
mystery about a centuries-old altarpiece-not unlike a number of recent
bestsellers that draw their plots from
the world of art. Unlike Dan Brown's
TheDa Vinci Code, however, or Tracy
Chevalier's Girl with a Pearl Earring,
Unveiling's theme is the ability of art to
heal the wounds of the past. It offers
readers a solace not found in a
straightforward mystery or an otherwise plot-driven book.
Unveiling's heroine is Rachel
Piers, a paintings conservator who is
sent to Rome to clean a fifteenthcentury Flemish triptych in the church
of Our Lady of Sorrows. As she moves
through the novel's plot and the
churches, labs, and winding streets of
Rome, Rachel finds that the triptych
hides more than brilliant colors
beneath its grime and soot. Far from
merely cleaning its surface, Rachel
must uncover the puzzling circumstances of its creation-even its
subject matter, the Lamentation, is at
first obscured by centuries of
neglect-while the local art world
holds its breath to see if her findings
reveal the triptych to be a hidden
masterpiece by one of the foremost
artists of the fifteenth century.
We soon discover, however, that
Rachel is not only engaged in
unveiling a possible masterpiece.
Along the way, she has to deal with the
crass politics of conservation funding
and the political idealism of one of her
colleagues. Beneath this is yet another,
more provocative layer. Rachel is
fleeing a past-a recent divorce in
New York and a more distant tragedy
in her teenaged years-that she does
not want uncovered. Like the triptych
itself, she is hidden; she retreats from a

stranger's wave, latches the shutters in
her apartment, and steams up the
bathroom mirror so that no image of
herself can form. But as the mystery of
the triptych's origins unfolds, Rachel
finds herself becoming enmeshed in
the life of her colleague, Donati, and
his small circle of acquaintances and
family in Rome. Despite her best
efforts at self-protection, she is
thrown on this new community for
assistance when her past and present
converge to place her in physical and
emotional danger.
The triptych itself turns out to be
one of the healing forces on which
Rachel draws, and in this way
Unveiling makes a strong argument for
the power of art to act in and upon
communities. This theme is embedded
in the novel's very structure, which
consists of three sections that echo the
three panels of the triptych. The
second section, "Central Panel," is
nestled in the middle of the novel and
provides its emotional core. In the
four chapters that make up this
section, Rachel's life is symbolically
collapsed with the figure of the Virgin
Mary, who is shown cradling the crucified Christ on the triptych's own
central panel. By echoing the Virgin's
suffering (who in turn helps Christ to
bear his suffering), Rachel finds that
pain can and indeed must be shared in
order to give way to grace. In this,
Unveiling may remind readers of Ann
Patchett's recent bestseller, Bel Canto,
which similarly explores the power of
art (in this case, opera singing) to heal
broken lives.
Wolfe's prose similarly takes a cue
from the triptych. Her writing is
simple and elegant; descriptions of
settings and characters are often
expressed in fragmentary sentences
that echo the state of the triptych,
which itself is only viewed in pieces for
most of the novel. Many of Wolfe's
descriptions are quite painterly, such
as Rachel's glimpse, during a walk in
Rome, of lamps "gilding the earth
tones of buildings to gold" and,
through open shutters, of "a stuccoed
ceiling, pendant crystal chandelier
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winking in firelight, and at ground
level, a desk set against the window,
lamp angled low over an open book,"
details such as the chandelier and open
book recalling the domestic settings of
fifteenth-century paintings by Jan van
Eyck and Rogier van der Weyden,
among others.
Frequently, such descriptions
serve to characterize Rachel's state of
mind. Climbing the staircase of an
aging conservation lab slated for
demolition, Rachel finds that patches
of oxidized metal look like "sores that
refused to heal." When her colleagues
commandeer a meeting that Rachel
had set up, she notes that an insistently
ringing phone "cut off as the door
swung shut behind them," showing
that she is trapped, shut out, and ultimately not a stellar communicator
herself. Such descriptions are arresting
and necessary, given the heroine's
reluctance to directly reveal her innermost thoughts.
Despite her penchant for to-thepoint description, Wolfe herself shows
a reluctance in bringing the triptych
fully to light, and this is unfortunate
given its central role in the novel. The
triptych's size, shape, and texture-in
short, its physical presence-remain
elusive. Even its subject matter (the
Lamentation, with donor portraits on
both side panels) is difficult for the
reader to "see," perhaps because it is
revealed fragment by fragment as the
cleaning progresses. The triptych has
an effect on certain characters in the
novel, particularly Angelo, the pious
altar boy, but what the story lacks is a
dramatic physical encounter between
the triptych and Rachel herself-a
scene, perhaps, in which Rachel is
struck by the sheer presence of the
triptych and begins to recognize the
role that it will play in her life.
Equally confusing is the complex
story of the triptych's origins that
comes to light in the speech that
Rachel gives to the press towards the
end of the book. The reader hears the
full story along with the stunned
members of the audience. In this way,
Wolfe builds the suspense of Rachel's

findings and springs them on the
reader in a climactic scene of revelation. Unfortunately, the power of this
revelation is compromised by the
reader's difficulty in following
Rachel's speech, which is not only
convoluted, but also a somewhat
contrived solution for resolving the
threads of the narrative. We wish that
we'd been sitting beside Rachel when
she pieced together her discoveries
about the triptych, that we'd heard
more of her own thoughts about her
surprising conclusions, rather than
being told in such an impersonal way.
The result is that readers care more
about Rachel than about the triptych
itself-which is probably as it should
be-but since their stories are intertwined, the emotional impact that
Wolfe seeks to achieve is lessened by
her reticence in weaving the triptych
more fully into Rachel's life.
In the end, it is not the triptych
that is unveiled to readers, but rather
Rachel's own need for restoration. For
this reason-for its sympathetic
portrayal of the pain and healing of a
wounded woman-Unveiling is well
worth reading. This message would
have come forth more powerfully had
Wolfe done imaginative justice to the
triptych itself, but the reader of
Unveiling does come away with a sense
of why the conservation field is, as
Donati puts it, the "resurrection business."
LisaDeam

Gary M. Burge, Whose Land? Whose
Promise? Cleveland: Pilgrim, 2003.

Gary Burge's Whose Land? Whose
Promise? is a fine addition to several
books with similar titles, written by
Christians who seek to explain the
Palestine-Israel conflict by the reexamination of Biblical principles
necessary for evaluating the current
situation. To those he mentions-

Frank Epp, Whose Land is Palestine?
(1970); Wesley Pippert, Land of
Promise (1988), and S. A. Ellison, Who
Owns the Land? The Arab-Israeli
Conflict (1991)-1 would add Colin
Chapman, Whose Promised Land?
(Baker, revised edition 2002).
These books counter the blindly
partisan pro-Israeli I anti-Palestinian
stance of adherents of the popular
dispensational end-time theology.
Instead, they call for a return to the
traditional redemptive Biblical
theology as a prerequisite passion for
the treatment of all God's people with
fairness, justice and compassion. In
other words, these books urge
Christians to balance their (often
unchecked) enthusiasm for Israeli
claims for the right of return to the
land with an obligation to assure
observance of justice and mercy for
the Palestinian residents in that same
land.
Burge's well-written version is
essential reading whether one has read
the earlier literature or not. Not only is
this an update, covering the 1990s and
the key events of the Second Intifada
through (2001-2), it is also a head-on
challenge to Christian Zionism, which
has rapidly coalesced as a powerful
political force. Burge, Professor of
New Testament at Wheaton College,
writes with a passionate urgency
welling from his own spiritual transformation in the course of sojourns
among Palestinians and Israelis, and
he is keen to testify to his transformed
perspective, especially to the countless
American evangelicals among whom
he locates himself.
In fact, that confessional character
gives this book its distinctive and
persuasive flavor. Professor Burge
began his scholarly career in IsraelPalestine as a typical pro-Israeli evangelical. But, as often happens, his
repeated working visits resulted in
intense personal relationships, not
only with the Jews of Israel, but also
with the Palestinians of Israel, the
Occupied Territories. In particular, he
was befriended by the small but
vibrant communities of Palestinian

at arm's length. For example, in
Christians of Israel and Palestine.
As this familiarity with the discussing a newspaper ad in which
Palestinians grew, he learned more and evangelical leaders claim that
million
American
more of the suffering inflicted on them "Seventy
as the disposable victims of the Zionist Christians" support a pro-Israeli Bush
drive for an exclusively Jewish state. administration policy, he says: "Many
And the more he heard and saw, the evangelicals like myself, however, take
less acceptable became the abstract deep offense at advertisements such as
dispensational theology of Israel's this, which pretend to speak for the
"return" to the land. To him, an entire evangelical community in a
ideology that allowed for flagrant secular forum. They do not." He ends
mistreatment
of millions
of the chapter with "The New
Palestinian fellow humans including Evangelical Outlook," a section in
tens of thousands of fellow Christians which he optimistically identifies a
could no longer be defended on theo- new trend in evangelicalism visible in
the programs on behalf of Palestinians
logical grounds.
This new awareness made him by evangelical organizations like
realize that evangelical Christians in Word Vision and Evangelicals for
America tend to see only the Israeli Middle East Understanding.
side because they are being kept
Especially useful is a brief section
unaware by leaders who hide what on "Alternative Travel" which
they know of Palestinian suffering or describes tours that make deliberate
bury it in their pitiless theological contact with the Palestinian churches
constructions. Thus he subtitled the and individuals an essential motif. For
book, "What Christians are Not Being actual travel planning he recommends
about Israel and the accessing Betty Jane Bailey's Network
Told
Palestinians," a refrain that recurs in of Alternative Travel (cf. www.holylandalternatives.net). From frequent
several chapters.
Particularly galling is the way recent visits, I can testify to the
some evangelical Christian organiza- growing role of such alternative travel
tions active in Israel-Palestine ignore offerings among Palestinian agencies
the Palestinians, including the even since this book was published,
Christians, condemn them with and its potential for countering the
ungracious, racist language, absolve pro-Israeli propaganda influences on
the Israelis of their discrimination, the typical Holy Land, in which the
and promote the political Zionism of ubiquitous Kibbutz visit is still the only
Israel, especially the extremism of the opportunity for intimate contact with
Israeli right. He documents this blind- living persons.
The second distinctive feature of
sidedness carefully from his own visits
to Jerusalem offices of organizations this book is the deliberate introduclike the self-styled "International tion of the Palestinian people to his
readers. Short of meeting actual
Christian Embassy."
The chapter on this, "Evangelicals Palestinians, this serves to make their
and the Land," is a clear characteriza- plight real and believable in ways that
tion of "Christian Zionism," the abstract arguments cannot achieve
politicized theology of the now- alone. Burge does this effectively in
powerful pro-Israeli American voting two ways.
First, he begins chapters on
block wooed by presidential candidates. Though he disapproves perspectival principles with actual
strongly of this merciless inversion of stories, case studies from the lives of
the gospel, he does so gently. His new Palestinians he knows. For example,
compassion for the Palestinians does he opens "The Prophets and the Land"
not cause him to forget he is critiquing with the telling of a tragic conflict
fellow evangelicals.
between the centuries-old Palestinian
Even so, Burge is able to put them village of Beita and the adjacent,

settler-colony of Elan Moreh,
recently-constructed on land taken
from the village. (Burge correctly calls
this "stealing land" elsewhere.)
Though begun by the murder of a
Beita farmer, shot in his field by an Uzitoting Elan Moreh youth, and though
no clear blame could be assigned in the
deaths of Arabs and Jews in the
ensuing riot, the Israeli army visited
cruel and destructive collective
punishment on the Palestinian village,
while the known Jewish perpetrators
of Elan Moreh went free, without
arrest or trial.
This tale of injustice flavors the
discussion of the prophets' teaching of
righteousness, from which he
concludes, "The land itself holds Israel
to covenant standards of justice.
Likewise, the prophets hold [ancient]
Israel to this same standard. When this
standard is violated, judgment is sure
to result." The modern prophetic
voices of Israel are not the settlers and
soldiers who practice deliberate and
cruel discrimination fueled by ethnic
hatred, but those like Ilan Pappe who
dare to expose the history of massacre,
expulsion, and mistreatment of
Palestinians that reaches back from
Beita to the War of 1948.
Professor Burge humanizes the
Palestinians in a second way, by
devoting two chapters to the
Palestinian Christians. Though
Christians by now make up an incountry minority of less than five
percent (many more have moved elsewhere) he focuses on them, both
because American evangelicals "have
not been told" and because they play a
major role in the struggle for national
and ethnic survival of all Palestinians.
That does not mean he denigrates the
Palestinian Muslim majority with
whom they share their cultural history
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and their long struggle for survival.
"The Palestinian Churches" gives
a useful breakdown of the numerous
Arab-speaking Palestinian denominations, including a geography of the
parishes in both Israel and the
Occupied Territories. He makes it
clear that the churches have recently
become much more active participants in the Palestinian human rights
struggle. I'm a bit disappointed that
the prominent ecumenical Christian
rights organization, Sabeel, is
mentioned only in a footnote. The
following chapter, "Living Stones in
the Land," gives short biographies of
twelve-a symbolic allusion to the
twelve ?-Palestinian Christians who
are making exemplary Christian
contributions to the cause of Palestine.
Among them I noted Cedar Duaybis,
an Anglican woman whose family
history is an epitome of the Palestinian
Christian experience: exile, alienation, rededication, and service. She
recently gave an excellent explanation
of Sabeel's nonviolent liberation
theology to my class of American and
Palestinian geography students.
These distinctive aspects-focus
on American evangelicalism and
Palestinian Christianity-frame the
intellectual substance of the book, in
which he comes to essentially the same
conclusions as those in the books listed
in the opening paragraphs: Ancient
Israel's role in the land is tied to the
prescriptions
of
righteousness
contained both in God's promises and
the prophets' negative evaluations of
ancient Israel's unfaithfulnesses. The
teachings of Jesus, the apostles and the
early church build on that. The heirs of
ancient Israel are the believers, those
who have made a spiritual commitment to God, and express that in their
sanctified behavior-as agents of

peace and justice.
Measured against those standards, modern Israel is not ancient
Israel "restored," but a modern
secular nation with obligations to
perform according to the same standards required of other nations. Set up
this way, Burge's own critiques of
Israel's mistreatments of the
Palestinians is not surprising to anyone
who has stood in line at a checkpoint,
seen a house bulldozed, or heard the
killing blast of an Uzi. To an American
reader who associates the Palestinians
only with suicide bombings, the harshness of this judgment may appear onesided and be unpopular. The truth is
that while Palestinian violence has
been lamentable, it is a minuscule
response to the prior violence visited
on them by the Israelis. And it's not
just that there is no balance in intensity-no evenly matched war between
two peoples. No, all of Israel's
violence adds up to a premeditated
"ethnic cleansing," a gradual, systematic displacement of Palestinians from
the land, through death, dispossession, and exile.
Gary Burge's book is a courageous
telling of unpopular truths. The first
truth is that, as an evangelical, he
cannot join the "seventy million"
fellow evangelicals giving Israel its cart
blanche license to kill. The second
truth is that the State of Israel is guilty
of an oppressive occupation in which
violent oppression is justified by an
unrighteous ideology of the exclusive
superiority of one people over
another. For the first truth, this book is
essential reading for those "seventy"
million evangelicals. For that and the
second truth it is essential reading for
everyone.
Bert de Vries

music and music makers: Bach's Mass in B Minor
(first published in December 194 7)

Walter A. Hansen
Goethe once described art as a
medium to express what cannot be
expressed in words (eine Vermittlerin
des Unaussprechlichen). It is wise to
bear this axiomatic truth in mind
whenever one undertakes to write
about works of art. Creators as well as
mere commentators are bound to miss
the mark when they attempt to put
into words that which, strictly
speaking, is outside the pale of
words ....
How, for example, shall I write
about Bach's great Mass in B Minor? It
is not enough to tell when, why, and
how the majestic work was composed.
The historical background of the
masterpiece is at once fascinating and
helpful. Bach, like most mortals, was
ambitious. He liked marks of distinction. There was no vanity in his makeup; but he chafed under some of the
disagreeable elements in his environment. The petty fault-finding of those
who, in the matter of music, were not
worthy of kissing even the hem of his
garment amused him at times.
Occasionally the cavilling annoyed
him. This does not mean that Bach
believed, or even suspected, that
posterity would honor him as one of
the greatest of the great in the field of
music. It does mean, however, that
Bach, like all artists, had the pride
without which there can be no artistry
in the true sense of the word.
In 1733, Bach, the busy Cantor of
the Thomasschule in Leipzig, sent the
Kyrie and the Gloria of his Mass in B
Minor to Augustus II, Elector of
Saxony and King of Poland. A letter
accompanied the manuscript. Bach
humbly begged the powerful sovereign to appoint him court composer.
He wrote as follows:

My Most Gracious Lord, Most
Serene Elector, Most Gracious Lord!
To Your Royal Highness I submit
in deepest devotion the present slight
labor of that knowledge which I have
achieved in musique, with the most
wholly submissive prayer that Your
Highness will look upon it with Most
Gracious Eyes, according to Your
Highness's World-Famous Clemency
and not according to the poor composition; and thus deign to take me under
Your Most Mighty Protection. For
some years and up to the present
moment I have had the Directorium of
the Music in the two principal
churches in Leipzig, but have innocently had to suffer one injury or
another, and on occasion also a
diminution of the fees accruing to me
in this office: but these injuries would
disappear altogether if Your Royal
Highness would grant me the favor of
conferring upon me a title of Your
Highness's Court Capelle, and would
let Your High Command for the
issuing of such a document go forth to
the proper place. Such a most gracious
fulfillment of my most humble prayer
will bind me to unending devotion,
and I offer myself in most indebted
obedience to show at all times, upon
Your Royal Highness's Most Gracious
Desire, my untiring zeal in the composition of music for the church as well as
for the orchestra, and to devote my
entire forces to the service of Your
Highness, remaining in unceasing
fidelity
Your Royal Highness's most
humble and most obedient slave
JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH.
Dresden,July27, 1733

Bach's plea was without success.
One wonders whether Augustus ever
gave the music more than a passing
glance. At all events, we know that the
work was never performed in its
entirety during the composer's lifetime.
Light on the Mass
These historical data are interesting; but do they shed any light
whatever on the Mass in B Minor
itself? They do. We must note that
Bach sent the Kyrie and the Gloria to a
Roman Catholic sovereign, and we
must conclude, I am sure, that when
composing the work he was at pains to
do his best.
Did Bach, the Lutheran, believe
that his mass-or parts of it-would
ever be presented in a Roman Catholic
service? To my thinking, one has every
right to answer yes to this question. It
is true that more than one scholar
agrees with Paul H. Lang, who states in
Music in Western Civilization that the
Mass in B Minor is "definitely beyond
the scope of any divine service,
Catholic or Protestant." But did Bach
himself have that belief? I do not think
so. Many of his sacred works-works
written specifically for performance in
connection with the church serviceare similar in form and in workmanship to what he put into the mass. If, in
Bach's opinion, such compositions
were suitable for use in a service, why
would the Mass in B minor be out of
place?
In our time Bach's mass is regarded as altogether too long a work
for a service. But did Bach and his
contemporaries think so? I believe
they did not.
Perhaps the question I have just

asked is entirely too academic in char- reasoning of the learned musicologist
acter. Nevertheless, it provides much is specious. It is easy to say that the
Mass in B Minor is diffuse because six
food for thought.
There are additional questions sections of it "contain music that was
into which we must sink our teeth, as it originally the embodiment of a spirit
were, when we consider the Mass in B diametrically opposed to the Latin
Minor.
text to which it was now fitted without
Did the fact that Bach used adap- radical alterations or noticeable
tations of previous works from his effort." Nevertheless, the conclusion
own pen when he wrote the Mass in B does not hold water. Bach had the
Minor cause the composition to ability to weave previously composed
become diffuse in character? Dr. Lang music into the mass with remarkable
says yes. He speaks of the masterpiece congruity of expression.
as "a gigantic collection of cantatas, a
At any rate, my own view is, in the
fact well illustrated by the inclusion in final analysis, no less logical than the
this Catholic work of six individual view set forth by Dr. Lang.
numbers taken from his earlier
German-Protestant cantatas." Dr. Symbolism
For many years scholars have
Lang declares:
devoted much attention to Bach's
The diffuseness of Bach's Bsymbolism. Albert Schweitzer has
minor Mass is ... due to the
done yeoman work in this field.
Extensive lists of Bach's musical
sequence of heterogeneous
"numbers." Each of these
symbols have been compiled. This
numbers is a masterpiece of
little motif, for example, refers to joy,
that one to sorrow, another to peace,
the highest order, but they are
and another to fear. Here is a figure
arrayed like so many indiwhich suggests dancing, here is one
vidual cantatas. There is no
that has to do with flying, and here we
compelling unity watching
have a little tonal device that causesover the whole, there is not
or should cause-us to think of falling.
even a relationship between
It is fascinating to study the
the rwo Kyries.
profuse wealth of symbolism in the
I hesitate to disagree with a man of Dr. works of Bach; but it seems certain
Lang's erudition, and I wonder if Dr. that no scholar-or group of
Lang, or any scholar, would be likely scholars-will ever be able to compile
to call the Mass in B Minor diffuse if an exhaustive catalog of these little
history had buried the fact that Bach tricks of the great master's trade.
One has a right to suspect, I am
made use of previously written material. It is true that the Osanna is an sure, that the agile-brained Cantor
adaptation of Preise dein Gliicke, wove numerous examples of his
gesegnetes Sachsen, which is part of symbolism into the Mass in B Minor.
one of Bach's secular cantatas. It is Was it a broad use of symbolism when
equally true that the Gratias agimus, in connection with the words confithe Qui to/lis, the Patrem omnipo- teor unum baptisma, in the Credo, he
tentem, the Crucifixus, and the Agnus employed Gregorian chant together
Dei were adapted from other works. with polyphonic treatment as devised
But did this in itself prevent Bach from and developed, to a large extent, in the
achieving an organic unity in the Mass domain of Protestantism? I do not
in B Minor? Dr. Lang's conclusion know. I am asking the question in the
seems, at first blush, to be wholly in hope that some man or woman of
keeping with sound logic. But would learning may be able to give an answer
he have arrived at such a conclusion if based not on surmise but on fact. I
it were not known that Bach copied suspect, however, that the question
from Bach? To my thinking, the cannot be answered.
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There is an extensive use of
symbolism in the Crucifixus, which, as
pointed out before, is based on a
previous outpouring from Bach's pen.
In this tragedy-laden part of the Credo
the master employs a fixed bass made
up of a descending chromatic scale.
The effect is overpowering. At the
end of the Crucifixus the voices go
down to an exceedingly low range as
they intone the words et sepultus est
("and was buried"). The gloom is
dispelled as soon as we hear the jubilant Et resurrexit.
Bach's Mass in B Minor has been
recorded in its entirety by the RCA
Victor Chorale and Orchestra under
the direction of Robert Shaw (RCA
Victor Albums 1145 and 1146). The
soloists are Anne McKnight, first
soprano; June Gardner, second
soprano; Lydia Summers, contralto;
Lucius Metz, tenor; and Paul
Matthen, bass. The singing is clear in
every detail. There is not a single trace
of muddiness. The diction is sharp,
and the accentuation is entirely in
keeping with the dictates of sound
musicianship. Furthermore, Mr. Shaw
knows how to maintain a proper
balance between the singers and the
instrumentalists. He realizes that the
orchestral portion of the work is by no
means inferior in significance to the
parts assigned to the choir and to the
soloists. Many conductors fail
dismally in their efforts to give proper
and pertinent emphasis to the sublime
beauty of the mass; but Mr. Shaw, one
of the best choral directors of the
present time, goes to the very core of
the music. f
Walter A. Hansen wrote music criticism for The Cresset from 1937 to
1966. In addition to writing for The
Cresset, he taught at Concordia
College, Fort Wayne, and translated
several works by Luther.
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front coverOur front cover is a reproduction of the 1748 Haussmann portrait of Bach, courtesy of William Scheide of Princeton, N.J. In his
Johann Sebastian Bach: The Learned Musician , Christoph Wolff writes: "When portrait painter Elias Gottlob HaufSmann depicted the
Leipzig town council in 1746, he painted the councillors in their official likenesses-in serious pose, formal attire, periwig, and
sometimes with specific attributes identifying their function .... The same pattern applies to HaufSmann's portrait of Bach ... , in
which the subject's right hand holds a page of music, but not just any old music. The cantor shows us a sheet inscribed with three
short lines of musical notation and the inscription, Canon triplex a 6 Voc[ibus] per J . S. Bach (triple canon for six voices, by J. S.
Bach), an encoded text whose complex musical contents would remain obscure to the general viewer and challenge even the well
versed musician .... Bach displays what he considers his trademark, the short but highly sophisticated canon, BWV 1076, an emblem
of his erudite contrapuntal art. By not having a keyboard instrument included in the picture, he chose to disclaim his fame as a
virtuoso performer. And by not clasping a paper roll, the conductor's attribute ... , Bach elected to play down his office as cantor
and music director.... In the portrait, Bach the man takes a back seat to his work .... (C]ompared with his imposing oeuvre, the
human being seems of secondary importance." Readers interested in portraits of Bach should consult Teri Noel lowe's fascinating
web pages: http:/jwww.npj.comjhomepagej teritowejjsbindex. html
on reviewersEdward Uehling
chairs the English Department at Valparaiso University.
Lisa Deam
an expert in medieval art history, lives in Valparaiso, Indiana .
Bert DeVries
teaches history at Calvin College.
on poetsSaul Bennett
lives in the Hudson Valley of New York. His second collection of poems, Harpo Marx at Prayer (Archer Books, 2000) was nominated
by the publisher for a Pulitzer Prize. His poems have appeared in New Letters, Chn"stian Century, Rattle, and The New York Times.
Anne Turner's
work has appeared in Wellspn"ng, Weavings, and Common weal, among other journals. She has written four books of poetry and a
published biblical novel, Apes and Peacocks. She writes from Grand Rapids, Minnesota.
Ray Greenblatt
was a winner of the Mad Poets Review Annual Contest and the Anthony Byrne Prize For Poetry sponsored by the Irish Edition
and Trinity College, Dublin. His new book Dvorak's Garage is available from The Moon Press, Tucson.
Sarah Rossiter
author of The Human Season, a novel, and Beyond This Bitter Air, a short story collection, is a spiritual director whose poetry has
appeared in various journals and periodicals. She lives with her husband in Weston, Massachusetts.
Mary M. Brown
teaches literature and creative writing at Indiana Wesleyan University. Her poems have appeared in Chn"stianity and Literature, First
Things, Artful Dodge, and Christian Century.
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